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ABSTRACT
A CASE STUDY OF A MODEL FOR TEACHING
HEAD START CHILDREN
The intent of this study is to document the imple-

mentation of a model for teaching four year old Head Start
children.

The model was developed by the implementor to

study the applicability of the theories of Maslow, Combs,
and Hersey and Blanchard to children from low-income families in a preschool classroom.

The goals of the model

were the development of the children's personal fulfillment,
ability to regulate themselves, positive self-concept, and

understanding of themselves and others.
The case study method of research was used in this
study.

The events which occurred in a Head Start classroom

in Chester, Vermont during the '72-' 73 school year are

presented in the appendix in chronological order.

These

data document how the teachers implemented the model as

well as the reactions of the children.

The data were ana-

lyzed to determine the degree of similarity between the

theoretical model and the methods actually used by the
behavioral
teachers, and to determine the kind and extent of

change noted in the four goal areas.

The analysis indicated

followed the
that the implementation of the model closely
also suggests
design of the theoretical model. The analysis

V

that the behavior of the children did in fact change in the

desired direction in three of the four goals:
fulfillment, self-regulation, and self-concept.

selfIn the

fourth goal of personal and interpersonal understanding,

insufficient data were collected to allow analysis.
The significance of this study is that it records
the effects of a structured, humanistic teaching model

which encourages the individual and group development of
children in a Head Start classroom.

plementation of the model

,

In the design and im-

Head Start children were not

treated as if they were deficient in their ability to learn.
The conclusions indicate that this was an appropriate approach.

Furthermore the investigator concludes that the
i

success of the model in the Chester, Vermont classroom in-

dicates a need for further use in other Head Start settings.

Mary Dodge
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
August, 1974
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION
I

This dissertation documents the implementation of

teaching model for Head Start teachers.

a

The term "model"

denotes a theoretical formulation of educational goals and

teaching processes which are based on certain assumptions
about human nature and human growth.

In the field of pre-

school education during the last ten years, many different

models have been tested to determine their impact on
children.

The model used in this study was developed and

implemented during a time when both friends and foes of

preschool education were questioning the impact and value
of the educational opportunities which Head Start has

afforded children from low income families.

It is of

critical importance for the survival and improvement of
Head Start that the various teaching models be studied and

evaluated separately by instruments which measure personal
and social growth as well as cognitive development.
of
The focus of this study is different from much

treats the
the current research on Head Start which

presented to
development and duration of cognitive concepts
is a personal
preschool children. Instead, the focus here
and social one.

are
The basic assumptions of the model

act and interact, and
that children are human beings who

2

the model treats the energies and the abilities which they

use as they relate to their world.

The model seeks to

promote the development of each child both as an individual
and as a member of a social unit, thu classroom, and to

help each child develop a positive understanding of his or
her self and of others around that "self."

An awareness of

self and others is seen as broadened and reinforced by the

same classroom experience.

The model attempts to implement a process the goals
of which can be called humanitarian:

a group of

children

develops within an environment which meets the needs of the
individual as well as those of the group.

This process,

although it has often been described by humanists, has not
been adequately investigated.

This study documents the

attempt to implement this process in the real setting of

a

Head Start classroom.

Background of the Study

Operation Head Start joined other government anti-

poverty programs in 1965 when it was signed in as the
nation's federally funded preschool program for children
from low-income families.

Head Start, as well as other

government anti-poverty efforts of the mid-to late

60' s,

who feel that
have been continuously criticized by people
Supwasted.
such expenditures of money on the poor are
Banfield
porters of this view, such as Colemann (1966),

3

(1968), Moynihan

(1969), and Jensen

(1969), feel that the

poor will not (because of their innate personal inadequacy)
or cannot (because of their debilitating life experiences)

benefit from such educational, employment, legal, and
political opportunities.
Another group of critics has become increasingly
vocal in the last five years.

Psychologists, sociologists,

social scientists, and educators such as Clark (1968), Piven
and Cloward (1971)
(1972)

,

Illich (1971)

,

Ryan (1971)

,

and Ginsberg

are becoming more articulate in their criticism of

the way low-income people are being treated in the United
States.

They are not only challenging the traditional views

about differences between the middle class and the poor, but

they are also questioning the design of many of the programs

which have been created to assist the poor.

Within the

last few years, the efficacy of compensatory education programs, medicaid, welfare, and job retraining has been

challenged mainly because the locus of control still re-

mains in the hands of the non-poor:

the middle class

bureaucrats, city officials, school boards, teachers, etc.
people
These critics see the poor primarily as powerless
to change
who have limited economic resources and no way

their financial impoverishment.

Especially if they are

inferior by the
black/ they are considered different or
less than
white majority in their own country. With

4

adequate resources, the poor are forced into an economic
life style which is, indeed, different from the middle class
life style.

These critics argue that the differences which

are due to lack of money will decrease if the poor are

given sufficient resources.
The purpose of Operation Head Start, as originally

conceived, was to give preschool children from low-income

families access to the kinds of experiences to which middle
class kids had been accustomed before both entered the

public school system.

It was felt that the resources of

low-income families were so limited that low-income children
Head Start

did not have an equal educational opportunity.

was seen as a way to minimize the educational differences
before these children entered public school.

The parents

of the Head Start children were asked to serve in advisory

and policy making roles.

The assumption was made that the

more the parents were involved in the program, the more
effective it would be for all those involved.
Purpose of the Study
in
This study records the process which occurred

Head Start
the implementation of a teaching model with a
children
The goal of the model was to give Head Start
class.

freedom within a defined environment to develop

a

community

their group
which met both their individual needs and

purposes.

control of
The children were given increasing

5

the resources and decision making processes.

mentor predicted that this model would have

The implea

major impact

on the understanding, attitudes, behaviors, and skills
of these low-income children.

At

the.

end of this study,

the data are analyzed to see whether any change did occur
in the children and whether this change was in the direction

of the model's goals.

To formulate, to attempt to implement the model, and
to evaluate the results, the following has been done:
1)

The goals of the model have been specified.

2)

The specific behavior of children which indi-

cates internalization of these goals has been identified.
3)

The model has been described.

4)

The underlying conceptual framework has been

investigated in a review of the relevant literature.
5)

The process of implementation used by the

teachers has been documented.
6)

The effect of this program on the children has

been recorded.
7)

The extent to which the program achieved its

goals has been determined.
8)

implications of the model have been suggested

have been proposed.
and recommendations for its further use

Significance of the Study
its purpose is
This study is significant in that

.
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to record the entire process of implementation of a specific

teaching model in a Head Start classroom.

The model com-

bines the theoretical and research efforts primarily of
Maslow, Combs, Ryan, Hersey and Blanc nard.

Much documenta-

tion, such as that recorded in this study, still needs to be

done on various attempts to use their theories in different

settings
The study is significant in a second respect.

It

follows preschool children placed in a self-actualizing

environment.

Children are not generally treated as if they

were people capable of making appropriate decisions about

themselves and their own needs.

At the present time the

opportunity for self-direction in children is generally
limited by years of dependence within the family structure.
The model used in this study increasingly allows children
to make decisions which affect themselves and each other.

The implementor's goal is the development of a synergistic

Head Start class where each child develops as the class
develops.

The growth of one supports the growth of the

other.

The study is significant in a third respect.

It

have the same
makes the assumption that low-income children

kind of educalearning potential and respond to the same
child. The study
tional experences as the middle class
as children who are
does not treat the Head Start children

2
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socially or culturally disadvantaged. 1
The misleading assumption of the term
"disadvantage" and the programatic consequences of the idea of "disadvantage"
start a cycle of mistakes. Programs
proceeding on the assumption that a child
is a cripple and his environment is
healthy will be enormously different
from programs based on the opposite
assumption. The first suggests crutches,
bandages, therapy, low expectations,
special clinics, extra exercises; the
second suggests improving the environment by making it more healthy for a
healthy child.

Head Start children have not had the resources available to

middle class children; however, this study assumes that
Head Start children are equally able to benefit from the

kinds of resources and experiences which are used to pro-

mote growth and learning in the middle class preschool
classroom.

Design of the Study

Population

.

The teaching model described in this study was

implemented in one of the Head Start classrooms which was
located just to the north of Chester in Charlsville, Vermont.
1

This assumption is contrary to the views of some
researchers and educators. See M. Deutsch (1966) and C.
For a survey of the
Bereiter and S. Englemann (1966)
research done on Head Start children, see H. Ginsberg
.

(1972)

.

^A. Gentry, Urban Education;
delphia, 1972), 18.

Hope Factor (Phila-

8

All the names including Chester Head Start, were changed
in order to preserve the anonymity of those involved.

The

Head Start (HS) class met four days a week for four hours
a day.

Classes began October 16,

from 11:00 to 3:00.
to 10:30 to 2:30.

19' 2

with class hours

On January 23rd, the time was changed

School closed on May 25, 1973.

The class

had 16 children at the beginning of the year and twelve

children completed the full school year.

The children came

from low-income families in the town of Chester, Vermont
and the surrounding area.

Two teachers worked in the class-

room and they had the freedom to design their own program.
A few things in the schedule were set.

Lunch was at 11:30.

The "Noisy Room," which was used for large motor play was

not available from 12:30 to 2:30.

The children were trans-

ported to the school in the bus and for some this meant
about an hour's ride.
The children in this study came from a variety of
home settings and brought to school a wide range of attitudes, behaviors, and skills.

Some of the children had two

parents living at home, some did not.
one child did not.

Most had siblings,

Some were happy, socially competent

children and others were timid in new situations and unsure
of themselves generally.

Most of the children were four

three
years old at the beginning of the year, although
October.
children were three years old upon entering in

Care Center
Two children had previously attended the Day

9

foz a year.

Four of the children lived in trailer homes.

Two afternoon Day Care children were included in the class.
It is difficult to generalize about the children in

the Head Start class.

It is accurate- to say that they had

more problems related to the lack of money in the home than
does the average child.

Some children had unattended

medical and dental problems.
their immunizations.

Some were not up to date on

Some wore clothes that did not fit,

were dirty, or were inappropriate for the weather.

Some

did not recognize things by color, number, or shape.

A

few had never been read to or seen a children's book before

coming to the center.
their home.

Most had a limited number of toys in

Many had not seen or experienced the variety

of things common to the middle class child.

The Case Study Approach

.

The investigator's choice of the case study method
is supported by Messick

(1970) who suggests a systematic,

analytical approach to determining the relative impact of
any social action program.

Gross and Neil (1972) document

the importance of the case study for a qualitative under-

standing of the impact of different innovations.
(1972)

Walton

for
views the case study as the most effective means

change
getting situational data on the viability of various
conducted
strategies. At the first of six research seminars

Project Head Start
by the Research and Evaluation Office of
longitudinal situational
in 1968, Rashid stated the need for

.
:

.
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data
...It would be beneficial to analyze
systematically and to compare programs in order
to describe the patterns of activity
settings
used; the explicit or public objectives such
settings were designed to reach; the behaviors
which result from the requirements of the
settings and which have not been planned for
or perhaps even recognized by the teacher. 3

Collection of Data

.

Data for this study is of two kinds:

data and analytical data.

descriptive

The descriptive data records the

process used by the implementor and the reactions of the

children to the model

.

The analytical data measures the

changes in the children's actions and perceptions.
Descriptive data was collected in the following
ways

Lesson plans and results

A brief outline of

:

activities planned by the teachers for the entire week was
outlined.

The teachers recorded the events which actually

occurred each day at the end of the day.
Periodic detailed log

:

A detailed summary of what

happened during the four hour HS class was made by the
implementor once a month.

Observation

:

A monthly observation of each child

which recorded his activities during the free play period
3

M. Rashid, "The Teacher, Teacher Style, and
Classroom Management," in Grotberg H. (ed.), Critical
Issues in Research Related to Disadvantaged Children
14
(Princeton, New Jersey, 1969)
,

,

:
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was made by an outside investigator.

The observation lasted

for about fifteen to twenty minutes.

Analytical data was collected in the following
ways
Rating of the observation

:

The monthly observation

(mentioned above under descriptive data) was rated by the

outside investigator on a five point scale, the Behavioral
Inference Score Sheet which is found in Appendix A.

The

outside investigator inferred from their observable behavior how closely the children conformed to the stated
objectives.

This scale has not been tested for its relia-

bility or its validity.
The outside investigator's training consisted of
the reading of the investigator's research proposal,

several discussions with the investigator about the In-

ference Scale, and the pilot testing of the scale.

The

outside investigator was a teacher in another classroom
Head
within the Chester center and she was familiar with

Start, the children and the teachers.

Analysis of Data

.

of the
The primary tool for analyzing the results

Behavioral Inmodel was the children's ratings on the
averaged for each
ference Score Sheet. The ratings were
then charted to see
of the 16 behavioral objectives and
An
in behavior over time.
if there were any differences

..

12

inference scale to analyze behavior relating to the child's

self-perception was first used by Combs (1963).

His study

indicated that inference from behavior is a legitimate and

effective way of analyzing children 'l self-perceptions in
the early school years.

A similar system was chosen for

this study because of Combs' success and because this

approach includes recorded observation of each child's
behavior.

The scale developed by the investigator for this

study, while not Combs' scale, utilizes the technique of

reference via observation of behavior, onto

a five point

scale
The daily record of teaching events and the child-

ren's responses were reviewed by the investigator and

analyzed for behavioral change.

Areas of change were noted

as were areas where growth was slow, or non-existent.

The

investigator then considered the extent to which the pro-

gram achieved its goals and suggested implications of the
model.

Recommendations are made for further use of the

model
Limitations of the Study
(1)

The investigator of the study was a participant

and the major implementor of the model.
(2)

The study was made on the model's implementa-

tion in only one Head Start class.
group.

There was no control

.

13

(3)

The study was limited to the time period

October 1972 to May 1973 with data collection beginning in

December 1972 and continuing through May 1973.
(4)

The study was made of

Hi_ad

Start children from

one semi-rural, predominantly white, Anglo-Saxon community.
(5)

The observations and ratings were done by one

(6)

The children had contact with the model only

person

four hours a day.

Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter

I

has provided an introduction to the study

and has described the methodology which has been used.

Chapter II includes a statement of those assumptions underlying the model and a review of relevant research and

literature.

Chapter III states the goals and develops the

model which was implemented.

Chapter IV documents the case

study of the teaching model for Head Start children as
'72-' 73 school
implemented in Chester, Vermont during the

year.

data
In Chapter V, the investigator analyzes the

and the case study.

The final chapter contains the con-

this study.
clusions and suggests further implications of

14

CHAPTER
REVIEW

OF

THE

II

LITERATURE

Chapter II reviews the literature relevant to the

model discussed in the first chapter of this study.

This

review is intended to represent the total body of materials
applicable to this study.

It is organized around the three

assumptions which are basic to the model.

Assumption No.

I

:

Within children

,

there is an

innate potential to take from the environment that which is

most stimulating to them in their growth

.

The model used

in this study has different purposes than most Head Start

intervention and evaluation studies.

Current research on

the impact of Head Start has concentrated primarily on the

cognitive development of the child and the maintenance of

cognitive gains in the public schools.
house Study (1969)

,

Both the Westing-

which followed HS children into the

public schools, and the Coleman Report (1966), which compared the achievement of children in compensatory education

programs with control groups, state the inability of such

programs to bring the achievement level of low-income

children to that of middle class children.

The Westinghouse

not
Study showed that academic gains from Head Start were

maintained after the third grade.

In their review of

Moore and
research done on the affects of early schooling,

15

Moore (1972) found some indication that certain negative
results such as myopia or negative attitudes toward school

may even come from a preschool experience.

They suggest

that preschool education should be for those children with

special problems while normal children should remain in the

nourishing environment of the home.
White (1970)

,

Butler (1971)

,

and Almy (1973) have

also reviewed the research done on the impact of early

childhood education and have drawn different conclusions.
They feel that the research supports the continuation of
Head Start and they suggest directions for further program

development and for more comprehensive research evaluation
effort.

Gordon (1969), Rashid (1969), and Cazden (1972)

while supporting the continuation of Head Start have stated
that individual program evaluation would be most productive.

They suggest that research which studies the affect of
in
Head Start needs to be more cognizant of the differences

goals and approaches of various models.

Such process

understanding
product research is critical for our eventual
outcomes, but
not only of which models achieve particular
child characteriswhy. We also need to add information on

tics into our research designs."
models.
Some research has begun on different

1

Childh<

grams

C. Cazden,

In

Early
Some Questions for Research in
Proin Stanley, J. (ed.) Prescho ol

16

1969, the Office of Child Development began a
longitudinal

study of twelve different models 3 in an attempt to
find out
the "impact of various preschool curricula on Head
Start

children."

"Planned Variation," as the study is called,

uses both cognitive and non-cognitive measures in attempting to assess a wide range of effects of different educa-

tional environments on children.

Weikart'

s

(1972)

research

on the low-income preschool children who participated in a

controlled study of three different teaching models showed
that these Head Start programs did make a positive and

significant difference in the children's achievement and
these gains were maintained in the public schools.

Weikart

felt that the reason his results were contradictory to the

results of the Westinghouse Study was that each of the three
treated classrooms in his study used "an intense staff model
of planning and supervision,"

4

wherein the teachers had clear

goals; adequate support, supervision, and training in the

design of curriculum; and time to plan and evaluate their
curriculum.
2

J.

Klein,

grams," Children

,

"Planned Variation in Head Start ProXVIII (No. 1, 1971) 8.

3

For a preliminary evaluation report see Stanford
Research Institute, Implementation of Planned Variation in
Head Start: Preliminary Evaluations of Planned Variation
(Menlo Park, California, 1971).
,

"Relationship of Curriculum, Teaching
and Learning in Preschool," in Stanley, J. (ed.) Preschool
Programs for the Disadvantaged (Baltimore, 1972) 57.
4

D. Weikart,

,

17

In evaluating the effect of Head Start, the im-

pact of the public school which the child enters needs to
be considered.

Wolff (1967) indicated that some basic

attitudes and procedures on the part of the teachers receiving Head Start children in some public school kindergartens would cause a steady decline in the school achieve-

ment of these children.

The personal accounts of racial

prejudice by Kaufman (1964)
and Dennison (1969)

,

,

Herndon (1965)

,

Kohl

(1967)

and the study of the effects of teacher

expectations by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) suggest that
teacher reaction is a critical factor in the child's school

performance whatever his abilities or background.
It is clear that most of the past research on the

impact of Head Start has been too broad to serve much
purpose.

What is needed is comparative research which

studies the specific affects of different programs on the

children involved.

It is important that Head Start pro-

grams be evaluated by their emotional, social and intellectual impact in addition to their cognitive results.

The

personal
model implemented in this study has goals which are

and social.

Its purpose was to try to develop an environ-

relate to
ment where children could express themselves,

would go beyond
others, and develop a school community that
The model encourages
a priori definitions of curriculum.
environment where
interaction between child, teacher, and

18

each initiates and responds.

The goals of the model are to

develop in the children an increasing amount
of freedom and
responsibility to direct, their own school experience.
Be-

cause of the roles of the children and teachers,
the model
can be considered similar to those in the "open
framework

curricula" category described by Weikart (1972) or the
"cog-

nitive discovery models" category suggested by the Stanford

Research Associates (1971) where the teacher and the child
are actively initiating activities.

Though research has

yet to demonstrate the superiority of this type of experience, there is the prolific research of Jean Piaget and the

work and writings of others such as the Open Classroom
supporters both in England and the United States, Montessori

Dewey and Maslow which supports this approach.
Piaget's studies on the development of young children have altered the consciousness of many people who work

with children.

In more than two dozen books and articles,

Piaget recounts his personal research on the child's develop

ment of language, cognitive structures, morality, etc.
Elkind (1968) suggests that one of the main implications of

Piaget's work for preschool educators is the recognition of
a child's innate time-table and his distinct mental pro-

cesses for learning about the world.
(1968)

Ginsberg and Opper

describe Piaget's findings which indicate that

a

preschool child learns through the concrete experience of
interacting with his own environment.

Piaget talks about
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the "American problem," that is, the desire of Americans to

speed up the development of the child's brain and to teach

him formally before the child has the mental ability to
learn from such abstract instruction.

The infant schools in Leicestershire, England have

Feathersone (1967a, 1967b, 1967c),

attracted much interest.
the Plowden Report (1967)

Blackie (1971)

,

,

Brown and Precious (1968)

,

and

have described the results of an educational

program which utilizes the energies, curiosity, and knowledge of both teachers and children.

Open education, as it

has come to be called in the United States, reveals a pro-

cess similar to the one proposed by the model implemented in
this study.
.The teacher provides a rich and interesting school environment and creates an atmosphere which will encourage thought, ideas
and sincere effort on the part of the child
in his activities .. .The children should be able
to communicate ideas in every media and feel
secure if they wish to reveal their innermost thoughts and feelings. She must be respected by all her children because of her
interest and concern for them and they will
then feel free to use their5 own initiative
in the learning situation.
.

.

and the Open
What is basic to Piaget's theory of interaction
The education
School is the innate potential of children.
actualized
process works with the child's potentialities

through the child's play.

Lillard (1972) summarizes the

The Integrated Day in
M. Brown and N. Precious,
1968) 30.
the Primary School (New York,
5

.

,
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work of Montessori which revolutionized preschool education
shortly after the turn of the century by creating a school

environment design specifically for the abilities and interests of three and four year old children.

Dewey's (1938)

writings indicate the importance of the child's spontaneous
learning within a rich environment as opposed to learning
from adult programs.

Maslow suggests that the human po-

tential of people can best be fulfilled in an environment

where individuals are free to fulfill their needs:
...It is necessary, in order for children to
grow well, that adults have enough trust in
them and in the natural processes of growth,
i.e., not interfere too much, not make them
grow, or force them into predetermined designs,
but rather let them grow and help them grow...”

Assumption No. II

:

People in poverty circumstances

are not allowed an equal opportunity in the American social

system

Harrington (1962) described the condition of the

poor in the United States:

bad health, malnutrition, lack

of education, and a sense of impotence.

Coles'

(1967,

1969,

1972) anthropological approach to the study of low-income

children records the difficulties which poor children and
poor families have in a society that generally perceives

Many commentators such as Clark (1965)

them as alien.
Farrell (1969)

,

and Alinsky (1971) see poverty perpetuated

"Some Basic Propositions of Growth on
Perceiv^
Self-Actualization Psychology," in Combs, A. (ed.)
Jy.
1962)
D.C.,
ing Behaving Becoming (Washington,
6

,

A. Maslow,
,
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both by a lack of opportunity (basic skill
training, job
training, and jobs) and by a sense of
powerlessness
to

change the conditions of their life.
siders that the life conditions of

t.*e

Valentine (1968) conpoor are determined

primarily by the attitudes and institutions of the society
surrounding them.

Wilson's (1963) research showed this

process at work in a study which revealed how low-income

youth were being channelled by guidance counselors into

vocational as opposed to professional training and jobs.
The point of view suggested above stresses the ex-

ploitation of the poor

.

A number of scholars and writers

disagree with this viewpoint.

They state that the poor, in

one way or another, are the cause of their own condition.

Glaser and Moynihan (1963) suggest that the inadequacy of
the family structure, especially black families, makes it

impossible for the poor to take advantage of opportunities

which exist for everyone else.

Jensen (1969) suggests that

there may be a genetic difference between blacks and whites.
He feels that blacks may be innately less intelligent than

Herrnstein (1971) builds on Jensen's theory by

whites.

stating that "a cautious conclusion is that the upper class
scores about thirty I.Q. points above the lower class."

7

Greater wealth, health, freedom, fairness
and educational opportunity are not going to

7

(No.

3,

R.

Herrnstein, "IQ," Atlantic Monthly

1971)

43.

,

CCXXVIII
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give us the egalitarian society of our philosophical heritage. It will instead give us
a society clearly graduated, with ever greater
innate separation between the top and the
bottom, and ever more uniformity within families
as far as inherited abilities are concerned.®

Banfield (1968) speculates that American society and its
poor have not fully finished their evolutionary process
is speaking mainly about blacks)

(he

and that, by the 1980’s,

the poor could be naturally absorbed into the middle class.
He feels that the anti-poverty bureaucracy only interferes,

causes confusion, and delays this process.
Some educators see low-income children as deficient
in some of the skills possessed by middle class children and

as in need of remedial experience in Head Start before inter-

ing public school.

Bernstein's (1970) research suggests

that children from low-income families lack the elaborate

language structures of the middle class.

He feels it is

these structures which enable children to learn the abstract

concepts which are taught in the schools.

Bernstein pro-

structures
poses teaching low-income children the elaborate

of the middle class as a second language.

Teaching these

by Bereiter
structures is a basic part of the model proposed
sadvantaged Childre n
and Englemann in their book, Teaching Di
various
This model has been implemented in
in the Preschool .

Head Start classrooms.

^

Ibid .

,

43.

Risley (1972) has developed and

.
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implemented a model whose purpose is to teach survival skills
sitting quietly, following directions, speaking clearly,

pleasing the teacher, appearing attentive, and shunning

troublemakers
Ryan (1971) suggests a reason for the differences in
these two views of the poor.

He feels that it serves the

interests of the middle and upper class to see the poor as
In this way, they need

responsible for their own condition.

not examine themselves and their own society.

There are four

this process the "Art of Savage Discovery."

steps in the process.

social problem.

Ryan calls

The first is the identification of a

The second step is to separate out and

define as "different" those who "have" the problem.

The

third is the identification of the differences to be the
cause of the problem.

The last step is the assignment of a

"government bureaucrat to invent a humanitarian action

program to correct the differences.
Piven and Cloward (1971)
(1968)

share Ryan's perspective.

,

(

9

Illich (1971) and Clark

They suggest that the

and stigmatizes
powerful middle class both defines poverty
its own rethe poor, and yet it refuses to acknowledge

sponsibility

.

Ginsberg (1972) feels that

a

critical look

children shows that much of
at research done on low-income
of these children and
it promotes a negative stereotyping
9

W.

York, 1971) 8.
Ryan, nl amino the Victim (New
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their abilities.

Rainwater (1969) feels that the poor's

behavior and life condition have been determined by their
lack of resources.
...if lower class culture is to be changed and
lower class people are eventually to be enabled
to take advantage of "opportunities" to participate in conventional society and earn their own
way in it, this change can only come about through
a change in the social and ecological situation
to which the lower class must adapt. 10

Although it is the middle class majority which will
have to support any restructuring of American society, Coles,
Greenberg, and Alinsky see low-income people as capable of

fighting for themselves if given some resources.
(1969)

Greenberg

describes the immediate reaction of the poor in

Mississippi when offered the opportunity to organize and run
their own Head Start program.

The summary report of the

National Survey of the Impacts of Head Start Centers on

Community Institutions (1970) states that Head Start has
brought about fundamental changes in educational and health
The characteristics of the programs which

institutions.

in these
were associated with a high degree of HS involvement

changes were

1)

and 2)
a high level of parent participation,
11 Coles (1969)

community.
a high degree of visibility in the

Culture
Rainwater, "The Problem of Lower Class Under
On
(ed.)
D.
and Poverty— War Strategy," in Moynihan,
251.
1969)
York,
standing Poverty (New
11
Education and Welfare,
U.S. Department of Health,
Survey of the Impact
Office of Child Development, National
10

L

.
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described the positive response of Appalachian Mountain
people to Vista workers in their communities.

Yarmolinsky,

in looking back on the early years of 0E0, suggests that the

original task force which developed tne anti-poverty program
did not anticipate "the violent reaction of poor people and

poor neighborhoods to the opportunity to affect their own
lives through community action programs

constructive and destructive
largely overlooked."

12

— of

...

the power potential-

the poor themselves was

According to Piven and Cloward (1971)

it is only this power, especially when it becomes disruptive,

that has forced the middle class to respond throughout its
history.

Alinsky, who has helped several low-income communi-

ties organize themselves, states:

The have-nots will not just be handed opportunity or freedom on a silver platter; they
will have to take it through their own efforts.
There is no evolution without revolution, ^d
there are no revolutions without conflict.

Assumption No. Ill

:

Growth in preschoo l children is

the part of
promoted by certain attitudes and stra tegies on
of enMany people have written about the kind
the teacher
to develop
vironment which allows the children's potential
.

of Head Start Centers on Community
ly-i?:
d.c.,

I nstitutions

(Washington,

0E0," in Sund1969),

of
A. Yarmolinsky, "The Beginnings
York,
(New
Poverty
quist, J. L. (ed.J, On Fighting
12

Alinsky^s Business
Anderson, "Making Trouble is
and Wealth in Americ a
in Sheppard, H. (ed.), Poverty
(Chicago, 1970), 250.
13

p
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fully.

Rogers'

(1969)

work in schools and in therapy with

patients has led him to suggest that freedom of choice and

opportunity to learn are very significant.

Dewey (1938)

stresses the importance of using the child's experiences as
the basis for a curriculum.

Hunt (1969) points out the im-

portance of a rich, varied environment where each child can
find his own "match," that is, the unique point between what
is known and what is unknown which catches the child's atten-

tion and challenges him to learn.

When there is too little

difference between what the child has previously experienced
and the experiences provided by the environment, the child
is bored.

When there is too great a difference, the child

shows no interest.

The children are the only ones who can

select the experiences which are appropriate for them.

Montessori (1963, 1964a, 1964b) has described the value of
success in the development of the children's self-confidence
and ability to learn.

Glasser (1969) stresses the importance

of children participating in decisions which affect their

lives.

In Schools Without Failure

,

he states that four and

five year olds need to be involved in making decisions and

rules which affect what they can do at school.
(1964)

Richardson

used the children's perceptions of their work to

develop a creative school curriculum.
The purpose of the model used in this study is to

environment
help children develop a synergistic classroom
the growth
where the growth of the individual child promotes
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of the whole class.

Hersey and Blanchard (1969a) have pro-

posed a process which teachers can use to achieve the goals
of the model.

The first step is to create a defined, com-

prehensible and secure classroom environment.

Such an en-

vironment must satisfy the child's basic needs for safety and
security as described by Maslow (1968)

.

Within this environ-

ment, there are many opportunities for individual action and

success as suggested by Montessori. 14

The rules and expecta-

tions are clearly stated and enforced by the teachers.

In

such a manner, the teachers establish a social system which
is synergistic in its design.

The second step in the imple-

mentation of the model is to ask the children to begin to find
ways to resolve situations which confront them.

The rules

and expectations are maintained, but the nature of the school

experience is determined more and more by the children.

In

the third step, the children begin to set their own goals and

directions.

The teachers are used mainly as resource people.

Glasser (1969) and Ashton-Warner (1963) recount the children's positive and energetic reaction to such an opportunity.
In the final step, the children take over the direction of

their own education.

A.

S.

Neill (1960) describes the free-

dom and the fulfillment of his school, Summerhill

,

which was

run primarily by the children.

14

See P. Lillard, Montessori:
(New York, 1972)
.

A Modern Approach
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Certain skills and attitudes are useful for teachers
who wish to promote the growth of children.

Combs (1971),

from his work in training and supervising therapists
and

counselors, has found that the teachers should:
1)

see and respond to each child individually

2)

accept each child on his own level

3)

be involved with the child enough so that they
teachers) are significant, respected and
trusted

(the

4)

have faith that growth can occur and the energy
to support this faith

5)

be realistic about the changes they hope to
affect and know that basic changes may take a
long time

6)

point out ways that the children can build
up their own resources

10)
7)

let the children learn from their own mistakes

8)

help the children see the things they fear in
less threatening ways and, in doing this, let
them find their own ways to influence their
environment

9)

use their own knowledge to help the child focus
on key issues and set his own limits

have a clear idea of their own goals and an
understanding of the processes that will lead
the children to these goalB.

Weikart's (1972) research on the effectiveness of three different teaching models indicates that the amount of interest

which is reinforced by program planning and evaluation is
critical factor.

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) have docu-

the
mented the importance of the teacher's expectations on

achievement of children.

Teacher's low expectations

a

.
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produced low performance and high expectations related to
high pupil performance.
*

*

*

Two main conclusions emerge irom this review of

literature:
a unique

first, the model used in this study represents

application of certain theories and methods; and

second, more data needs to be collected on the impact of

vrious teaching models implemented in different Head Start
settings
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CHAPTER III
DEFINING THE MODEL
The model implemented in this study is based on

certain assumptions about human nature such as what motivates people and the kind of environment which stimulates
their growth.

These assumptions are drawn primarily from

the theories and research of Maslow, Combs, and Hersey

and Blanchard.

The synthesis of their ideas into an

approach to teaching preschool children is
cation of their work.

a

unique appli-

The assumptions, generally stated,

are that low-income children benefit most from a Head

Start environment where there is a minimum of teacher-

directed activities to follow and a maximum amount of
freedom to explore and to learn from their own experiences;
that Head Start classrooms have at times restricted the

children's growth through the use of highly structured
programs; and that Head Start teachers can promote the

growth of the children in an unstructured learning environ-

ment by the use of certain strategies.

In view of this,

the model has four major goals for the children's growth:
can
the children experience self-fulfillment; the children
clear,
regulate themselves as a group; the children develop

personal
positive self-concepts; and the children develop
These goals are defined
and interpersonal understanding.
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in behavioral terms.

To make the model operational, a

description is given of the methods used by the
teachers
to facilitate the desired growth in the
children.
In this chapter

parts.

,

the model i^ presented in three

First, its theoretical foundation is described.

In the second part, the goals are stated.

in the third,

teacher behavior and sample processes which would occur in
the classroom are described for the beginning, middle, and

end of the school year.

Theoretical Foundation
The model is built upon the ideas of Combs, Maslow,
Rogers, Dewey, Schien, and Hersey and Blanchard.

It was

developed by the investigator especially for use in this
study and has not been implemented before.
Maslow'

s

(1968)

theories of human motivation and

behavior suggest that there is

a

hierarchy of needs whose

strengths vary with the individual's ability to satisfy
At the base of the hierarchy are the needs for safety

them.

and security, the most important motivators if they are not
met.

"Safety" includes things like food, shelter, and

warmth.

"Security" includes things like freedom from threat

and danger.
cal.

"Security" can be either physical or psychologi

If these needs are satisfied, the motivators of be-

havior then become the social needs:

affiliation, belonging
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acceptance by others, giving and receiving friendship, and
love.

Maslow suggests that the need for recognition and

esteem is the next in the hierarchy.

The central concern

of an individual at this point in hi„ development is the

need to feel competent and respected in his own eyes and in
the eyes of others.

At the top of the hierarchy are the

self-actualization needs.

They emerge after a reasonable

satisfaction of the social and esteem needs.

The individual

is motivated to use fully his own talents, capacities, and

potentialities.

A self-actualized person is independent of

others, self-defined in his direction and in his stance on

moral issues, comfortable in many roles, and aware of the
needs of others.

Although this hierarchy of needs is present

in all people, the predominate need determines behavior at a

particular point in time.

Maslow suggests that most people in the United States
are motivated by social and esteem needs.

Though most Ameri-

cans have been able to satisfy their safety and security

needs adequately, less than one per cent of the adult population is self-actualized according to Maslow'
(Maslow, 1962, pg. 41).

s

criteria

The satisfaction of these needs is

not as easy for families in poverty circumstances where

physical survival may be a daily struggle.

Since Maslow

which
says that each individual has his own system of needs
will
affects how he sees the world, and someone who is hungry

not be able to respond to higher level motivators.

This
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implies that poverty circumstances keep some
low-income

people tied to their place in the hierarchical
scale while
most Americans continue to experiment, change and
work

towards fulfillment.

Because low-inuome families do ex-

perience physical threats, it is essential that the

children's safety and security needs be met in the Head
Start classroom.
The model used in this study assumes that Head

Start children benefit most when they are a part of an en-

vironment which satisfies their safety and security needs.
This makes it possible for them to express themselves, to
interact, and form friendships, and to learn from their

common experiences.
What keeps all people from becoming self-actualized?
Combs (1959, 1971) describes how each individual perceives
the world around him with a particular set of associations

and meanings from his life experience.

From birth, each

person is building a way of seeing the world that makes it

understandable and predictable.

He is also building

patterns of behaviors which themselves are predictable and

which serve to satisfy the individual's needs.
Because of the selective effect of need
upon perception, the behavior of people becomes quite predictable if we know the particular nature that the striving for growth
From his
and fulfillment takes in them.
own point of view, the individual is eternally striving to fulfill himself as best he can
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1

in the conditions he confronts.

Combs states that the most important perceptions

which affect behavior are the perceptions which an individual has of himself.

These perceptions affect what

an individual can and will do.

Within each individual,

there is a security need to be able to predict the world
to ensure that what happened today will also happen

tomorrow.

This need is so great, that people sacrifice

other higher level needs in order to be secure.

If other

needs go unanswered for too long, they are repressed within
the person and he no longer consciously feels their lack
of fulfillment.

Fritz Peris' Gestalt Therapy (1969) deals

with the "impasse" in humans when needs have become repressed and human growth has become static, even in situations where more fulfillment is possible.

By combining

Combs' concept of inner perceptions and meanings with the

concept of security, it becomes clearer how past experiences
tend to keep people from becoming more actualized than

they are at that moment.

The development of perceptions is

a part of everyone's socialization.

For example, if the

significant adults around the child have given him love,
have allowed his explorations, have set clear limits, and

1

A. Combs, D. Avila, and W. Purkey,
lationships (Boston, 1971) 70.
2

Helping Re -

Combs, "Seeing in Behaving," Educational
Leadership XVI (1958) 21-27.
A,

,
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have responded to the expression of his needs,
then the
child will be secure as he enters new environments.

On the

other hand, if the contrary is true, the child will
be

afraid or hostile toward adults and .earful in a new
setting.
The same classroom or the same teacher could evoke very

reactions in the child because of the meanings
the child associates with adults.

Once such perceptions

have been established, they are difficult to change.

What would be the nature of a teaching model if it

were to create an environment which supports the needs of
both the individual and the group?

Maslow suggests that

such an environment would be a humane place where human

potential is fully used in mutually satisfying ways.
calls such an environment "synergistic."

He

The growth of the

individual supports the growth of the group.

The growth

of the group supports the growth of the individual.

They

work collaboratively without conflict to the same ends.
In reality, much of American life is not synergis-

tic and does not encourage self-actualization.

Socializa-

tion as it now exists in the schools, family, sex roles,
job opportunities, religion, etc., tends to de-emphasize

individuals and individual expression of needs.
(1964)

,

Kozol (1964)

,

Jencks (1966) and Kohl

Silberman

(1967)

,

de-

scribe how the public schools educate children by imposing
an experience upon them, rather than acting as an environ-

ment which supports individual learning for each child.
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Firestone (1970) comments on the structure of the family

which is often characterized by unequal power relationships among its members.

The child is dependent on the

good intentions and perceptiveness 01 his parents for the

satisfaction of his basic needs.
(1970)

Laing (1964) and Cooper

give vivid descriptions of the negative impact of

such relationships on certain children.

Women in general

rarely reach the self-actualized category because they
define themselves and are defined by others as having fulfilled their appropriate role by marriage.

Piven and

Cloward (1971) describe the routine, unrewarding work that
is the only available employment for the unskilled or un-

educated.

Dodge (1971) describes how religion has con-

sistently supplied people with a whole set of "shoulds" and
"should nots" which keep people estranged from themselves.
If society socializes for self-replication, as it does in

the United States, then people are not encouraged to grow

towards self-actualization, explore new meanings, accept
themselves, and accept others.

People are discouraged

from the satisfaction of their higher level needs for self-

esteem and self-actualization.

If there is nothing in the

societal environment that says that things can or should
and
be different, then people tend to stay as they are

turn their frustrations in on themselves.

Combs (1971) states that individuals who risk
trust-worthy.
growth must feel that the environment is
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Only in such an environment can they try new modes of
behavior.

People must believe that others accept them.

Only then can they be fully themselves examining their
feelings and needs because they are allowed to have them.
Lewin, Rogers, Combs, Dewey, and Maslow have

written extensively about the dynamics of growth and the
ways it can be facilitated.

Rogers (1968) says that the

process starts with the opportunity to grow and the freedom
People need to express their needs and make

to learn.

choices which affect the fulfillment of these needs.
the beginning, this may be a step-by-step process.

their choices, they can learn.

In

From

Perhaps people experience

success in a way that brings them recognition.

In Head

Start, the process may be due to the opportunities to do

something real, like serve oneself at mealtimes.

The en-

vironment must be one where things such as spilled food are
not seen as mistakes but as an experience from which one

can learn.

Instead of denying themselves, children use

their own learning as the bases of future actions.
...Thus in this program the student is
continually working on the unresolved problems which he perceives as relevant to his
own purposes and development. He is trying
to solve the problems he is able to recognize 3
.

The process of growth occurs when people are open to the

3

C.

Rogers, Freedom to Learn (Columbus, 1968) 200.
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experience of the present, both internally and externally.
Out of such awareness there can emerge new learning:
The ideal of using the present simply to
get ready for the future contradicts itself.
It omits, and even shuts out, the very conditions by which a person can be prepared for
his future. We always live at the time we
live and not at some other time, and only by
extracting at each present time the full meaning of present experience are we prepared for
doing the same in the future. 4

Edgar Schien's (1968) theory of change is relevant
here.

He identifies change within an individual as occur-

ring in three stages:
2)

1)

the unfreezing of old patterns;

change within an environment which calls for new be-

haviors; and

3)

the refreezing of new behaviors into a new

response system.

Unfreezing is most likely to occur in an

unfamiliar situation or environment, such as the Head Start
classroom, where the individual is away from the normal

routines and responses.

Change occurs when new behaviors

are called for in a new situation and people must experi-

ment with new responses.

Two factors are crucial in effect-

ing change, according to Schien.

One is having a model

of new behavior with which one can identify

,

and the

responses
second factor is having a chance to test out new
and internalize those that work.

Once these new ways of

good chance
being and seeing are internalized, they have a

4

49

.

J.

Dewey

,

Experience and Education (London, 1938)
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of maintaining themselves in the home environment.

experiences can have a new set of meanings.
of changing

,

Old

In the process

it is crucial that individuals experience

success and that they are supported as they attempt to sort
out new meanings for themselves.
If growth is to take place in a Head Start class-

room it is important to be clear on the attitudes and actions of the teachers.

If the teacher is going to have

any positive effect on the children, Combs (1971) states
that he must be significant to them in their lives.

must be someone who is trusted and respected.

He

He must be

someone who has the faith that things can happen and the

energy to support this faith.

He needs to be realistic

about the changes he hopes to effect while knowing that
basic changes take a long time.

A teacher will work hard

at building a supportive community atmosphere in the

school, help the children realize the norms, and help the

children change the norms if they so desire.

He will

point out ways that the children can build up their own
abilities.

He will use his knowledge to define processes,

to help the children set (and maintain)

limits, and to

help them understand various sides of issues.

Combs says

that a teacher needs to have a clear idea of his own goals
and an understanding of the processes that direct the

children towards these goals.
Hersey and Blanchard (1969a) have suggested a
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model for effective leadership called the "life cycle theory
of leadership" which can be applied to various organizational

settings including a preschool classroom.

They suggest that

the role of a leader becomes different as the individual

child and/or group evolves toward maturity.

Maturity is

defined according to the leader's goals and followers'

achievement motivation, willingness and ability to respond,
and experience education.

All of these are "task relevant."

With a new, immature group, the leader's role is to define

clearly objectives and behavior.

As the group evolves, the

leader asks the members to solve certain problems.

Eventu-

ally the leader will let the group set their own objectives
and structure their own problem solving.

Hersey and

Blanchard suggest that leader support is first needed when
individuals begin to take responsibility for problem solving, and it remains high until the group takes over direc-

tion of its own activities and can develop its own support
system.

Translated into teacher behavior in the classroom,

the teachers should make clear the directions in which the

class should move early in the school year.

As the class

both as
matures, the teacher will encourage the children
for
individuals and as a group to take more responsibility

setting.
problem solving, decision making, and goal
of
Figure 1 illustrates the life cycle theory

leadership.

as
Change in the leadership style happens

to maturity.
the group progresses from immaturity
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x:

Quadrant I: Teacher defined
objectives and procedures
Quadrant II: Teacher supported
problem solving

Quadrant III: Teacher supported goal setting and
child-directed problem
solving
Quadrant IV: Child-directed
goal setting and problem
solving
g

Fig. 1.

(Low)

—

Task -- (High)

Life Cycle Theory of Leadership

Goals
The model has four main goals which are defined in

behavioral terms as follows:
Goal

I

:

The Children experience self-fulfillment

.

This

goal refers to the children's ability to use a free class-

room environment as

a

place where they can express them-

selves, make choices, direct their own activities, and

satisfy their own needs.
(1)

Behavioral objective: Child initiates,
stays involved in, and completes activities
.

(2)

Behavioral objective: Child chooses
unique activities and manifests creativity in his play.

.
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(3)

Behavioral objective: Child enjoys the
experience he has when engaging in
activities

(4)

Behavioral objective: Child has positive
feelings about the school environment
and his place in it.

i

Goal II

The children can regulate themselves as a group

:

.

This goal refers to the children's ability to design, modify,
and maintain minimum classroom norms, rules, and procedures.
(5)

Behavioral objective: Child is able to
solve, on his own, interpersonal and
situational problems which he confronts.

(6)

Behavioral objective: The child consults
others when they will be affected by something the child does.

(7)

Behavioral objective: The child analyzes
the implications of various norms, rules
and procedures in the classroom and chooses
appropriate alternatives, modifying the
system if needed.

(8)

Goal III

The child maintains
Behavioral objective:
his own sense of direction and yet observes
classroom rules without coercion from others.

The children develop clear, positive self-concepts

:

This goal refers to each child's ability to see himself as
a

unique

,

respected individual who is both similar to and

different from others.
(9)

Behavioral objective: The child sees himself
in relation to others such as the family,
the class, and the ethnic, social, and culture units around him.

(10)

Behavioral objective: The child recognizes
the needs of others as similar to his own.

(11)

Behavioral objective: The child sees himself realistically and positively.

.

.
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Goal IV

(12)

Behavioral objective: The child feels
positive about the things he does and
is willing to try out new behaviors.

(13)

Behavioral objective: The child accepts
people who are different from himself.

:

The children develop personal and interpersonal

understanding

.

This goal refers to the children's ability

to understand their own behavior and how they affect and are

affected by others.
(14)

Behavioral objective: The child receives
and gives others support and friendship.

(15)

Behavioral objective: The child analyzes
interpersonal problems, sees alternatives,
and chooses mutually beneficial solutions.

(16)

Behavioral objective: The child is able
to see himself as a part of a community
which must integrate the needs and identity
of each individual.

General Description of the Model
The model used in this study uses the theories of

Maslow (1968) and Hersey and Blanchard (1969a) to formulate
four stages of group development.

The stages describe the

changing role of the teacher and the environment as the
children, as individuals and as a group, develop in their

maturity and their ability to satisfy their needs.
stages are summarized in Figure

Teacher behavior in Stage

The

2.

I

Initially the teachers structure the various elements
of the classroom environment:

the daily schedule, the number

.
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Hierarchy of Needs
Stage

I

Safety and Security
Needs

Life Cycle Theory

Immature child or group
of children who need a
highly structured environment:
rules

materials, class
arrangement.

Stage II

Social Needs

Continue in highly
structured class and
support individual
initiative when carried
on within limits of
classroom.

Stage III

Esteem Needs

Lessen structure and continue to encourage the
children to develop
their own structure and
solve their own problems.

Stage IV

Self-actualization
Needs

Mature group of children
needing little structure
or support from teachers.
Children define their own
environment

Fig. 2.

Hierarchy of Needs and Life Cycle Theory
Combined into Four Stages
of Group Development

and placement of the materials in the room, the physical

arrangement of the classroom, the ways the children are to
use the environment, and the minimum work/social rules.

The

teachers organize the children's activities around a structure which is synergistic in its purpose.

For instance,

play
one of the rules of the classroom is that a child can
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with a particular toy alone (his choice) for as long as he
wants

,

even though another child might like to share the toy

or play together with the first child.

first child

,

if invited by the

the second child can joiu him.

second child must wait.

If not, the

When the first child finishes with

the toy, he will put it back in its place on the shelf where
the second child can find it, if he still has the interest.
In this example, a child's right to define his own life is

maintained in the social context of the classroom.

In such

an environment, a child experiences a great amount of free-

dom and also

a

great amount of success.

One reason is that

the environment is designed so that it is almost immediately

comprehensible to a four year old.

The equipment is his

size and therefore manageable, the rules are clear, and

there are many things he can do.

Before they make mistakes,

the rules and procedures are explained to the children.

Such a predictable and secure environment affirms the child
in his development.
In learning the norms and rules of the community,

there are so many invitations to activities that most chil-

dren don't feel restricted by the closing of a few options.
There are toys to manipulate, materials to explore, and lots
of other children with whom they can play:

clay, paints, juice time, running, etc.
a

puzzles, dolls,

Though there are

relanumber of options for play, the total quantity is

tively limited compared to later in the year.

The teachers

.
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facilitate the children's growth by responding to
the ex-

plorations which are mostly individual at this age and also
by initiating some activities. The teachers do little
formal teaching.

Mainly, they are the "definers" and the

protectors of individual and community rights.

They

probably won't punish "misdeeds" physically, but they will
redirect the children when the situation demands.

The

teachers try to build a sense of order, trust and caring
in the children by supporting and encouraging them in their

explorations.

As behavioral models, the teachers are con-

siderate, inquisitive and alert.

Sample processes in Stage

I.

The daily schedule

.

Early in the school year the

teachers schedule the activities that take place during the
These activities present different rhythmic

school day.
flows:

quiet/active, structured/unstructured, and teacher-

directed/child-directed.

The teachers explain the schedule

to the children and try to keep to it as much as the situa-

tion allows.

The important thing is that the child can

internalize the routine of the schedule and can plan for it
accordingly.

For example, if the children go outside every-

i

day at 10:3,0, then the channel a child has been digging will
get worked on that day.

The child doesn't have to worry.

If something in the schedule must be changed,

it is important

change with the
to share the change and the reasons for the

children
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Curriculum

.

Dan Jordan's Anisa Curriculum Model

for preschool children suggests seven areas of human com-

petence in the full use of human potential:

psychomotor,

perceptual-motor, affective, cognitive, volitional, religious/
aesthetic, and moral competence. 5

The model of an adequate

curriculum includes opportunities for growth in each of these
areas.

For instance, in the area of perceptual-motor com-

petence, the teachers choose materials and provide experiences

which promote the child's growth.

These materials (like

most things in the classroom) are sturdy, attractive and
seem to encourage manipulation and exploration.

Puzzles,

clay, pencils, crayon, scissors, paper, blocks, a large

mirror, combs, games, books, sponges, are a few examples.
The way materials are introduced is also important.

Early

experiences lay a foundation for later in the year.

The

materials should be challenging, but the children must be
able to experience success with them.
also be taught.

Certain skills must

For example, if children are to clean up

after themselves, they need to have access to clearning

equipment and they need to know how to use it

.

For a four

year old, the dynamics of a sponge may be quite challenging.
However, the teacher can design some materials which would

both stimulate interest and teach this skill.

On a tray

Jordan and K. Spiess, Compensat ory Education
Massachusetts (Amherst, Mass. 1970T^
5

D.

.in
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with two medium sized bowls and

a 4" x 6" x 1/2"

sponge, the

teacher could show how water can be transferred from
one
bowl to another.
Can you see what my fingers are doing? I
am letting the sponge absorb water from the bowl.
Now I am putting the water in this bowl. Can
you see how I did it?... Watch my f ingers
What
are they doing? .. .Yes I am letting the sponge
absorb water from the bowl... Now I am going to
squeeze the water into the bowl... See my fingers
.Who wants to try?
.

.

.

,

.

.

This could be taught in many other ways, but it is an im-

portant skill for each child to know.

The perceptual-motor

materials are attractively designed and put on low, open
shelves in a place that is their own.

The children know

where to find them and where to return them when they are
done.

The children soon become independent of the teacher

in the use of these materials.

Community structure and maintenance

.

Early in the

school year, the teacher's role is to provide a synergistic

community; that is, a classroom in which the children have
a

minimum of rules and a maximum of freedom.

For example,

the lunchtime is designed to reflect and support the goals
of the classroom.

One teacher and two children prepare the
tables for lunch. The meal is served family
style with child-sized serving dishes for
each table. All the children come to the
table and find a seat. The children pass the
dishes, serving themselves as they do. When
they finish with the main course they individually clear their places and serve themselves desert. After finishing desert, they
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and clean their own places.
Thpn they
+-h«
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K fv
Then
brush
their teeth.

Once a procedure such as this becomes
routine, the teacher
has no special role other than bringing
the food into the

room, removing the pile of dishes, and
being a consultant
if difficulty should arise.

Other procedures are struc-

tured in the same way, so that the teacher
has minimal re-

sponsibilities as a defining, controlling leader.

Teacher behavior in Stage II.
As the year progresses and the children settle into
the school community, the teacher begins to let the children

explore problems and issues raised in the classroom.

If the

weather is really fine, the children can discuss amongst
themselves whether they want to modify the schedule and go
outside.

If a rabbit is brought into the classroom,

the

teacher encourages discussion of, and provides information
on, the kinds of things rabbits need to survive in the class-

room.

If a child wants to join with a group of children

"playing house," but is not invited to do so when he asks,
the teacher explores with the child why he was not accepted.

The other children may have been playing house and the in-

tervening child might have wanted to be the baby.

Unfortu-

nately, the family did not want another baby.

The teacher

and the child explore alternative strategies.

Maybe he will

return to the group as a telephone repairman or the family
dog.

The teacher encourages the children's exploration of

.
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new alternatives, but is always careful not to supply the

answers
The teacher extends the curriculum in all the various

directions which the children's questions and interests lead
them.

Important community events are incorporated into the

curriculum.

Field trips are taken to the outside community.

Games which require cooperation of the participants are introduced.

Additional materials in skill development areas are

introduced.

Hypotheses are made and tested.

The environment

is increasingly modified by the children's inputs.

The

teacher takes on a more active role, raising questions for
the children to consider.

Because he knows each child and

his motivation and because he is free from the traditional

teaching role, the teacher can spend most of his time, responding to individual children.
Sample processes in Stage II

.

Arranging the environment

.

With the introduction of

new materials comes the problem of where to put them.

For

example, the children may want to hang up their freshly

painted pictures, but there isn't space if the snapshots are
on display, too.

What can be done?

Are there other alterna-

tives for the pictures, the easel, the snapshots?

The

children are encouraged to make suggestions.

Curriculum

.

If the weather is bad,

exploration of

This
play.
body movement can be substituted for the outdoor
in much the
allows the children to use their whole bodies
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same way that outdoor play does.

For example, the teacher

initiates a movement theme which the children replicate and
extend.

The children rotate as leader of the teacher and

the other children.

The uniqueness of each child is re-

inforced and his experiences are extended in new ways.

Then

each child is given a piece of colored tissue paper

x 1')

(3'

with the directions that he can "explore" it, but not tear
it or permanently change its shape.

Different children make

innovative movements with the paper and the other children
imitate them.

movements.

Leadership evolves and other children initiate

The teacher extends the activity to include

sounds and then transformations of the paper.

Finally, the

paper is changed into permanent new shapes and the activity
then becomes a communal movement of tearing and twisting.

And then...?

Tired teachers and children talk about what

they can do with all those pieces of tissue paper:

a collage,

colored snow falling, should they be saved at all, or what
about sorting them into colors?

Community structure and maintenance

.

Issues which

naturally arise, such as tracking mud into the classroom,
can be used for learning how to modify the rules to meet the

community's needs.

What should be done about tracking mud

into the school on shoes and boots?

How can the room be kept

floor.
clean enough so that the children can sit on the

happens to shoes when they are worn in the mud?

What

Where can

them easily later?
boots be put so that the children can find
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Will they be in the way of the traffic flow?

Teacher behavior in Stage III

.

The children should be able to be fairly self— suffi—

cisnt in their community

.

Indeed; a teacher may feel at

times like an unused appendage

— someone

consulted only in

special cases, such as when a child is frightened or when he

wants to find someone to share his excitement.

For a self-

actualized child, there is so much to see and do and be.
The teacher isn't the critical factor in this.

The child is.

The teacher is needed to work out certain problems which

emerge as the children begin to design their own classroom
experience.

Of course, there are things that the children

can't do by themselves, but the teacher's role is mainly
that of a consultant.

Sample processes in Stage III

.

Creating the environment

.

The children will begin

to make basic decisions relating to the overall design of

the classroom.

For example, if a teacher brings in a nice

rug, then the children will decide where to put it.

If it

is to be placed in the book corner, this might be an appropri-

ate time to talk about the book corner itself.

the children's needs?

Does everybody visit it regularly?

What might be done to make it better?
a

different place?

Is it meeting

Should it be moved to

Where did the book on caterpillars go?

does
Maybe the book area should be moved over by the blocks,

everyone agree?

In other words,

the children actively
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participate in the structuring of their environment.

Curriculum

In the springtime, the children may

.

want to visit a farm.
garden.

Or, perhaps they decide to plant a

What do they need to do?

Maybe the teacher can help.

How much work will it be?

What do they want to plant?

can be grown in a garden?

Who can they get to plow the gar-

den?

The questions are first asked by

Where should it be?

children individually or in pairs.

What

But with something as

important as a garden, the whole class needs to be involved.
At this point in the year, the teacher serves as the link to
the outside world.

He will make the calls, order the seeds,

set the date for the plowing, etc.

But it is the children

who determine his direction.
Community structure and maintenance

.

the weather is nice, it's great to be outside.

Once again, if

Maybe instead

of having outdoor play at 10:30, the children decide that

they want to have indoor/outdoor options all day long.

If

that is to happen, can some of the materials be moved outdoors?

Maybe there need to be rules to govern their play:

safety rules about how far they get from the school and
rules about how long they should stay out on a very sunny
day.

If there are bikes,

special area?

should they be limited to one

Thus, the ecology of the community redefines

itself as it grows.

.
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CHAPTER
THE

CASE

IV

STUDY

DATA

This chapter divides the data from the case
study
into two parts.

Part

I

gives background data for the study.

Part II describes the actual implementation of
the model.
The background data presented in Part

I

first de-

scribes the origin and purpose of Operation Head Start.
Next, the history and problems of the local program, the

Chester-London Head Start, are summarized.

Then, the

structure and staff of the Chester Head Start center are

described briefly.

Finally, the staff and children in the

classroom where the model is implemented are described in
detail
In Part II, some of the data collected in October,

December, March, and May is presented with a description
of the teachers' techniques and the children's responses

during each month.

The purpose of presenting data only

from these four months is that it gives the reader

a

sample

of the experiences which occur at different points during

the school year and a sense of changes which occur.

The

Appendix contains all of the data collected in this study.
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Part

I:

Background

The Origin and Purpose of Head Start

.

The first

Head Start programs began all over the United States in
the

summer of 1965.

The initial design of Head Start was an

eight week program for children from low income families.

Four and five year olds were to have learning opportunities

which would allow them to function much more competently
in the public school environment which they would be enter-

ing in the fall.

After four summers/ most of the program's

funds were converted in 1969 into full year preschools.

ran eight months, fifteen hours a week.

They

Class size was 12

to 16 children, 90% of whom were required to come from

families which had an income which falls below the poverty
guidelines.
teer.

Staff included two paid teachers and one volun-

In addition to the educational program for the chil-

dren, each Head Start was to have a health component which

provided the children with comprehensive child care,

a

social service and parent involvement component which served
as an advocate of parents in the community and an organizer

of parents within the Head Start program, and a career de-

velopment component which was to provide for growth possibilities for the professional and non-professional staff.
The Head Start programs were asked to draw at least 2/3

's

of its staff from the low income community served by the

.

,
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program.

1

The initial conceptualization of the Head Start pro-

gram was that of a highly political group:

low income

families would be the decision making body for the program's

design and functioning.

Parents were to hire staff, make

educational decisions and assist as much as possible in the

organization and running of the school.

When this did

indeed begin to happen as it did in the Child Development

Group of Mississippi, Greenberg (1969) describes how the
federal, state and local government reacted negatively and

tended to try to neutralize the efforts of the large Head
Start program in which she worked.

There was a tendency in

the Head Start programs to become service programs for the

poor child.

This service orientation is reflected in the

Head Start Manual of Policies and Instructions printed in
1967.

The beginning paragraph states:

Project Head Start is a program for the
economically disadvantaged pre-school child.
It is based on the philosophy that (1) a
child can benefit most from a comprehensive
interdisciplinary attack on his problems at
the local level, and (2) the child's entire
family, as well as the community must be
2
involved in solving his problems.
In the early years of Head Start, the programs were

^U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Office of Child Development, Bureau of Head Start and Early
Childhood, Manual of Policies and Instructions (Washington,
D.C., 1967).

^Ibid

.

,

1

.
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generally left to develop on their own.

No systematic pro-

gram evaluation was made by the government as
for refunding.

a

condition

Such an evaluation by the government would

have been difficult to do because the^r own publications

reflected conflicting philosophies at times.

3

In 1970, six Regional Offices were established to

help administer and co-ordinate the local programs in each
state.

The northeast states of Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,

Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island were all made

directly accountable to what was called the Region
of Child Development.

I

Office

Each Regional Office had specialists

in various component areas of the Head Start program and

they were to work with the Head Starts in the development
of their program.

A system for program assessment was de-

veloped by the regional office as was

a

system for the de-

livery of staff training at the local level.

Standards for the children's educational experience

were stated by Renee Davis, Region

I

Child Development

Specialist, in her September 1971 memo to the region's Head
Starts:

3

,

For a comparison of these differing philosophies,
see the Daily Program I Daily Program II and Daily
Program III which were published at different times and
which propose very different ways of teaching Head Start
Office of Economic Opportunity, Daily Program I
children.
Daily Program II, and Dail y Program III (Washington, D.C.,
and 1967)
1966, 1968
,

,

,

.
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The education program is developmental in
nature ..The schedule itself should provide
for the spontaneous development of one activity
to the other.
It must be cognizant of the short
attention span of young children as well as
their capacity for being deeply engrossed for
long periods in some activity of their own choosing. .It is not the intention of Head Start to
shape the child to the curriculum but rather
to provide activities which help the child solve
problems 4
.

.

The Chester-London Head Start

.

The Chester County,

Vermont program converted in 1970 from several summer classes
run throughout the county to two full-year classes located
in the county's largest town, Chester.

The Chester County

classes joined with four other full year classes in London
County, just to the north of them.

London Head Start Program.

They formed the Chester-

The two counties shared an

administrative staff, were governed by the same proposal
and parent policy council and became a part of the newly

consolidated Chester-London Opportunities Council, the

community action program which served the southwest part
of the state.

For the first two years the Chester-London Head

Start (CLHS

)

functioned with certain problems such as lack

of money and a lack of trained, skilled staff.

of the program's performance by Region

A monitoring

Office of Child

I

Development staff and consultants took place in late May

'72.

^Office of Child Development, Pre-Service Training
Package for Region I (unpublished manual T57T5 Section 3.
,

^
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The Monitoring Report noted several deficiencies in
the

educational program:
...Staff has difficulty in determining when to
be flexible how to promote independence, when
to be firm and have directions followed...
,

Activities presented to the children are unrelated to long-range goals. Many experiences
offered are valid and helpful, despite the
fragmentation and unsystematic approach in
assessing individual needs. Planning is
sporadic and unrelated to long range goals.
Tensions which may arise are left to be
handled by the individuals involved. Therefore, unresolved strains contribute to the
confused roles, misinterpretations and expectations
.

Staff differ in approach based upon individual
inclination, degree of interest and quality of
training.
They need to learn more about how
young children grow, how to develop curriculum
and how to educate and involve parents.

These were only some of the problems noted by the monitoring
team.

Improvements were evidently needed in all program
i

areas.

The report embittered the Chester-London Head Start

administrative staff.

They felt that the true cause of the

program's failures was chronic underfunding which made a

quality program impossible.

While the region-wide funding

per child averaged above $30, the CLHS funding was about
$23.

Though the administrative staff blamed the government

officials for creating a program so underfunded, OCD

^Office of Child Development, Region I, Monitori ng
Bennington-Rutland Economic Opportunity Council,
Report:
Inc. (unpublished report, 1972) 16-17.

.
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officials were also powerless because
grants to local programs
were frozen at their 1968 levels.
As a result of the recommendations in the Monitoring Report, a
classroom was closed in
London county and this money was to be
used to hire an educa-

tional co-ordinator to work with the
program's educational
staff, to purchase additional equipment and
to assist the program in other ways
In the fall of

'72,

the two Chester classes began the

second year of occupancy in a building shared with a day care

class which was also administered by CLHS.

The building, called

the Chester Head Start/Day Care Center, was located seven miles

north of Chester in a town called Charsville.

Most of the HS

children came from the town of Chester and were transported by
the center's bus.

about 15,000.

The town of Chester had a population of

Chester's economic base was industrial, mainly

paper, textile and wood products.

It served as a commercial

trading center for the southwest part of the state.

To the

heavy summer tourist traffic and the winter ski enthusiasts,
the town offered accommodations, trading and recreational

facilities.

^

Poverty statistics show that 13.3% of the popula-

tion fell below the poverty guidelines according to the 1950
census.

7

The 1972 Monitoring Report suggests that there were

R.
7

Bearse (ed.), Vermont (Boston; 1968).

Vermont State Office of Economic Opportunity, Profile
of Poverty in Vermont 1972 (Montpelier, Vermont, 1973) 22.
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over a thousand children eligible
for the 30 Head Start positions in the Chester center.
In the town of Chester, there
were streets and trailer courts where
many low income families
lived.

There was no public housing in the town
for low income

people.
The Chester Center and the Model Classroom

.

Staff

members from the two HS classes at the Chester
center were
scheduled to begin working on September 12, 1972.
There were
two teachers from the morning Head Start class

teachers who worked in the afternoon HS class

(8

to 12)

(11 to 3)

,

two

where

the teaching model was to be implemented, a home/school
co-

ordinator who worked with parents and a bus driver.

There

was to be a week of "pre-service" training for all CLHS
staff, a second week of organization at the center, and the

children were scheduled to come the following Monday, September 26th.

Already running in the Chester center was the day

care class of 10 children who were there for eight and a half

hours and

7

part time children who came to the center for be-

fore and after public school care.

employed

3

The day care component

teachers, a cook and a part-time director who was

also the HS morning class teacher.

Since all day care cen-

ters must be open for children each day, the day care staff

arranged their schedules so that they could attend the preservice training week on a rotating basis.

Once the Head

Start school year began, the day care children and morning HS
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children

,

for the four hours they were at the center,
would

be joined into one program while the afternoon
Head Start

class would remain a separate unit.

The staff at the

Chester center needed to work closely ':ogether since the
two
lead teachers, Neil Grant and Jodi Dean, who was the imple-

mentor of the model in the afternoon HS class, had decided
to share classrooms and materials.

Designing the school in

this way allowed one of the three rooms at the Center to be

used for quieter play with materials using the children's
language, fine motor, fantasy and cognitive interests; a

second room which was used for running, climbing and other
large motor, noisy play; and a third room which was used as
a lunch room.

children.
a

The center was an excellent facility for young

The three rooms were large and sunny.

There was

basement where equipment might be stored and there was

a

large, fenced in yard, equipment, trees, and a garden planted

by the day care children the previous summer.
Of the ten staff members employed at the center,

eight were beginning their second or third year.

Though the

situation necessitated a lot of interaction among staff,

most of the returning staff members verbalized that the previous year had been difficult and they had not worked well

together as a team.

Of the two new staff members, one, Jodi

Dean, had been hired to take on the educational leadership

of the center.

Before she had accepted the job, Jodi had
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talked extensively with Neil Grant, the other
teacher and
the administrative director of the center,
about the center's
program design. Their discussions lead to extensive
re-

vision of the '71-' 72 design.

Jodi and Neil reviewed each

component area of the program, formulated goals, and assigned
themselves operating responsibility.

Neil was to be respon-

sible for the program's administrative functioning, parent

involvement program, and communication within and outside the
center.
a

Jodi's responsibilities included the development of

teaching program, the teaching team, staff skills, and the

co-ordination of outside resources for the staff.

For both

Jodi and Neil, these responsibilities were in addition to

their four hour teaching commitment.

Pre-service training began on September 12th.

Staff

from the Chester center, the CLHS administrative office, a
few parents, and the staff from the three classrooms in London

County arrived in Newton which was located between London and
Chester.

On Tuesday of this first week, the CLHS director

announced to the group that an audit of the '71- '72 program
expenditures had just been completed and it had showed that
the program had overspent its previous year's $70,000 budget

by $9,000.

The director said that $2,000 of this needed to

be absorbed in the current '72- '73 program year.

She said

that there would be no money for equipment initially or during the year.

She said also that the staff week would be
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shortened to four days and the length of the
non-paid vacations extended.
Conflict arose over the announcement.

Lead

mainly by the staff at the Chester center, questions
were
raised about why the overspending occurred, how a teaching
staff could do an adequate teaching job with materials and

equipment the Monitoring Report had labelled "inadequate,"
and how a teaching staff could survive on even less than the

minimal wage they had been promised (Teachers' salaries
ranged from $2.50 to $3.00 per hour for a 30 hour week.

Teacher aides received about $2.00 per hour for a 25 hour
week.).

The formal orientation format slowed to a halt as

the group discussed the overspending, its reasons and impli-

cations, and the alternatives open to the group.

Friday's

pre-service program was cancelled with the HS staffs left
free to visit parents, inform them of the situation and ask
them, the parents, to attend a general information giving
I

meeting the next Monday night.

The eventual outcome of sub-

sequent meetings was the delayed opening of Head Start until

October 12th, three weeks late.

The money saved was used

to pay back the $2,000 deficit.

The two highest paid CLHS

administrative figures, the director and the educational coordinator, also gave up their salaries for three weeks (they
had not volunteered to do so initially) and this money was
set aside for the purchase of educational materials and

equipment.

The director promised to revise the accounting

.
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and budgeting procedures so that
the program's fiscal management would be adequate and would not
allow over expending to
happen a second time
In this situation, Jodi had be^n
very vocal in her

demand for adequate materials and adequate
fiscal procedures.
She had confronted the director publicly
about her responsibility for the overspending. Jodi had demanded
that there
be adequate materials and equipment for
the children when
they arrived and she had said that she would not
begin the
school year without such materials.

She had met the direc-

tor's statement that chronic underfunding was the real
wi-t-h

the demand that the director become much more

aggressive in her solicitation of funds from the regional
°ffi ce and much more responsible in her program design.

Jodi said that it was the director's responsibility to

either find additional funds or serve less children if an

adequate job of teaching could not be done with $23 per
child.

Jodi stated that there was no alternative to sound

finances and adequate education.
Jodi had several reasons for being vocal.

She be-

lieved in what she was asking of the CLHS administrative
staff.

Second, she felt that it was necessary to deal with

apathy and acceptance of poor performance.

If she was going

1
i

to work successfully with her staff, and if the Chester staff

was going to work successfully with the children and parents,
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and if the parents and staff were
going to work successfully
with the community around them, then she
must provide the
model for the kind of energetic, resourceful,
committed and
rational leadership that the program would
have to exemplify.
She felt that this was simply the first of
many such issues
that would need to be confronted that year and
she was

ready to fight for those things which were important
to the

center

s

functioning.

Though subsequent conflicts are not

documented in this study as this issue was, Jodi and the
Chester program did deal with problem after problem throughout the school year.

without confrontation.

For most problems, progress was made
But again and again, Jodi refused to

let the Chester program be defined by what existed around
them.

The program was to be an active participant in the

design of its experience.
The Chester Center staff began their week of prep-

aration on October 5th with some excitement about their success in getting funds for equipment and revised accounting

procedures.

The staff

hald

little knowledge of the goals,

strategies, and organizational plans which had been discussed
by Jodi and Neil.

They also carried the residue of their

previous year's problems.

These problems, to the extent

that they affected staff functioning, needed to be resolved.
In addition, the whole center needed to be cleaned,

painted, the classrooms reorganized, a curriculum developed,
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and children and parents visited.

All this needed to be done

in a week's time by a staff that worked 25 to 30 hours a

week.

What was not completed during the week was worked on

during the school year.
Jodi Dean and Norma Andrews were the teachers in the
Jodi had had several

classroom documented in this study.

years of preschool teaching experience and had worked one
year with low income youth in another community action program

For the last three years before beginning work with CLHS

,

she

had worked as a teacher trainer in a region-wide Head Start
staff training program.

She had also begun and completed

her formal graduate course work for her doctoral degree.

Her

studies had centered in the areas of human needs and change,

team development, and methods and techniques of early childhood education.

Before she decided to work with the Chester

staff, Jodi had visited several Head Start programs and

talked with their staff members.

Two factors were present in

her decision to work in Chester:

the physical possibilities

with a staff
of the center and the opportunities possible
program could be
of ten people where the impact of a good
early September.
increased. Jodi moved to the Chester area in
lived in Chester for
In contrast to Jodi, Norma Andrews had
up and lived all her adult life

many years.

Norma had grown

in the southwest part of the state.

She was a low income

children.
person, was married, and had six

Her husband

.

worked as a Vista volunteer in Chester.

Norma was beginning

her third year as a teacher aide in the CLHS program.

In

her first and second year of teaching, Neil had felt that

Norma was not doing an adequate job of teaching and he ques-

tioned whether she should be rehired for a third year of
teaching.

In a discussion between Norma, Neil, Jodi, the HS

director, and the HS educational co-ordinator, Jodi spelled

out her expectations of Norma if she were to work with Jodi
in the classroom.

Norma's role was to be a co-teacher.

would help plan and implement the educational program.

She
It

was agreed that Jodi and Norma would begin the year and see

how well they were able to work together.

If Norma's teach-

ing was satisfactory, then she would continue throughout the

year

Twelve children attended Head Start from the beginning of the school year in October, 1972 to end in May,
1973.

Many

They varied greatly in some respects, less in others.
(7)

had two parents in the home.

One lived with rela-

tives and did not see her real mother or father.

Eleven

of the twelve children had at least one parent or parent

figure who worked outside the home.

A description of the

12 children follows:

Johnny Gibbs: A shy child. Johnny spoke softly and had
an articulation problem which made it difficult
He was careful of
to understand him at times.
others in his play and co-ordinated in his large
motor skills. His mother wanted him to attend HS
so he would not be afraid when he went to

.
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kind e rg arte n.
Before coming to HS, Johnny rarely
left hr 8 mother's side. Middle child
in a family
o
three boys. Mother and father were
divorced.
Johnny and younger brother lived with
mother.
Another man lived with the family.

Terry Anderson: Quiet initially in ne j
situations.
Youngest of eight children in family. Energetic,
well dressed child but somewhat retarded in her
intellectual development as were her parents and
all but one of her siblings.
Terry's speech was
unclear and she did not often communicate verbally.
Dennis Lyons: Learned things presented to him easily;
talkative and energetic. He was a leader of the
other children. Lived in Belmont Court, a court
of apartments where many low income families
lived.
He was aggressive in his interactions.
Oldest of three boys in family. Mother said that
she had difficulty making Dennis mind.
Dennis
talked more about his father than his mother. Before Head Start, he had had very little contact
with books, puzzles, art materials or fine-motor
materials
Brian Carter: Youngest in family of six children. A twin,
his brother is not identical.
He was an active
child and he continually sought attention, especially from adults. He consistently talked with
adults though his speech was somewhat hard to understand.
Brian was easily distracted from what he
was doing.

Della Mosser:
Small, hairless little girl. Verbal and articulate about herself and her needs. At the beginning of the school year, she lived with her
mother's sister and boyfriend. Della called her
aunt "mother.'' About mid-year/ Della was moved
to her mother's brother's family where she became
one of six children. Della was independent in her
play and needed no adult direction.
(Around the
time of the move to the uncle's home, Della was
more aggressive toward others, unwilling to follow
rules and distractable
New home situation was
permanent.
They said that they would like Della
to stay with them.
.

)

Susan Peterson: Exceptionally bright, competent child.
Mother was a teacher in Head Start, in the other

.

.
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cla ss
One younger brother who she told
ally what he should do. Did not do much continucreative
or social play at the beginning of the
year.
continually asked for reassurance that people She
were
interested in her.
She was able to do most motor
activities but she avoided very active larqe
motor play.
.

Robert Shaffer: He had many friends at school.
He had difficulty with his small motor co-ordination (which
was diagnosed only at the end of the school year)
Mother and father in home. Mother is retarded intellectually. Robert engaged frequently in fantasy
dialogues with himself.
Sam Morrison:
Three years old, admitted by special request
of mother because she felt that she could not handle
him at home. Middle child in family of three children and no father.
Sam was active, talked a lot
and picked up new things quickly.
He played alone
at school most of the time.
He made a lot of noise
as he played.
Brad Mooney: Only child. Parents completed process of
separation and divorce during the school year.
Mother worked nights. Brad had had little opportunity to play with other children before coming to
Head Start.
He had either played alone or been with
adults.
He was interested in social play with the
other boys in the classroom.
Independent, picked
up things quickly and avoided interactions with
adults.
He was large for his age, not well coordinated and rarely participated in group discussions or games.

Barry Barnes: Oldest of three boys. Mother would listen to
her son's thoughts and feelings.
He was physically
dirty and underclothed a majority of the time. Bad
teeth and infected tonsils kept Barry out of school
for extended periods.
Barry was careful of others
in his play, followed the rules, showed an interest
in things around him and reacted energetically in
his play.
Barry played inHe had many friends.
dependently and rarely requested or needed adult
assistance
Lulu Cooke: Very quick to learn things and expressed knowlSecond of three girls in her
edge of many things.
family.
Her mother spent time with the children
when she was not working. (Worked evenings.) She
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he l P ed Lu lu sol d er sister with her
kindergarten work
and Lulu sat with them learning along
with the
older sister. Parents were divorced. Lulu
was
quiet but included others in her play if they
showed
an interest.
Lulu often withdrew from frustrating
situations.
'

Tiffany Holmes: An active assertive child. She was
one of
the youngest chronologically and socially in the
class.
She usually grabbed what she wanted and
tested rules continually. She constantly tried to
get others to do things for her or with her. Tiffany
would skip from one activity to another and was distracted easily
She was sick for one to three weeks
at several points in the school year.
She was the
youngest of three children in the family.
.

Part II:

Collection of the Case Study Data

Anecdotal records and specific observations of the children were formally begun in December and continued until the
end of May when HS closed.

From the opening of school in

mid-October through May, lesson plans and results of the day
were kept.
dix.

All the data collected is included in the appen-

In Part II of this chapter, the data collected at four

different points during the year (October, December, March,
and May) are presented.

Included with these specific obser-

vations and records is a general description of the teachers'
techniques and a description of the children's responses.
The rationale for including data from only the four months
is that it makes it easier to see changes, if any, in the

teaching style and the children's behavior.
October

.

On Monday, October 18, ten children arrived

for their first day of school.

On Tuesday, six new children
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came and on the third day, all
sixteen of the children came.
The classroom was purposefully simple
with only a few pieces
of equipment or materials.
All of these materials were
chosen for one of two specific reasons.
They were either
(1) basic to the running of the class
i.e., child-sized mop,
broom dustpan, duster broom, sponges, soap
and paper towels,
or (2) simple toys with which the children
could successfully

play without adult direction i.e., clay, paper,
pencils,
stamps, peg board and pegs, books, dolls and housekeeping
area, blocks, child-sized household furniture like a stove,
frig, plates, etc. and an aquarium with fish in it.

The purpose of the first few weeks was to introduce
the children to the rules and possibilities of the new en-

vironment in

a

supportive, positive way.

Most of the chil-

dren had spent hardly any time in a strange environment

where family was not present.
books or blocks.

Most had never seen puzzles,

The concepts such as "take care of" and

"return to place on the shelf" were new to them.

teachers and other children.
was also simple.

volved each child.

So were the

The design of the first weeks

The structured lessons were short and inFor instance, one large group lesson/

game had a child bring some toy from one part of the class-

room and then another child would return it to its right
place.

Language was used as the teacher described the game,

whispered what she wanted to the child to bring, and talked
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about what the object was when it
was brought to the group.
Each child had a turn.
The teacher's role was to model
behavior which was
calm, positive, creative and respectfu:
They also set
.

standards for the children and reinforced
basic routines.
In this beginning stage, the teachers'
roles were more of an
observer and a maintainer of standards than as
a creative
interactor with the children.
The children arrived at school after a half hour to
an hour bus ride where they were fairly restricted
physi-

cally.

The children's responses on the bus varied from quiet

to provocative but the bus ride was an orderly, if unstimu-

lating, one.

The schedule of the day was finalized after

some experimentation:

11:00

11:15

11:35

12:00

Children arrive at school
They are greeted
outside by one of the teachers. Most of the children play outside with the teacher for about 10
minutes.
(Two children come inside to.help the
other teacher set up for lunch.)
Children are called in. They undress with assistence if they request it. They go into classroom, wash hands, and sit in circle for five to ten
minutes of conversation and songs.
Lunch
Meal is served family-style, with two
tables.
There is a teacher at each table. Children
serve themselves and pass food on to the next child.
Conversation usually occurs and is encouraged by
teachers with quieter children. When a child is
done with the meal, he may have dessert.
If the
child does not finish the food of the main course,
he is not allowed to have dessert. As each child
individually completes the meal, he takes his dishes
to a table where he scrapes the plates and separates
the dishes on a tray.
Then, the child goes to the
sink to brush his teeth.
Free play
After brushing their teeth, the
.

.

.
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1:15

1:35
2:10

2:30

2:50

children begin their free play time in the
"Quiet
R oom.
Free play is basically child-centered and
child- initiated activity within the limits
of the
Quiet Room" and group social rules. Though the
definition of inappropriate behavior is, at times,
eclectic and teacher defined, running and yelling
and noisy play are definitely out. This period
allows the child to choose and define the experiences
he has.
The materials in the environment are on
low shelves, accessible to the child. The materials
have been chosen to give the children different types
of experiences: manipulative-sensory, self help,
creative expression, dramatic play, language, science and math, etc. The child is free to move within this room, pick among the stimuli the kinds of
experiences which appeal most to him. No weight is
placed on the child's choices, though the teachers
do respond to requests for assistance and do, at
times, encourage unattempted choices or possibilities
with various materials. The teacher usually moves
from child to child assisting, encouraging, defining
limits, focusing, etc. as seems important. During
the free play period, one of the teachers may present
a project which a limited number of children participate in.
It was usually a cooking, art, waterplay or manipulative experience. The child's participation is voluntary.
Small groups
Children are asked to clean up
the room at the end of free play and then go into
one of two small groups. The structure and content
of the small group varies each day.
Often it relates
to the "planning theme" of the week's schedule.
A
story /picture book is usually read as part of the
group time.
Outdoor play
Children and teachers play outdoors and, again, the activities are child-directed.
Snack
Snack is set by a teacher and two children who come in early from outdoor play. Other
children are called in, they wash their hands and
sit down at table. Again the meal is family style.
After snack, the children brush their teeth and go
to a place where a circle is being formed for large
group time.
Songs and a teacher-directed lesLarge group
son are presented. Content changes and reflects
week's theme just as in the small group. Children
are asked to sit and be involved in the lesson.
Getting ready to go home. Papers from the day's
work and other belongings are organized to be sent
said.
Clothes are put on and " Goodbye
home.
.

.

.

.
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The content of the free play time
in the Quiet Room,
the large motor play of the Noisy Room,
and the outdoor
play area was formed around the kinds and
arrangement of the

m

materials which the children used and uround
the rules which
were there to set the limits on what the children
did with the
materials. Over half the four hours at Head Start
were spent
in such child-centered activities.

Specific Observations in October

.

In the first weeks

it was clear that Jodi's style of teaching and her
ability
to relate to children was much more effective than Norma's

style who seemed to be at a loss as to how to function.
all situations
group)

In

(free play, lunch time, small group, and large

Norma seemed unable to keep the children's attention

,

and maintain the ground rules.

Although no systematic data collection was carried
out in October and November, lesson plans and results from
the third week which outline planned and actual events of
the week reflect some, of the things which were occuring:

The lesson plans were made by both teachers at the beginning
of the week and the results were written down by Jodi after

each day.
Monday, October 30

Plans

:

New materials are water colors and nuts and bolts.
Free play project is using the full length mirror
Project well
to help develop the self-concept.
done by Jodi who will point to parts of one
child's body as she asks the child to describe
what he/she sees. Teacher then writes what child

:

.
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says.
In small group time, the teachers
will
troduce Tuesday's field trip to the orchard, inharLarge group experience
Y es *: ^ ime and a PP les
lead by Norma would reinforce plans for
trip.
*

Results

The day was hectic as a change in Jodi
s and
Norma s responsibilities from the previous week
occurred and Norma had great difficulty supervising the hour long free play time while Jodi
worked with children in the free play selfconcept project. Project, itself, went well. A
lot of language involved in talking about what
they saw in the mirror
Good involvement of
four or five children.
Brad was totally unable
to describe himself.
Large group lesson did not
go smoothly
Norma had some difficulty keeping
attention of group. More planning needed on her
part. Also, better focusing of attention as the
group starts to stray.
'

.

.

Tuesday, October 21
Plans:

New schedule introduced: reinforce rules and
opportunities. Talk about what happens at each
point.
Lead by Jodi.
11:00 - Children arrive: play outside
11:15 - Singing and then cleaning up for
lunch
11:30 - Lunch
12:00 - Outdoors or Noisy Room
12:30 - Small groups
1:00 - Free play in Quiet Room
2:00 - Large group and snack
2:25 - Outdoors and ready to go home
Small group lesson is to talk about trip and what
apples are used for. Large group lesson is the
writing of a story about the trip.

Results:

Children seemed to adjust to the new schedule and
it proved easier for staff because the children
went outside right after lunch and the tables
could be cleared. Children seemed to eat more
today with the procedure for lunch needing less
reinforcement. Field trip to the orchard was fun
but since we didn't leave until 1:30, the children went right home afterwards. Will write
Barbara Mann substituted for
story tomorrow.
Norma

:
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Wednesday, November
Plans

1

Cooking of apples on hot plate for
free play
Dect.
Planting of seeds and related story forprosmall group.
Large group writes story of trip
^
on newspaper.

Results:

Changes in schedule affected lunch. Children
were asked to remain quietly at the table
until
one of the teachfers is finished and can
go with
them.
Norma's supervision during free play needed
improvement. More direction and more initiation
especially with new children and new materials.
Lulu s mother, Mrs. Cooke, came in to visit and
see Lulu's school.
She came in the middle of the
applesauce making process which was going slowly
because of the low power of the hot plate. Wrote
story in the large group. Children not involved
as a total group.
More work needs to be spent in
planning for and establishing procedures and expectations in the large group. The lessons must
be simple and involving. After class, HS director
and educational co-ordinator gave teachers feed
back about their observations. Everyone discussed various aspects of the curriculum and
looked at the design of the room. Norma and Jodi
realized that more time needed to be spent in
planning.
.

December

.

When the evaluator of the model began to

collect data in December, the confusion involved in adjusting
to any new setting had disappeared.

The routines had been es-

tablished and some of the differences in approach between the
teacher, Jodi, and the teacher's aide, Norma, had been worked
out.

Within the center, one day a week had been set aside

for staff planning, self-evaluation, organization and training.

center

The Head Start educational co-ordinator visited the
3

to

4

suggest ideas.

days each month to observe, give feedback and

A psychologist came every two weeks to work

with the children and consult with staff.

In October, Jodi
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requested that she be employed for an
additional 10 hours
per week.
She was hired with the stated purpose
that she
would work with staff and parents. As a
result, several

things had been done during the fall.
repainted.

The "Quiet Room" was

Both the walls and the cabinets had been painted

to reduce the distracting aspects of the
room's physical

appearance and improve the aesthetic and functional possibilities.

The basement was converted by parents and staff

from a storehouse of unwanted articles into three work areas:
a

staff and parent meeting area with comfortable couches,

an area for staff desks and materials, and an equipment

storage area.

The daily schedule for the various classes had

been examined and improved.

Staff assignments and work loads

had evaluated jointly and had been equalized.

All this re-

quired outside motivation by Jodi since the staff had functioned without such changes during the previous year.

Jodi

felt that until the environment was correctly designed and

minimum standards of operation were met, she could not put
her full energy into teaching the children in her class.

By

December, the center's new structure was operational and the
first homevisits were being made.

Jodi felt free to look at

her classroom, her teaching style, and at the children who

dynamically experienced both.
In December there were twelve children enrolled in

the class.

Three children had been transferred to the morning
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class for various reasons.

One child had dropped out of

school.

The teacher and the teacher aide
worked interchangeably in implementing the schedule,
though Norma continued to experience some difficulty i:. the
large group and
free play situations.

There had been numerous additions of materials
to
the classroom since its opening in October.

This reflected

the greater amount of independence and self-direction
on
the part of the children.

Some additional materials repre-

sented an elaboration of the week's theme or the addition
of new experiences in certain content areas.

sink area:

Soap, paper towels, toothbrushes with the children's names,
,

sponges, and drinking fountain were all within reach of the

children.

Mirror, two sets of water colors, a drain rack,

dish pan, towel, sink cleanser.

Art area:

Glue, paste,

*

scissors, crayons, magic markers, paper, plastene and molding

materials, pencils, and an art products storage box.

Dramatic play area

Hand mirrors

:

,
‘

full length mirrors, dress-

up clothes, hats, shoes, purse, dishes, silverware, pitchers,
etc.

Stuffed animals, small table and five chairs (which

were painted telephone spools which are sturdier and more

versatile than a table and chairs)

,

table cloth, doll bed,

and dolls, blanket, small chair, large cardboard box.
corner:

Mattress, pillows, bookshelf, books, and

encylopedia.

Blocks

:

a

Book

children's

A set of unit blocks, a wooden family,
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two small trucks, geo-blocks.

Manipulative cabinets

:

Several

puzzles, a nut and bolt box, bowl of
multi-colored rings,
large beads for stringing, pegs and peg board,
and Kittie in
the Keg.
Cognitive-manip ulative types of materials
Lego,
:

tangrams, numbers with pegs, colormatching game and
a wildlife lotto.

Outdoor area

:

1/3 acre of grassy, fenced-in

yard, jungle gym, swings, sandbox, trucks and sand
toys.

Noisy Room

:

Trucks, balls, platform slide and mattresses,

balance board, large cardboard blocks.

General

:

Fish tank

and tropical fish and water plants, plants, gerbils, broom,

wisk broom, dustpan,

sponge mop, sweeping compound, easel,

bulletin boards, chalk and chalkboard, four tables of various sizes, a watertable, wastepaper baskets, kleenex, indi-

vidual coat hooks with child's name.

The personal-social

rules were similar to the fall and included care in using materials, returning them to their "home" on the shelf, free-

dom to play with materials for extended periods of time and
to innovate freely with materials, freedom to invite or not

invite others to join in the play, and the freedom to chose

materials which will be played with.

Responsibilities were

to follow routines around lunchtime and snack time and the

responsibility of participation in small and large groups.
There were rules specific to play in the various rooms such
as yelling and running which was allowed in the noisy room

but not the quiet room.
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The following is the first detailed report
of a day's
activities. This description was written by the
implementor

who took notes on the day's events and then used the
notes
to write the detailed log of the day.

Clearly, the teachers

were doing a lot of directing in their interventions and
lot of maintenance of the structure.

a

They also were initiat-

ing a lot of activities such as lunchtime setup, small group,

free play project, etc.

In the detailed recording of three

children's play during the free play period.

The children's

activities seemed triggered by events around them rather than
an inner direction.

Specific Observations in December

.

Detailed descrip-

tion of Tuesday, December 18, 1972.
11:00

11:20

11:30

Norma and I meet the children outside. Greetings exchanged.
I ask Susan and Terry to come inside to help me set the table for lunch.
I have put
the large yellow tablecloths on the two tables used
at lunchtime and placed chairs appropriately at the
tables.
I have also put the knives, forks, spoons,
plates, glasses, pitchers of milk, and napkins on
two separate trays.
I ask the children first to put
the plates "in front of the chairs." These will
serve as a guide for the other utensils. While
Susan and Terry proceed to set up, I straighten up
the room which has been recently vacated by the
morning class.
Susan and Terry call the other children to come
in.
Ten children altogether plus Norma. Everyone
undresses the layers of boots, mittens, coats and
caps.
Norma and I encourage the children to do as
much as they can for themselves.
As the children come into the room, they wash
their hands and then sit on the floor for group singing time. We talk about events that have been happening to them. Johnny rarely talks in this kind of
setting so I encourage him by asking about his shirt.
We
It belongs to his brother.
No, it is not new.
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sing one song which a child has
requested.
since we
h Vlng 0aSt beef for lunch 1
show
the
children
<-£
*nm^ ways
f
some
they can cut their own meat using a
knife
and fork.
it is the second time this year
that
we
have had meat which necessitates
cutting with a
kni
Demonstrat ion of the cutting on my part
^!‘vhave been
might
done more effectively and needs to
the next a PPropriate occasion.
I
realized that if we really want the children
to
build up strength in their fingers and
co-ordination,
then we should start with foods that are
easy to cut,
not roast beef.
The meal is family style with serving dishes.
Some encouragement is still needed for the children
to pass food on after serving themselves.
Each child
attempted to cut their meat and a few succeeded, but
all experienced difficulty.
Discussion occurred
throughout the meal between the children and myself.
When one child called the gravy "grease," we talked
about what gravy is. One child out of five at my
table served himself spinach. Others avoided it as
they do many vegetables. As each child finished the
food on his plate, he could have dessert.
Dessert
was special today because the children had made it
themselves on the previous Friday: Christmas
cookies. Upon finishing the meal, each child took
his plate to the clearing tray, scrapping away any
leftover food, separating the silver, glasses, and
plates. Most of them then went to the sink, found
their toothbrush, and brushed their teeth. After
this, the child was free to move about the room.
Norma and I cleaned the tablecloths and took the
leftover food and dirty dishes into the kitchen.
Having finished lunch, the children began the
"free play" period.
They played fairly independently
with little need for adult intervention. At one
point, about 20 minutes in to the free play situation, I recorded the activities.
Two children were
painting with the water colors. A third child joined
them.
One child was pasting different cuttings on
a piece of construction paper.
Terry and Susan were
at the phones talking to each other.
They had been
there for about 20 minutes. Brad was watching them
(The
just waiting for a chance to use the phone.
phones were placed on either side of the room and
connected electrically so that the children really
did talk to each other.)
One child had just
sprinkled sweeping compound on the floor and was
beginning to sweep it up with a broom. Another child
was working with the lego making various wheeled
'

11:40

12:00
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e
eS
At a table alone, sat one
I
a ^nKK
rubber *^foam puzzle, a very difficult child working9
puzzle even
S
laSt ChUd WaS ° Ut ° f bhe
'

*

toileting
I
tially 1 moved from child to child comply„ TT ^i^ a request
redirecting activities,
sharing a discovery, suggesting a question watching,
to be explored. .moving pretty much as I felt the
flow.
Johnny came with pencil in hand to have me
write his
name on a picture he had just completed.
I watched
Brian manipulate the clay. He seemed to
have difficulty getting it pushed down.
I encouraged him to
really push down. on the clay, taking a little smaller
amounts at one time. Dennis and Sam were roaring
their small cars along one side of the wall. I asked
them if they wanted to make a road for the cars. We
spent some time building the road with overpasses and
underpasses, bridges and garages. After a while I
left them in the process of building and demolishing
the structures.
From then until the end of the free
piay period, I worked with various children who were
painting wooden butterflies. The butterflies had
been cut from plywood by one of the fathers and the
children were painting them as Christmas tree decorations.
We talked as we painted; colors, butterflies,
changes, etc. As I worked with four children at a
time, Norma continued to work with the remaining
children in their free play activities.
Sam asked to ring the bell to show that free
play was over. The children cleaned up and then
found a book and went to their respective groups.
A piece from one of the puzzles was missing so
everybody joined in a search. Finally the piece was
found and we returned to our groups. After letting
the children in my group look at their books for a
few minutes, I requested that they finish up because
I had a story to read them called "What's Big, What's
Little."
I had the children make themselves as big
as they could.
I then asked them to make themselves
as little as they could.
We took a chair and made
the smallest child into the biggest child.
Then we
read the book, discussing it as was appropriate.
Children got on their coats to go outside. Coats,
snowpants, hats, boots, mittens. About seven separate
articles of clothes per child, 70 all totalled. Norma
and I again encouraged the children to dress themselves as much as possible. There was snow on the
hill so the children take out the plastic tobaggans
and shovels. At about 2:00, I ask Robin and Lulu to
come in with me and help get snack set up. After
'

•

'

.

1:15

1:35
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setting up, the children are called in by
Robin and
They take off their clothes, wash their
hands,
and sit down for snack. When finished,
the procedure was similar to lunchtime: cleaning
up and
rushing teeth. As they finish, I encourage
the
children to join me in a circle on the floor.
As the children join me, we sing songs which
they requested. When everyone has joined me, I
take
out the cards which have the children's names printed
on individual cards. We play various games with the
cards, sometimes having the children find their name
amidst others and sometimes having them match their
name to another card with their name on it.
Children get ready to go home. I ask each child
to go by holding up card with a name on it.
When it
is recognized, the child gets to leave.
Again the
70 pieces of clothing, pictures done during the day
are handed out and goodbyes are said.

L ulu.

2:10

2:50

Individual observations of the children during the

freeplay period were also begun by the outside investigator
in December.

Each observation lasted about twenty minutes.

Two observations are included here which represent children

who respond to the class in rather different ways.

Della Moser:
l

*,

December 12: Della sits painting with water colors. She
swirls the paint around. The paper is 3/4 covered. She contines painting, making gutteral sounds, swirls on more paint,
in a circular motion.
She paints but watches the teacher
aide.
Then Della holds up the paper to observer and says
"Isn't this pretty?" She asks observer to put her name on the
paper reminding her of what her name is. Then she decides
She watches
to paint again.
"Hey, that doggy is in here!"
observer let the dogs out. After the observer closes the door,
Della says, "Shut it tight!" She puts away the paint set and
There we go now.
Della.
water.
"Here - my name again.
I'll put it away to dry." Della goes over to the popcorn
Asks twice if she can do some. Della takes the needle,
group.
thread, popcorn, and cranberry from the teacher aide, and
"That looks pretty," to the teacher
strings the popcorn.
aide.
Della then says she can't do it, but continues to
"These
"I got one, did you see it?"
string the popcorn.
You can't put these in your
are decorations for the tree.
"Oh"
Who put the cranberry in?"
mouth.
I can't do it.

—

—
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when teacher aide replies that she
did.
"See I aot nn P
You d better be careful," (to another
child)/ "WoS I
6 f
there -" She turns to observer and
asks if she i
SOm ®- 0bserve r replies that she
doesn't
"Wen
t0 watch
The Y don 't feel like
they 're* h
hot
h^v Y
t%
S ls prett Y' (to teacher aide).
I'm
beatm you. First we have to decorate them," as
she points
S
almost done see?” She^ands
her strina to
tS%ie
the lteacher aide and tells her to hand
her
St ln up but keeps it instead.
Another child goes
2
/o ni?i a aSkS
£
her lf she likes the child's string. Della
asks ii
the same question of the child.
She then holds a cranfront °f observer and declares that it is "roughy."
She then announces that hers is almost done.
She sticks herself again, laughs, shaking her hand "I'm all
done," and
hands the string to the teacher aide. Then Della
sits by
the popcorn bowl, running her hands through the
popcorn.
Don tl
from the teacher aide.
"That's for snack." Della
continues and then the teacher aide removes the bowl.

V°

‘

^

X*

'
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'
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Terry Anderson:
December 19: Terry sits at the phone talking to another child
on the other phone.
"I'm going to call you at your house."
She lifts receiver, dials numbers.
"Huh, what I can't hear
you.
She repeats last sentence, hangs up, then picks up
the receiver, "I can't hear you." She dials drops the phone,
picks it up, goes over to another child, says something,
comes back to the phone. Then Terry runs back and forth a
few times. Another child follows her. He wants to use the
phone, too.
She grabs it from him, slaps his face a few
times, hard.
He leaves, and she runs after him, but then
runs around the room.
She goes to the child on the other
phone, and runs around again, then she walks around, talking
to herself.
She presses the receiver up and down, runs to
the other child, then back to phone again.
She presses the
receiver button up and down, staring out the window. She
runs to child on the other phone. That child leaves and goes
to something else.
Terry goes back to her phone.
"Hey, you
coming up?" She runs back to the other phone, making noises.
Terry goes over to the fantasy corner, grabs a pocket book,
and walks around looking at it.
She goes back to the phone,
dials, while watching the teacher aide talk to another child.
She goes over to a child who is painting, glances at her.
Then she goes over to the book rack, looks over a few books,
but doesn't pick any up. She continues to walk around the
room, carrying the pocket book.
She watches the teacher prepare some paint. Terry leaves the bag, follows the teacher.
When the teacher asks Terry if she wants to paint, Terry nods
"yes." Terry puts on a smock can't hook it walks over to

—

—

—
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observer and turns her back to have it
hookpd
grabs a brush, but is asked by the
teacher to’wait till
everyone rs ready to begin. She sits
quietly waiting to
Gene ral observations in March

.

In March, the chil-

dren were initiating their own activities
with little adult
intervention. The teachers worked with the
children mainly
on a one to one basis as a friend who the
children could
share special things with, as playmate for activities,
as

a

problem solver if the children couldn't find a solution.
Teachers were responding more to the children's requests of
them than the reverse.

Even within the few teacher defined

activities such as the large group time and lunch time, the

children suggested songs, set the tables, and passed food to
others without adult direction.

The teachers did suggest

activities at times, but the children were the primary definer of the kind of play they would be doing and how they

would be doing it.

An example of this can be seen in the

ancedotal record of March 21.

Dennis took out the letters

and later the teacher joined him and suggested an activity,

making names.

Dennis suggested the names and then went

over to the book corner to get a book to copy from.

He con-

tinued to play with the alphabet blocks after the teacher
left and when he was finished, he put the blocks away.

The

teacher was leading Dennis only in the sense that she introduced an alternative that would have been impossible for
Dennis to think of.

The teacher did this during the school
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day as they read books, talked with
the children about their
experiences and gave the lesson on shapes.
They helped the
children learn by integrating their
experiences and making
relationships:
shapes of pancakes, syrup and
seasons.

The teachers encouraged the children to say
what

they wanted from the teacher:
to share with.

praise, new ideas, some one

Though the teachers were still the rule

maintainers and safety controllers in March, this role was
used much less frequently than at the beginning of the
school year.

Discussions and actions with the child involved

were handled privately.
In situations where several children were involved

in conflict, the teachers seemed to intervene fairly

quickly, not always allowing the children to work through
the conflict themselves.

The way the teachers intervened

was to discuss with both parties what was the conflict and
then restate the class's rules which were appropriate to the

disagreement.

Once the rules were stated and the decision

verbalized either by the teacher or the children, the children were expected to follow through.

Usually they did not

require "encouragement."
The individual observations show the children ex-

hibiting a sense of self, pride even, in what they can do.
Their play shows a beginning integration of the immediate

present and the other experiences of the child.

Family
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events such as the trip to Dunkin Donuts were
brought into
the classroom.
An awareness of things beyond oneself at
specific moments seem to be developing.
By March, the children were spending time in school

designing experiences that had no model in the classroom.
They were creative acts.

This again suggested that the chil-

dren were beginning to be self-defining in their activities

during the day.

They set their own directions and played

in their own ways.

Specific observations in March

.

Anecdotal record of

March 28, 1973:
10:30

11:00

I met the children just outside the door.
I'm
sitting on the steps waiting for them. Della runs
up to give me a big hug.
Lately she has been very
affectionate with Norma and myself. Lulu shows me
her cut on the head and offers that her babysitter
hit her and knocked her into the couch. She said
the babysitter had lied to her mother and said that
Lulu had cut her head on some broken glass. We
talked about the stitches and the whole experience.
Lea (a new child) came running over saying "Why
won't you play with me?" I protested that I would
and we run to the jungle jim and climb up it.
Della, Terry and Dennis see us and come running
over. We conversed about the jungle jim and "up on
it," "heights," etc. coming into the conversation.
After a while, I decide to run up the hill and sit,
waiting to see how long it would be before someone
discovered me. It wasn't long before two or three
children were sitting beside me watching the others
playing below us.
I needed to make a phone call to
get a substitute for the next day, so I went inside.
It was time to come in so I went out to call
the children, all of whom were at the back of the
building. The children came in, hung up their jackI
ets and washed their hands before sitting down.
was about to start the lesson when Brad said that
Since Brad is still shy in
he had on new socks.
many situations, I wanted to encourage him and we
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alked about socks and the colors of the
strips.
Rob (a N.Y.C. volunteer) came to count
the chilT en To 9 e ther we counted ourselves. Next
checked the chart and found that Terry and we
Sam were
the helpers for setting the table.
They joined
Norma whiieth 6 rest of the group continued
with me.
We talked about the trip to the maple
sugar house
the day before and recounted the various events.
I
asked if someone could suggest a song. Someone
said
they wanted to sing the "Coffee" pot song. They
really meant "teapot." I did not correct the child
and thought to myself that the children would be
more familiar with coffee pots than teapots
I
wrote the title and drew a coffee pot beside the
picture.
Then we all stood up and sang the song
with accompanying gestures. Then we did a lesson
on shapes:
circle, rectangle and triangle.
I
started with the wooden shapes, had the children feel
them and match paper shapes to them and finally pick
out certain shapes in various three dimensional
shapes in the classroom which I had chosen for this
purpose. All the children were able to match the
shapes but only a few knew the names of the shapes.
Lunch was soup made by the children in the
morning class. It was a vegetable soup and quite
delicious. We identified the various kinds of vegetables as we made the soup and talked about making
soup ourselves.
I asked each child to at least try
one bite of each dish and the soup was no exception.
Dessert consisted of apple crisp and whipped cream
and I said each child should have only a spoonful
so that everyone would have some.
As each child
finished, he cleared his place and brushed his
teeth.
One at a time, each child finished lunch and began freeplay.
I asked Norma to check Della's eyes
again. A prior screening had showed one eye with
limited vision. Again our test indicated this and
I would be able to tell Della's guardian and get
from her a medical release for further testing.
Dennis had gotten out the wooden letters and was
making his name by picking out the letters from the
pile.
When he had finished his name, I asked him
He mentioned
if he wanted to make another name.
his father's name which I wrote on a piece of paper
and Dennis copied. Then he went to get a book that
had words as part of the script and he copied those
with a great amount of skill. As I moved from
Dennis's table, Brian asked me to help him set up
the watertable. We took the cover off the top and
<

*
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.

11:25

11:50
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1:00

put some toys in the table and then I
added some
blue water color which Brian had asked
for.
was in her second week of school and I asked Lea
her
if she might be interested in making
a picture.
I showed her where to find the
paper and markers
and how to replace the lids when she finished.
Freeplay continued much in th_s way. Brian told
me about a trip with his family to Dunkin’ Donuts.
I introduced the clay to Lea and
later in the
afternoon tried to focus her on one activity by
helping her build a pasture and barn for a horse
she was playing with.
Terry and I found a sunny
spot and played with the crystal climbers.
I
kuilt towers and Terry matched colors in true
parallel play fashion. Norma had begun to make
pancakes with the children in the freeplay project.
On the pancakes, we would put the syrup which had
been given to us at the sugar house where we had
visited the day before. Sam and Susan were having
a disagreement at the watertable and I intervened
to the extent that we traced the origins of the disagreement to decide who was "right." Lea had taken
the most difficult puzzle and was unable to complete
it.
When she saw me watching her to see what she was
going to do, she said, "I can't finish it, will you
do it for me?"
I said that I would do it with her.
Dennis joined us and the three of us put the puzzle
back together. As we did it, we talked about the
ways you can tell how to put a puzzle together: by
color, by the edge pieces, by the subject matter on
the puzzle piece.
Lea and Dennis finished the puzzle
and put it away.
I had been wanting to do something
with Sam and decided that this might be a good time
because he didn't seem very occupied; in fact, he
seemed to be into "mischief" more than anything. So
I asked if he would like to play a game with me and
suggested one but he went immediately to the dots
and numbers. We went over to the rug and sat on
the floor.
First we looked at the numbers. Sam
only recognized numeral one. Then we counted the
dots and he could count them quite well. Then we
played a game where I asked Sam to hide the dots.
Then I would show him the number, tell him the name
and then he would go and find the appropriate dots
board.
He did it without error and with a great
It was time to go outside, so I
deal of enjoyment.
asked the children to clean up and then we all went
out.
Tools and toys were taken out by the children.
Susan and I played ball and then I talked for about

.
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1:45

10 minutes with the consulting
psychologist from
the local mental health center. At one
point. I
observed Sam throwing the paint brush on the
ground
as a form of "showing off" so I
explained that the
paint brushes were only for painting, that
they
could easily be lost if not taken care of and
him not to play anymore with _he paint brush asked
that
day.
I hoped that this would help
encourage him to
remember rules he should remember. Later Brad,
Dennis and Lulu and myself became involved in raking
the garden," the sand in the sandbox.
The children came inside and there was a story
read to each group.
I read the story "Seasons"
which reiterates the theme of Spring and the changes
of spring.
The children were interested but only
mildl Y so and I realize that this was too abstract
a presentation.
After I finished the story, the
children in my group go to the sink to wash their
hands for snack.
Snack is pancakes which were made
during the freeplay period and syrup which we had
gotten from the farm the day before. Everyone at
my table takes a pancake and syrup. We talk about
the trip the day before. As people finish up, they
brush their teeth and then get ready to go home
/

On March 16, the implementor looked back over the day
and wrote down a description of different events that had

happened during the day:
Della stopped, clapped her hands in delight and
trotted to the box containing the color cards, 9 matching
pairs of colors.
"I'm going to do this!" She turned all
the cards over so that the game took the form of "concentration." As she played the game with herself, she would exclaim, "Purple!", or whatever color it was when she did
produce a match. As she finished, she saw me and said, "I
did them all.
Seel
Would you like to see me do it again?"
I said yes.
When she had finished I said I knew another
game with the cards that I would show her if she wanted me
to.
I showed her the game which she repeated a second time
before she put the cards away. The whole experience must
have lasted over 20 minutes.
I want to introduce the tools, what they are used
for and how to care for them in a problem solving approach.
Today I merely informed.

Dennis, Brad and Robin were the boys in the classroom.
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i fl ca nt

thing was that Brad was an equal
in their plav-sometimes leading, sometimes following.
Finally
after all
these months, he has nearly achieved
I
chU^child
felationship with other children.

enn
and Rol in were Playing with the shovels
?
and wheelbarr
P?
a! one point,
b
At
they left it temporarily
no?? a
OV r t grab itB When the b °ys saw she
had
! . ?
it
th ll confronted
it,
they
her.
She held tightly onto the handles
approached the scen ® I guessed that Della knew
she
wat ?£
was
i n the wrong.
Ordinarily I would have let the iTEIation
evolve a little further but I was hesitant
to
case because the boys had the shovel in their do so in this
hands.
So I
id intervene, asking what was the
problem. After they had
S
ned 1 reinforc ed that the boys were still using
u
?i
wheelbarrel. Della chuckled and refused to give up her the
hold so I took her hands away myself.
’
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The following are two individual observations made

by the outside investigator:

Robin Shaffer:

March 20:

Robin has three sticks in his hand. He goes to
the table, hits the xylophone.
He points out his paper, on
the window, to the new child who has just started attending
the class that day.
He then climbs on the table, points to
the picture again.
He climbs down, then climbs up again.
Then he climbs down. He sits down at the table and picks
up a piece of tissue paper and puts it down. He leaves the
three sticks at another table. He goes to the shelf, gets
a piece of paper, sits at the table, and picks up the tissue paper again.
Robin uses a brush to apply the glue.
He glances around while he is doing this.
He stands up,
with arms folded, staring at the teacher. He asks the
teacher to hang his picture up in the window. She tells
him it needs to be hung in another place because there is
no more room in the window.
He walks over to another table,
picks up a scrub brush and pushes it back and forth. The
teacher aide suggests to Robin that he scrubs his hands.
Robin goes to the sink, sprinkles cleanser around and scrubs
the sink with a sponge.
He and another child clean the
sinks.
Robin lets the other child sprinkle the cleanser in
The two
his sink.
He also lets her use the scrub brush.
children talk about sink cleaner and hand soap. Robin uses
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He hums to him-

Lulu Cooke:
LUlU
dS
table P la Y in 9 with the lego
^
u^5 bYarea using
Three children
the lego and Lulu leaves
C
ty
tak0S ° Ut thS numbers an dots set.
She
takes h^Tf /^ pi ces and gives
the
other
*???! ha f ° f
half
to
another
f
22:

btnrkc
blocks.
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JUln
tells he other child to hide her pieces. Then
^
i^
Lulu tells uher to find
the piece with three circles on it
to match the piece with the numeral 3
on it.
Lulu then
kneeis on the floor and plays with the pieces
along
other children. One child leaves, the other child with two
puts the
cards with the circles on the floor. Lulu puts the
pieces
away and goes back to the table where the teacher
aide sits
other children. They are using magnets and various
metal objects. Lulu suggests things for one of the children
to pick up with the magnets.
"Pick that up."
She leans on
her elbows watching the child use the magnet. The child
leaves the magnet and Lulu picks it up. She tells the boy
next to her to leave her alone after he pushes the tray with

the objects.

General observations in May

.

In May, the children

seemed to be following the events of the day comfortably and

they seemed to adjust quickly to changes in the routine when

they happened.

For instance, on May 25, the sight of several

nurses at the school one morning unnerves only two of the
children.

These two children come to the teacher to secure

an explanation of the nurses' presence before they join the

other children in their play.

Two other children come to the

teacher to share personal things.

quickly involve themselves in play.

The test of the children
In this example, the

children were initiating and the teacher responded when she
was asked to do so.

In a conflict situation with Brad later
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in the same day, the teacher
gave him a choice of two things
to do.
The alternative the child chose
required the teacher
to come back to him and reinforce
the rule, but Brad had
been free to choose the alternative
a d experience the con-

sequences of his choice.

The teachers continued on the role

of helping the children build on and
integrate interests.

A majority of the children were able to
develop at school
personal interests which extended beyond what
was in the

immediate school environment.

They actively created new ex-

periences for themselves.
The teachers

1

role had become mainly a planning and

organizing one where they set up experiences which would enrich the class and which would be impossible for the children to set up on their own; i.e., the trip to the Catskill
Game Farm in New York or the Beauty Corner both of which are

mentioned in the May 25 anecdotal record.

The crucial dif-

ference seemed to be in the response of the child to the

environment.

In the beginning of the school year, the chil-

dren were reacting somewhat randomly to the events around
them.

By May, the children were shaping the experiences

they had by using their own perceptions and ideas to create
the events.
upon.

They were acting upon rather than being acted

The children were much more in control of their own

reality.

Specific observations in May

.

The account of the
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last day of Head Start follows.

10:45

The bus arrives with the children.
The morning class is already outside and there
are several
nurses scattered about talking to the staff
and
children. Many of the children in the class
right into activities: Swinging, watertable, go
r C CleS/ etc
n Ti ?
^ few walk up to me. Della says,
What are they doing?"
referring to the children
who are painting a wall mural on a piece of paper
stuck to the side of the building.
"Painting a
wall picture, Della. Do you want to do it?" She
nods and I help heron with a smock. Della still
needs reassurances in new situations.
Susan sits
down on the step beside me and says, "Lookl" holding
out the dress she is wearing. We talk about it.
Usually Susan wears pants but today is special and
she has on a dress.
Brad comes up with a fistfull
of freshly picked dandelions.
I say "Thank you" and
we talk about where he got them. Johnny, shy at
times, comes to ask why the nurses are here.
I explain that they are just visiting the school to see
what we do here. I fantasize that Johnny imagines
them all descending on him with needles. Instead,
he says, "huh" and challenges me to a race to the
top of the hill. We run up picking up other racers
as we go.
At the top of the hill with our backs
against the fence we look down on the children and
adults below. We talk a little bit about this and
that.
Other children see us and come running up.
Finally, someone says to run down and everybody
starts off.
Rob, the 17-year-old N.Y.C. enrollee
who works at the school, comes up with a time sheet
and magazine. We talk briefly and I share with him
some ideas about the party.
It is about 11:15 and
the other class begins to go in to wash up for lunch
and we do so to. After the children have washed
their hands, they sit down at the table. Today is
a baked beans, cottage cheese and salad day with
bread and butter and ketchup. Milk to drink. A
lot of different things to be passed around.
Most of the children don't like at least one
of the dishes but I ask them to take a biteful anyway.
Even at that, I have to watch that they eat
the biteful.
I can remember not liking things when
I was little and my intention is not to force them.
But there are new foods at school and so I ask them
all to at least taste everything.
Inspite of the
number of things to eat, the dishes get passed
around and nothing is spilled, not even milk. We
T

11:20
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ea ^‘

™ here cotta 9 e cheese comes from,
P * rty GtC
As they finish they
clear th
their^f
®
Piates and go to brush their teeth. Brad
fl 1Sh first.
They go over to the fantasy
area and start
J in some rather
active noisy play that
n
Growing things from one area to another.
i Ieav!I%h^
and ask the " to find something to
t Wll
k eep them
one place.
I ask Dennis
i
hat he wants
to do
looks toward the books and
says that he wants to look at them.
I turn toward
Brad and ask him to find something he
wants to do.
I can see on his face that
he doesn't really want to
do anything else at that point.
I decide to test
this and return to the table, my lunch and the
other
children.
I look over toward the boys in a
few
minutes and Brad is teasing Dennis, trying to get
him to follow him.
I walk over to Brad and say that
I would like him to sit down until
he can figure out
what he wants to do. This clearly annoys Brad and
I wish that I had handled it in a more
supportive
way for Brad. Again the tension of several weeks,
if not months, floods in guiltily.
Brad for months
has needed support in learning how to play with children.
Mostly, he has had to learn on his own. Now
I have intervened in a situation where
establishing
ground rules as I did, disrupted some play Brad was
trying to initiate. So there he sat, clearly annoyed at me. The day goes on. Johnny is intrigued
by the baby puppy that is asleep on the mattress in
the book corner.
Little Frito-Bandito arrived with
one of the staff Monday, but this is the first time
Johnny has seen him. We talk a little bit about the
puppy and then Johnny runs over to get a picture
collage of dogs. He begins this. Freeplay continues
in this way.
I move from child to child or groups
of children.
I take time at various points to talk
briefly with Bonnie, the parent who is the substitute
that day, about what she is doing and different things
she might try.
I see Lulu sort of sliding toward the table with
some counting sticks.
She sees me watching her and
asks me to show her how she can play with the sticks.
We do a couple things with them before I leave to
clear the lunch dishes to the kitchen. First she
counts them, then matches them to numbers. Finally,
I suggest that she can make picture which represent
the numbers
When I come back Lulu and I do a few
more games with the sticks. Rob comes in and asks
Brad if he wants to make some fire trucks with the
Brad, who has been sitting in the chair where
lego.
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1
Sd him about fifteen minutes ago,
brightens up
J
n ? eagerly 301 ns Rob,
and
as does Dennis and Robin.
r
lan ° inS
ru<?Sam a sks me to
r^d h^ a St2 ry and We °nSltthedown
on
the mattress.
He
u
has chosen
a ?
book that is too difficult for him so
his interest lasts only a little while.
He is distracted by Terry and Lulu who are petting
the puppy
on the mattress beside us. Bonnie, the
parent, comes
over and sighs a question, "Is it busy like
this
every day?" We talk a little and I explain that
we
do have lessons too.
Other days are even busier.
Another child comes to read and I ask Bonnie if she
would mind reading to her. She does so, gathering
a group around her in chairs.
They read for about
15-20 minutes until the children's interest wains.
Johnny comes over to ask about the watertable. I
say that other children are using it outside and ask
if he would like to paint instead.
He says yes and
we go over to set up. He puts his paper up and begins to paint. Terry is busy with the nestling barrels.
When I observe her she has taken them all
apart and is now trying to put them back together.
I watch her, somewhat surprised by her interest in
them and her awareness of what might be done with
them.
I look across the room to Lea and Susan.
They have created their own beauty shop, modelled
after one we set up a couple weeks ago and now Susan
is "doing" Lea's hair.
A nice fantasy interaction...
and a good thing for both children who don't play
make believe at school very much. Sam is sitting
across the table from me busy with a wild animal lotto
game.
"We saw thatl", he shouts pointing to the
giraffe. Just two days ago the parents had sponsored
a school trip to the Catskill Game Farm and Sam had
indeed seen the giraffe. Dennis comes over with his
lego structure.
"Look what I have... a hot rod." We
talk a little about it and he returns a couple more
times with the hot rod getting more and more "jazzed
up." At one point, Sam and Robin go to the book corI
ner and find a book that they are interested in.
call to them to remind them to come back and put away
the lotto game which they do and return to the book.
Lulu picks up a puzzle from the shelf which someone
has left there unfinished and finishes it. At this
point Paula comes in to do blood tests on the children who have been receiving supplements in their
juice.
For the remaining 20 minutes, I help her as
I can.
At about one o'clock I ring the bell and the
children are asked to clean up. As the cleaning

^
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the chilta to the rug
want to talk about the party.
Pi®",. !?K e chlldre
n share who is coming.
A lot of
for
9
who are not? I
say^atTwnfhb<f bheir special person for the day.
For twn
two of the children, this is the
their parents would be in the school. first time
The children
1
talk ab ° Ut What the children would
like^o
like to ^’*do at the party.
I direct the conversation
e deCided that We Wil1 play outside
thTi! ;*n1 h a e games and the cookies we baked and
the
y
day before. ?
Lulu
s mother comes in and joins us.
a11
outside
ask Bonnie to set up the water}
bab
and supervise it.
I expect some younger
Jf
brothers
and sisters to come to the party and I
wa *} b
be prepared.
I ask Rob to set up the paper
and paints.
The guests start arriving.
I say hello
to each of the parents and talk with
them.
Abe, the bus driver, arrives with Dennis'
mother and two brothers, Robin's mother and sister,
and Terry s mother and cousin. Norma, the woman
who
worked with me earlier in the year, and her daughter
arr Ve
Susan's mother, brother and grandmother come
as ^
does Brad's mother and grandparents. The children
play and the parents talk. At about 2:15, we group
together for a game and the graduation ceremony.
The children are each given their certificate and
their school toothbrush. Barry asks if he can have
one for his brother. We eat the cookies and the day
is over.
I clean up:
wash the glasses from the party,
clear the lawn and bring in the tables. Since it is
going to be a three day weekend, I give the two gerbils extra food.
I invite two of the day care children from the other class to help me take the pond
animals back to the pond to be set free. Two fishes,
four salamanders, one snail and one leopard frog.
The little peeper (an inch-long frog) is so well
hidden that we can't find him to set him free. I
gather myself together as best I can and leave feeling
a little sad and lonely.
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The individual observations of the children at play

during the month of May reveals a more complex, creative play
than is recorded in March's observations.
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Brad Mooney:
B d and another
Y
make a teeter-totter out
k?
lt
blocks.
They rock back and forth. Brad says, "Teeter- of
totter, teeter-totter." The other child leaves
and
continues to build on his own. He talks to himself Brad
about
the things he is building:
a teeter-totter, an airplane and
a car. ^He makes sounds as he plays.
Then, he builds a
boat.
I m on a boat!"
Another child asks Brad what he is
doing.
Brad laughs, fools around and knocks over his struch ure
He watches another child and then returns to his
blocks.

V

*

Susan Peterson:

May 11:
Susan "shaves" one of the children. She wipes his
face with a towel, then puts aftershave lotion on him. Another child sits for a shave.
Susan puts the shaving cream
on the child's face, then shaves her, and wipes her face.
Susan puts the lotion on the child's face and also puts some
on the volunteer's face.
Susan lets another child shave
the volunteer
She wipes her hands and plays with the shaving lotion.
She comes over to the observer, watches her
write, goes back to the lotion and puts it on a child. She
plays with some beads that are on a shelf. Then she sponges
.

the shelf.

Johnny Gibbs:
May 16: Johnny shows the observer some cardboard caps that he
colored.
Then he joins two other children who are using the
pencil sharpener. He watches for a moment, then he watches
a number of children doing a project at another table.
He
goes to the easel and paints one of the caps. He shows the
caps to the teacher. He asks where he can put the cap with
paint on it so it will be safe. He carries the caps around,
blowing on the cap with the paint on it. He puts the two
caps together, looks at the observer, and says, "Hamburger!"
Then Johnny sits at a table where the children are going to
prepare snack. Johnny sits and listens to the volunteer
who speaks to the group.
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE

DATA

In this chapter, the data collected in this study
is analyzed in two ways.

First, the actual implementation

and resulting environment is compared to the theoretical
eri vi.i"o rHT^nt

proposed in Chapter II.

in the second part of

the analysis, the behavior of the children over the '72- '73

school year is examined to see what changes, if any, there

were in the sixteen behavioral areas designated by the
study.

The Implementation of the Model
The theoretical model used in this study assumes

that children both as individuals and as a group pass through

different stages as they develop in their maturity and
ability to satisfy their needs.

The content and role of the

environment around the children change partly in response to
growth in the children and partly to encourage further growth.
The model was developed from Maslow's (1968) theories of

human motivation and behavior which suggest that there is
a

hierarchy of needs whose strengths vary with the individual's

ability to satisfy them.

The process, which the model sug-

gests teachers employ to encourage the children's growth,
was patterned after Hersey's and Blanchard's (1969a) work
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on leadership and group development.

Hersey and Blanchard

suggest a "life cycle theory of leadership"
in which the
role of the leader changes as the group
grows in its ability
to solve its own problems and set its
own goals 1
.

For the

purposes of this study, Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
has been
combined with Hersey and Blanchard's Life Cycle
Theory of
Leadership.

By joining these two theories, the class en-

vironment is described both as

a

way of fulfilling the

present needs of the children and as a way of promoting
their further growth through changes in the way the environ-

ment relates to the children.

The evolution of the indi-

vidual and the group is divided into four stages.
In Stage I, the children individually and as a group

are unfamiliar with the environment and the environment's

expectations of them.

The model suggests that the most

appropriate response of the teacher is to provide
structured environment where the children have

a

highly

a sense of

safety and security in knowing what they can do and what is

expected of them.
a leader is likely to organize and define

the relationship between himself and the
members of his group (followers)
to explain what activities each is to do and
when, where, and how tasks are to be
accomplished; by endeavoring to establish
well-defined patterns of organization,
:

For a complete explanation of Maslow's and Hersey
and Blanchard's theories, see above, Chapter III.
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cnannels of communication, and
ways of
getting jobs done. 2
In examining the model
implemented in the Chester

classroom, the children were introduced
to a highly structured program which was reinforced
by the teachers during
the first month and a half of
school.

some difficulties.

Initially there were

During the first weeks, the differences

in Jodi's and Norma's ability to
implement a highly struc-

tured program were quite evident.

3

Though Jodi and Norma

had talked about and agreed upon their
own roles and re-

sponsibilities in the classroom, Norma had a good deal
of

difficulty following through with her role.

At times, the

children ignored Norma's directions, were bored by her
teaching, or were unobserved at activities which were viola-

tions of the rule$ of the environment.

Jodi's structured

a PP r'o ac h and organization of the environment was the pre-

dominant influence in the class and the children had accepted the structure and were operating within it by the
end of November, six weeks after the beginning of school.
One child, Robin Shaffer, verbalizes his acceptance
of the structure on November 22nd in his reaction to an-

other child.

When Brian responded negatively to Robin's

R. Stogdill and A. Coons (eds.), Leader Behavior
Its Description and Measurement (Columbus, 1957) 42-43.
3

Appendix, pp. 149-150.

:

.
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request to join Brian in his play, Robin said
aloud, but to
himself, "if he says I can, I can play with
him.

says no, then

have to wait."

I

toy and began to play with it.

Figure

3

Robin then got out another
4

records the kinds of structures that occur-

red during the first month and a half at school.

Figure

3

If he

The data in

has been drawn from the general description of the

beginning of school by the implementor (October, Chapter
and from October's Lesson Plans and Results (Appendix

Structure

B)

Example in the Chester Classroom

teacher organizes
and defines relationship between
himself and members
of class

Teachers discussed running of
classroom before arrival of children.
They defined specific roles and responsibilities of both children and
teachers. Children could be independent of teacher intervention as
long as they followed the set rules
and routines. Teachers would enforce the children's following of
the rules and routines.
Teachers
model interpersonal role of consideration of others, empathy, and
caring.
Daily schedule is set by
teachers, toys selected by teachers,
If a child
rules for use defined.
refuses to accept limits, he is not
allowed to participate. All rules
are explained to the children upon
entry and reinforced subsequently.
Materials and activities are
selected which reinforce the running of the class, i.e., large
group game on October 20th which
reinforces the returning of materials to the shelf where they

explains what activities each child is
to do and when,
where, and how tasks
are accomplished

Appendix,

IV)

p,

153.

:
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belong, or because the children
would experience success and mastery
the activity without the assistance of a teacher.
Simple activities
teacher establishes
such as easy puzzles, clay, paper,
well-defined patterns and pencils. Teachers
develop the
of organization, chan- rules for the
class's
interpersonal
nels of communication relationships
before school begins.
and ways of getting
Rules are explained to the children
jobs done.
upon entry and reinforced subsequently. Various procedures are
given to the children which specify
ways to
hang up their clothes
use materials and relate to
others
prepare for mealtimes
clean-up after meals
participate in small and
large groups

m

Fig.

3.

Examples of Structures Used in Stage

I.

Some factors slowed the implementation of the model
in Stage I.

The "simple, easily comprehendable" environment

described by the model did not just happen at Chester.

It

had to be created and its creation occurred during the first

weeks of school.

The classroom was repainted thereby help-

ing the children to focus visually, the supervision skills
of Norma were improved, new equipment and materials ar-

rived, the schedule was modified several times to better

meet the needs of the children and the demands of the environment.
In Stage II of the theoretical model, as the chil-

dren begin to develop as a group, the teachers continue to

:
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reinforce the basic structure and begin
to give the children
an opportunity to increase their
own responsibilities. As
the children try out new things,
the teachers provide encouragement.
in this stage, appropriate
"consideration-

responses are added to the previous
"structure" responses.
When "consideration" is present:
leader is likely to maintain personal relationships between himself and the members
of his group (followers) by opening up
channels of communication, delegating responsibility giving subordinates an opportunity to use their potential; characterized
by socio-emotional support, friendship,
mutual trust, and respect for follower's
a

,

ideas.

the months of December, January and February, there
is a steady increase in the consideration behavior of the

teachers and a progressive decline in the need for reinforcing the classroom structure.

mented were the development of

The goals of the model implea

group of children who could

regulate themselves in the classroom environment, develop

a

positive sense of self and others, and find fulfillment in
their personal interests and needs.

In Stage II, the

teachers began to promote these goals in the Chester classroom through opportunities for the children to work indi-

vidually and at their own level while providing encouragement in the form of suggestions, support, reinforcement of

Leader Behavior
Stogdill and A. Coons (eds.)
1957) 42-43.
(Columbus,
Measurement
Its Description and
R.
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basic classroom rules, and freedom
for the children to set
their own directions. Figure 4
records the kinds of consideration behavior which occurred
during stage II of the
model's implementation. The examples
are drawn from the
data found in Appendix B and C for the
months of December,
January and February.

Consideration

Example in the Chester classroom

teacher maintains personal relationships by
opening channels of
communication

delegating responsibility, giving subordinates opportunity
to use their potential

characterized by
socio-emotional support, friendship,
mutual trust and
respect for followers ideas

Fig. 4.

Teachers respond to individual
requests of the children. Teachers
talk to the children from the child's
perspective which they are better
able to do because of the home visits
in December and January.
Increased number of options for
play and exploration by the teachers
increasing the materials and encouraging the children to experiment.
Children are asked to discuss any
disputes which occur among themselves and to decide, according to
the rules, who is right.
Brian, one of the children,
consistently refused to share things
he was using with others.
He was
allowed to continue in this behavior.
Teachers responded to invitations by the children to participate
in their play.
The children set the
directions for the play.

Examples of Consideration Behavior
Begun in Stage II.

The high structure behavior of the teachers con\

tinued during December, January, and February, but its sig-

nificance decreases.
supervision role:

On January 15th, Jodi wrote of her
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Today a unique thing happened.
twenty minutes without interruption,For about
five
children were at the watertable and five
were piaying with clay with Grace
Mooney, a
substitute. At the watertable, people
were
doing a variety of things. Bubbles,
measuring, pouring, beating soap suds,
filling
bottles.
I let the interaction go
entirely
by itself, feeling no need to add to their
play.
it was the first time that I was unneeded and umissed.®
.

In looking at the way the children responded
to their

environment, it is clear how much the teachers reinforced
the children's attempts at dealing with the environment.

The

children are encouraged to work through their own problems
but they rarely do so without the teachers' support.

The

isolation of the children from each other also diminishes
over time, until in February there is a good deal of play

with other children.
In Stage III of the theoretical model, the consid-

eration behavior on the part of teachers remains high while
the structure they provide is lessened.

"As the child con-

tinues to mature, this withdrawal of structure is reinforced
by an increase in socio-emotional support and a more 'child-

centered' style."

7

The children are encouraged to provide

their own directions and solve their own problems.

The

teachers may provide support in this by helping the children

6
7

Appendix, p. 157.

K. Blanchard, D. Zigarme, and
Teacher as Leader" (1974) 9.

P.

Hersey, "The

;
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to think through their
alternatives but they do not
provide
the solutions.

Figure

indicates the shift from the teachercentered structure of Stages I and
II, as described by
Stogdill and Coons (1957), to the
child-centered structure
of Stage III.
5

Stage I and II TeacherDirected Structure
a leader is likely to organ-

ize and define the relationship between himself and the
members of his group (followers)
;

to explain what activities
each is to do and when,
where, and how tasks are to
be accomplished;
by endeavoring to establish
well-defined patterns of
organization, channels of
communication, and ways of
getting jobs done

Fig. 5.

Stage III ChildCentered Structure
the importance of the
leader lessens as the children
take on more responsibility
for their own learning and direction; they use the leader
selectively and personally,
as though he was a friend,
the children choose their
own activities, define their
own processes, and get intrinsic enjoyment from the
experiences
the children begin to develop relationships with each
other based on a sharing of
mutual interests and these
relationships become increasingly important to the children.

Teacher-Centered Structure Compared
to Child-Centered Structure.

In examining Jodi's notes from March through May, a

steady decrease is found in the importance of the teachers
and an increase in the involvement of the children with each
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other and with the activities in the
classroom. 8
dividual observations of each child verify

The in-

that most of the

children are involved in activities of
their own choosing.
Jodi's description of Sam and Robin'*
self-directed play
on March 9th had become a common occurrence
for most of
the children by the end of May:
Sam and Robin were at the sink. As far
I can remember it was the first
time I
had seen them play together for an extended
period of time and it was the first time I
had seen either of them clean the sink.
ig rather distractable but they stayed
with the cleaning through one refill of the
cleanser bottle, an interruption that took
three to five minutes by the time they found
me and I was able to refill the bottle.
In
the end, the sink was quite clean and the
boys had stayed with the task for fifteen
plus minutes. The activity was initiated
totally by Sam, Robin joined and continued
to completion without adult intervention.^
as

The teachers responded increasingly to individual re-

quests from the children.

They become someone who could be

counted on to respond to the needs of each child whether he

wanted affection, attention, or someone with whom he could
play or with whom he could share an important event.

The

children sought out the teacher for special reasons and

g

See the freeplay periods in the detailed logs of
March, April and May, Appendix C.
9

Appendix, pp. 165-166.

^March's log (Appendix C) gives an interesting des
cription of how Jodi responded to the children's various
needs as greeted the children upon their arrival at school.
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not as a matter of routine.

The teachers also "extended"
the possibilities for
learning from an experience.
In examining the activities
mentioned in April's detailed log,
or, can see how this
extension of the children's
experiences occurred.
As the

Children arrived at school, Jodi
was sitting on the steps
and began to converse with the
children who came to say
hello and share things. Because
she was
sitting and im-

mobile, she was accessible to the
children and dialogues
took place. As Jodi asked questions
or encouraged the
children to recount events, she helped the
children develop
their language and the conceptual abilities. 11
The following conversation with Brian is an example.

Brian has brought back a number block he had
made at school the day before. He wants to
add something to it. He tells me about his
thoughts on the design.
I agree and when
he finishes speaking, I ask him about his
eye.
He explains that he was stung be a

bug.

The wooden block was numerical in its design and Brian's

revisions required the use of a hammer, thus promoting his

perceptual-motor skills as well as his numerical skills.
Brad talked with Jodi about his sickness.

For Brad, who

didn't always feel confident socially, it was important

^Appendix,
12

p.

191.

Appendix, p. 191.

Ill

to talk about himself.

Terry called to Jodi to
see her

climb to the top of the
jungle jim: a new skill for
Terry.
Jodi extended this experience
by exclaiming about
how tall Terry was and
spontaneously ueveloping an
informal
lesson on comparatives of size.
May's detailed log shows a
classroom which is full
of individual and group play. 13
The focus of the children's
play is often representative of
interests they have developed
or experiences they have had at
school.
For example, Lea's
and Susan's creation of a beauty
shop in May was patterned
after a simulated beauty shop which
the teachers had created
the week before.
In this kind of socio-dramatic play,
there
was a great deal of child-to-child
interaction and support.

April's and May's individual observations portray
the children as very different kinds of people
who are able
to use the environment to meet their needs.

The self-

direction of Lulu contrasts with Brian's continuing need
to protect his private space and his need for attention from

adults.

Johnny's vivid fantasy play was quite different from

Brad's yearning and bids for social interaction with the

other boys. 14
Stage IV, the final stage of the model, proposes

13

Appendix, pp. 194-199.

-^See Appendix D.

.

,
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that the importance of
the teachers is minimized
as the
children need neither
structure nor consideration
from
others. This stage in the
group development corresponds
to Maslov, 's self-actualized
stage in individual development.
The child is "not only
able to structure many of
the learning activities in which
he engages, but is able
to provide

self-control in terms of his
interpersonal and emotional
15
needs
•i

Figure

6

shows the differences between
teacher-

centered consideration of Stages
II and HI, as described
by Stogdill and Coons
(1957), and the child-centered consideration of Stage IV.
Stage II and III TeacherCentered Consideration

Stage IV Child-Centered
Consideration

leader is likely to maintain personal relationship
between himself and the members of his group (followers) by opening up channels of communication, delegating responsibility, giving
subordinates an opportunity
to use their potential;
characterized by socioemotional support, friendship, mutual trust, and respect for followers' ideas.
Fig. 6.

Teacher-Center
to Child-'

Blanchard

D.

the children develop strong
ties with each other;

children work together to
use the environment in ways
that are satisfying to them

Children look to each other
for support and friendship,
which is built on trust and
respect for each other's ideas.

Consideration Compared
.tered Consideration

Zigarme and P. Hersey, The Teacher
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The investigator feels that Stage
IV, the total independence of the children, was not
achieved in the Chester

classroom.

In May, the teachers were a basic
part of the

class and the structures of the classroom
continued much as
they had been set up by the teachers at
the beginning of
the school year.
The children operated autonomously, to
a great extent, but they were still
a part of the teacher-

defined structure.
It is quite possible that children of the pre-school

age may not have the kind of abstract reasoning abilities

which would have allowed them to consciously define their
own environment.

Both Piaget's (1973) research on the con-

crete, ego-centric nature of children's perceptions and

thinking and Montessori's (1964) emphasis that the develop-

mental purpose of a child in his first six years is to
absorb the structure of the world about him suggest this is
so.

They see the developmental tasks of a young child as

incorporation and mastering the world around him.

If

Piaget and Montessori are correct, the fact that the Chester
teachers did not totally give up their leadership role reflects the accurate maturational abilities of the children
of this age.

However, Stage IV behavior was beginning in

the spontaneous socio-dramatic play of the children where

as Leader

(1974)

9.
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they created and defined
their own play environment.
May
showed a great deal of
socio-dramatic group play that
involved cooperation and sharing
on the part of the participants.
Some of this imaginative
play came out of
the

shared experiences of class:

the beauty corner, the trip

to Catskill Game Farm, or
the visit to the fire station.

These experiences were recreated
later in the classroom
with the children assigning
themselves different roles and
improvising a theme.
If the Chester class had
continued,
the further development of this
kind of play may have affected the class's structure.
Blanchard, Zigarmi, and Hersey (1974)
suggest that
it is appropriate and likely that
the teacher uses different leadership styles with different
children in different
situations.
It is also probable that some of
the Chester
children, such as Brad who was operating
primarily on
social needs, were not ready for autonomy
in May.
Until
the majority of the children were operating
on esteem and

self-actualization needs, the teachers would have had to
continue to enforce classroom structures and support the

children in their development.

If the Chester class had

continued, one can speculate that the class might have become considerably more child-centered.
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Behavioral Changes in the Chester
Children
The impact on the model used
in this study can be
evaluated by the kind and degree of
change which occurred in
the children's behavior during
the school year.
The model
had four goals which were stated
in sixteen objectives
for

behavioral change:
Goal I: The children experience self
-fulfillment. This
refers to the children's ability to use
a free classroom environment as a place where they can
express themselves, make choices, direct their own
activities, and
satisfy their own needs.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Behavioral objective: Child initiates, stays
involved in, and completes activities.
Behavioral objective: Child choses unique activities and manifests creativity in his play.
Behavioral objectives: Child enjoys the experience he has when engaging in activities.
Behavioral objective: Child has positive feelings about the school environment and his
place in it.

The children can regulate themsel ves as a group.
This goal refers to tEe children s ability to design, modify
and maintain minimum classroom norms, rules and procedures.
•

'

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Behavioral objective: Child is able to solve
on his own interpersonal and situational problems which he confronts.
Behavioral objective: The child consults
others when they will be affected by something
the child does.
Behavioral objective: The child analyzes the
implications of various norms, rules and procedures in the classroom and choses appropriate
alternatives, modifying the system if needed.
Behavioral objective: The child maintains his
own sense of direction and yet observes classroom rules without coercion from others.

Goal III
The children develop clear positive self - concepts
This goal refers to each child's ability to see himself as a
unique, respected individual who is both similar to and
.

,

.
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different from others.
h
eC Ve '
The Child sees himself
in relation
relation°£n
to others such as the family,
the
class, and the ethnic, social,
and culture
units around him.
i
a
bjeCtiVe
Th " Child re <=° nizes the
needs
needI of i<-h
others as similar to his own.9
al bjeC iVe:
The child sees himself
rea?T^ 1 ? and^ positively.
realistically
i
al bje0tive:
The ohila f eels positive
= SfZ ?v
about
the .-2
things he does and is willing to try
*
out

(9)

(

10

^

)

!

-

(

11

)

(

12

)

.

.

new behaviors.
Behavioral objective: The child accepts
people
who are different from himself.

(13)

Behavioral objective: The child receives and
gives others support and friendship.
(15) Behavioral objective:
The child analyzes interpersonal problems, sees alternatives, and choses
mutually beneficial solutions.
(16) Behavioral objective:
The child is able to see
himself as a part of a community which must in^- e
9 ra te the needs and identity of each individual
(14)

.

The analysis of the behavioral changes was made from
a review of the outside investigator's individual observa-

tions of each child (Appendix

D)

and the comments about the

children made by the implementor in her daily record
(Appendix

B)

and periodic detailed log (Appendix C)

.

The

observations made by the outside investigator were begun in
December.

These observations recorded the behavior of each

child during the freeplay time one day a month for an un-

interrupted fifteen to twenty minutes.

The implementor's

lesson results (October through May) mention the children
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in less formal ways as does
the periodic detailed log
which
recounts the happenings of one
class day a month.

One child, Barry Barnes,
attended school so irregularly that only two observations
were completed. Because
of this, he has been excluded
from the analysis.
The investigator's method of
analysis was the grouping chronologically of all the
data on the children's behavior.
She then examined the data noting
important events
and general trends in the goal areas.
The following des-

criptions represent a summary of these events and
trends
for the months of October through May.

The summary is or-

ganized around the four stages of group development
represented in Figure

Stage

I

;

2.^
October and November

.

In Stage I, the

children operate mainly on safety and security needs.

They

test the limits of the teachers and work best in a highly

structured environment.
Though the data is limited to the lesson plans and

results during this time, Jodi's descriptions indicate that
the first weeks of school were hectic and that the teachers

needed to be continually reinforcing the rules.

Only after

weeks of effort, do Jodi's descriptions of the day indicate
a

lessening in the need for high structure behavior on the

16

See above, p. 44.
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part of the teachers.

Jodi reports on November 29th,

"General impressions of the day are good,
children happy
and they are beginning to know the routines." 17
The differences in Norma's and Jodi's style .nd
maintenance of

rules may have delayed the children's acceptance
of the
structure.

Norma had a great deal of difficulty in setting

firm limits and in developing positive relationships
with
the children.

The result was what has been called a

"double standard."
Stage II

:

December through February

.

In this Stage,

the children are encouraged to assume more responsibility
for directing their own activities.

The children are operat-

ing mainly on social needs and look to the teacher to rein-

force the purposes of the classroom environment.
In December's data, it is clear that the children

were more involved in activities, but they usually played
alone and they continued to act at times without an awareness of the rules or needs of others.

For instance, the ob-

servations show Dennis, Brad, Della, Brian, Tiffany and

Johnny focused in their play and getting pleasure from their
experiences.

These children do not have a sense of others

and do not join with others in their play.

Of these six,

all but Tiffany seem unsure of themselves and look to others

17

Appendix, p. 154.
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for positive reinforcement.

it seems that +-v^their unsureness

only lets them get a limited
amount of enjoyment from the
things they do. Tiffany is
self-directed but ignores the
rules of the environment and
the adult requests of her.
The
observations of Robin, Sam, and Terry
show them to be erratic and unsettled in their play
and they follow few of the
classroom rules. Only Lulu is totally
involved in her play,
seeming to receive satisfaction
from it and seeming also
to have an awareness and interest
in other people.
In January, Jodi states that she
began to choose

the kinds of interactions she was able
to have with the children.
She attributes this to the children being
much more
able to operate on their own. Jodi also
states that she

felt that she was beginning to have a much
more personal,

uniquely individual relationship with each child.

January

was a month when the teachers, freed of their maintenance
roles to a great extent, provided a number of different

kinds of experiences to the children and are able to support
the children in their social needs.

Only Robin seems un-

able to find involvement in any activity and lapses into a

fantasy world whenever he experiences any difficulty.

Johnny is so unsure of himself that he does not stick up for
his own rights.

Brian, Susan, Dennis, Brad, Tiffany, Sam,

Della and Terry are very intent on their activities whether
it is attempting social play (Brad)

,

bossing other children
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(Della), hoarding a toy

(Brian), or teasing other children

(Dennis).

Lulu continues to show a good deal
more selfdirection, creativity, and social ability
than

do the others.

S tage

III

;

March through May

.

in this stage, the

children begin to function independently of
the teacher.
They are operating mainly on esteem needs

and, as such, are

self-directed in their play and able to find direction
and
satisfaction by their own efforts.
Toward the end of February and into March, an in-

teresting change in the children seems to have taken place.
The children began to truly use the environment to meet

their needs.

The intellectual interests of Lulu and Dennis

become more apparent; Brad is engaged in social play; Terry
is trying physically active play; Sam, Robin, and Brian

feel secure enough to share with others; and Johnny begins
to stand up for himself, share with others, and need adult

assurance less.
The months of March through May are a time of pro-

ductivity and several of the children do seem to be operating on esteem needs.

The individual observations of Sam

seem to indicate that he enjoys his play more, Dennis' ob-

servations show him to be much more focused in his play,
the observation of Susan in May shows her to be happily in-

volved in social play, and in the last few observations,
Robin stays with an activity and seems to get enjoyment
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from what he was doing.

Brad’s social needs continue to

dominate but March through May find
him to be an active
participant in the design of the play.
Johnny seems much
surer of himself and Tiffany, for the
first time, is be-

ginning to follow directions and participate
in social
play with others. Brian, in the final
observations, continues to need a great deal of adult attention
but he is

also using the environment to meet his needs.

Della, while

still needing affirmation from others, gets much
satisfac-

tion from her activities.

Lulu continues to be self-

directed and creative in her play but she is also standing
up for her own rights much more and also is more helpful
and understanding in her relationships with others.

Terry's observations show her getting more satisfaction
from her experiences in class and also staying within the

limits of the classroom.
Jodi's records comment upon the social play that

develops in April and becomes very important in May.

The

children join together to spontaneously recreate experiences
they have had.

An involved socio-dr amatic fantasy was

prompted by a trip to the fire station.

Children recreate

the beauty corner that had brought about so much activity
the week before.

By May, the teachers are sought only in

special circumstances.
Stage IV

.

In this stage, the children would have
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assumed most of the responsibility
for their experiences at
school.
To have successfully done
this as a group, the

children would have had to have been
motivated primarily
by self-actualization needs.
This stage did not occur in the
Chester classroom.
Perhaps the natural development of the
class had not had
enough time to fully mature.
In looking at the changes in
the children's behavior from October
through May, the children first developed in the goal area of
self-fulfillment.

This enabled them to develop their sense of
themselves and,
finally, to relate more positively to the rules of the
en-

vironment and to the needs of others.

It seems that the

children had begun to regulate themselves as

a group only

they were operating primarily on esteem needs and were
able to focus on their experiences at school, that is, the

interaction with children, materials and events.

In May,

only a few of the children seemed truly ready to make the

transition to the Stage IV environment.
Behavioral Inference Scores

Monthly observations of each child were made by the
outside investigator.

The observations took place during

the freeplay time and lasted fifteen to twenty minutes.

After the observation, a five point rating scale, the Behavioral Inference Score Sheet, was used to quantify the

behavior she observed.

The outside investigator used a
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process of inferring from the observed
behavior of the child
to determine what his scores
should be on the rating sheet.
The scoring of these observations
was aided by the Behavioral
Rating Sheet for Scoring Observation
v,hich gave examples of
behavior at minimum and maximum levels for
each of the sixteen objectives. Both the Behavioral
Rating Sheet and the

Behavioral Inference Score Sheet are found in
Appendix A.
The six observations of each child for the months
of December through May are grouped by child chronologically
in

Appendix D.

For the purposes of analysis, tables were made

which show by month the scores of each child on each of the
sixteen behavioral objectives.

Averages for each child and

each objective were computed and added to the tables.

A

complete listing of the scores from the observations is
found in Appendix E.
The children's average scores for each behavioral

objective for the months December through May are summarized
in Figure 7.

Three objectives (no. 13:

the child accepts

people who are different from himself; no. 15:

the child

analyzes interpersonal problems, sees alternatives, and
choses mutually beneficial solutions; and no. 16:

the

child is able to see himself as a part of a community which

must integrate the needs and identity of each individual)
were not included in the data because the investigator was
unable to consistently observe behavior which would allow
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her to make inferences on these
objectives.
The quantification of the data
collaborates that
behavioral change in the direction of the
desired goals did
occur from December to May.
in the thirteen areas observed,
all objectives but one record behavior
at the 3.0 range in
May which is clearly above December's range.
In each goal
area, there is an increase in the behavior
specified as

desirable by the model.
What can be reasonably concluded from this data is

that certain changes did occur in the direction hypothesized
by the model.

This indicates the need for additional re-

search on the model to see if the changes are replicated
in other settings and are significant when compared with

control groups.
Some questions are raised by the behavioral infer-

ence scores.

What are the implications of not collecting

individual behavioral data during the first two months of
school?

Schien's (1968) research on behavioral change in
.

organizational settings suggests that change is greatest

when the individual first enters a new environment and then
gradually tapers off.

If his hypothesis applies to the

children's behavior in this study, then the most dramatic
changes would have occurred in October and November.

It

is possible that movement toward the desired goals was the

greatest in the months of October through January and then
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slowed down in the months of February
through May.
A second question is how
interdependent

are the

goals and do the objectives listed
under each goal really
represent mutually exclusive objectives?
Because the
goals, the behavioral objectives, and
the inference scale
used in this study were not tested for
their reliability
or validity, it is difficult to answer
this question.
It
seems, however, that this is a significant
question to be

studied if the model is to be used in other settings.
A final question is concerned with the significance
of the data collected.

If the investigator had observed

children in another classroom not using the model, could
she have recorded similar changes in the children's be-

havior toward the desired objectives?

It is possible that

the general influences of children in a group setting with

supportive teachers who provided interesting activities
and the freedom to explore the environment with peers

would show a similar movement toward the goals.
In summary, theoretical model was generally fol-

lowed in the Chester classroom by the implementor and the

children did change in the direction hypothesized by the
model.

The change was noticeable both in the implementors

and the outside investigator's observations.

not achieved during the school year.

Stage IV was

However, it is pos-

sible that additional time in school (three weeks were lost
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at the beginning of the
school year because of lack
of funds)
or a more uniform leadership
style between the teachers
early in the school year would
have allowed a Stage IV environment (children setting their
owi. goals and solving
their own problems) to develop.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study was undertaken with three
purposes in mind.
The investigator wanted to see if the
theories of Maslow,
Combs, and Hersey and Blanchard could be
synthesized into
a teaching model which would be
appropriate for four year

olds in a classroom setting, to see if children from
lowincome families would be positively affected by such an environment, and to see to what extent the children could assume responsibility for the direction and maintenance of

that environment.

The data collected in this study does

indicate changes in the children's behavior toward the
goals of the model and, as such, supports the model's as-

sumption that Head Start children will assume more and

more important roles in their environment if encouraged to
do so by the adults.

Clearly, the model needs to be refined

and it needs to be tested in a variety of preschool set-

tings with control groups to know the full implications of
the data.

However, the results do suggest that the way

preschool children, especially children from low-income
families, have been viewed and treated by the controlling

influences in their environment (parents, teachers, laws)
is wrong and perpetuates behavior in the children which is
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much less mature than if they had been
treated in
tive, affirming way.

a

posi-

This chapter looks at the implications
of this case

study in light of the investigator's
purposes mentioned
above.
First, recommendations are made for the refinement
and use of the model in other settings.
Second, the rela-

tionship of children and adults is considered in light of
the results of the study.

Finally, the model's success is

used to make recommendations for the education of low-

income children.
The Use of the Model in Other Settings

Because of the positive results of this study, the

investigator feels that the model should be implemented
in other settings and compared with control groups to see
if the results are universal or are unique to this study.

Classrooms using other teaching models need also to be
studied to be sure that the results found here are par-

ticular to this model.
Some recommendations are made for the further re-

finement of the model.
four goals

,

In the statement of the model's

some research needs to be done to insure that

they are defined in ways that are appropriate to the be-

havior of preschool children.

For example, in the goal

area of personal and interpersonal understanding, the outside investigator was unable to observe behavior in two

out of the three objectives
which defined the goal. There
are several possible reasons why
the outside investigator
was unable to observe behavior
in the objectives listed.
One reason could have had to do
with the implementation of the model. The implementation
in the Chester
classroom was incomplete and did not
allow personal and
interpersonal behavior to develop. For
whatever reason,
whether it was because too little time was
allowed for the
full implementation of the model or whether
the process

used by the implementor did not actually promote
the ful-

fillment of the goal, the goal and behavioral
objectives
are well defined and achieveable.

Implementation of the

model in another setting would probably have different
results regarding this goal.

A second possibility is that the goal has been

appropriately stated with the problem lying in the behavioral terms by which the goal was defined.

This possi-

bility raises an important issue regarding all of the goal
in the study.

In designing the model, the goals were de-

veloped and the behavioral objectives were written without any analysis as to whether they were stated properly
and were adequate to the purpose of the model or the age

group being studied.

A thorough development of the goals

and objectives would have required considerable additional

research and time which was not available to the investi-
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gator whose primary purpose
was the implementation
of a
model and the collection of
case study data. However,
if
the model is to be used in
other classrooms, the investigator recommends a complete
review (a.d restatement,
if

needed) be undertaken before
the implementation is begun.
The Behavioral Rating Sheet
and the Behavioral
Inference Score Sheet need also
to be studied to see if

better tool for analysis could be
found or designed.
Combs' (1963) development and
successful use of an infera

ence scale should be re-examined.

The model's goals and

rating sheet were patterned after Combs'
scale, but the
investigator feels that Combs' work could be
particularly
helpful in analyzing the strength and weakness
of the

goals and instruments used in this study.

A third reason for the outside investigator's in-

ability to observe some of the behaviors which defined
the

development of personal and interpersonal understanding in
the children could be that these behaviors do not occur
in children until they are much older.

Piaget (1973)

states that only children who have developed concrete pre-

operational thinking (which generally happens around the
age of seven) are able to consistently understand the

dynamic relationship between concrete events and materials.

Occurring even later in the children's development is abstract operational thinking of the kind suggested by the
goal of personal and interpersonal understanding.

If
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this goal had been stated in words
and defined in terms
which Piaget suggests are appropriate
to young children,
it is possible that behavioral change
would have been

noted by the outside investigator.
There are of course, other reasons which
can be
suggested as to why personal and interpersonal
behavior was
not consistently observed. The investigator
feels that the

three reasons mentioned represent the most likely
causes.
The investigator does feel that the relationship of the

children to each other is an essential part of

which proposes the evolution of

a

a model

group of children and

that the statement of the goal in terms which are develop-

mentally possible for preschool children is necessary.
A second recommendation made by the investigator

before the model is used in other settings is that the
role of the teacher in the implementation of the model

needs to be carefully considered.

This study showed that

one of the Chester teachers had great difficulty implementing the model and certainly could not have implemented it

on her own.

This suggests that staff selection, training,

and supervision are key elements in the success of this

model.

The importance of the teacher was also stated by

Weikart (1972) who found that the impact of three different Head Start models on the achievement level of the

children was maintained in the public schools.

The results
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of his study were contrary to
the results found by the

Westinghouse Study (1969) which found
that the achievement
gains made by Head Start interventions
were not maintained
the public school beyond the seconi
grade

m

level.

Weikart concluded that the essential
difference in the two
findings was due to the differences in the
teacher's approach to her job. Weikart' s study allowed
its teachers

to chose the model they would implement and
then provided

supportive supervision throughout the teachers' implementation of the models.
The model used in this study requires versatility

on the part of a teacher who must be able to work effec-

tively in both a teacher-directed and a child-centered
environment.

Since the teacher needs to be as conscious
i

of her own needs and motivations as she is of the chil-

dren's, it would seem that most Head Start teachers would

need to be trained on theoretical and behavioral levels

before they could successfully implement the model's design.

Indeed, it would seem that only the perspective

teachers who are operating primarily on esteem and self-

actualization needs as described by Maslow (1968) should
be selected for training.

Stage III of the model, when the implementor en-

courages the children to accept more responsibility for their
own direction, was a particularly difficult time for the
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implementor of this study.

Because she was no longer "in

control" of the children, she was not
completely sure of
what was happening in the class and how
she could respond
in certain situations.
She realized -hat her primary role
should be one of low structure and high
consideration but
she felt high structure was needed at times
with certain

children.

At times like these, the implementor did not

know if she acted in violation of the model and whether
these might be examples of how she could not trust the chil-

whether the limits she maintained were necessary.
This suggests that without an outside supervisor who helps
the teacher clarify her reactions, the implementation of

this model is difficult.

It also suggests that it is

harder to be a leader in Stage III, and probably Stage IV,
of a group's development.

The Relationship Between Child and Adult

A different relationship between child and adult is
suggested by the model used in this study.

Contrary to

the years of dependence which usually accompanies the lack

of rights most children experience within the family

structure, the children in the Chester classroom had both

rights and responsibilities.

The teachers initially pro-

vided a structure and then slowly encouraged the children
to take more responsibility for what was happening to them-

selves and others.

They set limits of safety and defined
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the ways the children related
to each other but they let
the children choose their own
directions and learnings.
The teachers realized the
significance of the children’s
experiences and they used these expediences
to help the

children develop more fully.

The data shows that the chil-

dren grew more self-fulfilled; developed
a clearer, more
positive self-concept? and were more able
to regulate
themselves in the school environment. Aries
(1962)

states

that childhood grew out of the industrial
revolution and
that children were included in the adults' daily
lives

before that period.

Perhaps the isolation of children

from each other and from adults in early childhood and
the continuance of this in the public schools with teacher-

centered lessons and bolted down desks is a destructive
process rather than the constructive process supposed by
many.

It seems that the effect of childhood in contem-

porary society is to delay independence and responsibility
for so long that it is difficult to redevelop these ele-

ments in adults.

The results of this study suggest that a

redefinition of the purposes of childhood is needed and
they indicate that children can and should be involved in

decisions that affect them.
The Treatment of Children from Low-Income Families
The results of this study are important in that

they add support to the view that children of the poor are
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not handicapped in their
ability to learn but in their
lack
of opportunity to learn.
Weikart's (1972) longitudinal
study of the effects of different
teaching models on intelligence and academic achievement
should be mentioned
again here. His research studied
three different teaching
models: a highly structured,
teacher-directed academic
model; a Piaget-based model; and
a traditional nursery
school model. Weikart found that
all the models produced
significant gains in intelligence and
achievement scores.
The gams in achievement maintained
themselves after the

children entered the public school.

His results are con-

trary to those of the Westinghouse Study
(1969) where the
children did not maintain achievement gains in
the public
schools. Weikart's conclusions are important. He
suggests
that the crucial difference between an effective and
an in-

effective Head Start intervention regarding the maintenance
of cognitive gains is that the effective intervention had

teachers who were organized and thorough.

In other words,

the successful teachers knew what they wanted to do, how
to do it, and were diligent in the pursuit of their ends

with the children.

Weikart's research raises the question

of what, if any, are the differences in outcomes between
the three models tested?

High/Scope Educational Research

Foundation (1974), the research group with which Weikart
is associated, has been working on the development of an
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instrument which evaluates a
child’s creative productivity
in structuring his experiences
in a free environment.

Such
an instrument would be able
to differentiate some of the
effects of different models in
areas other than cognitive
gains. The research methods used
in this case study could
also be used as a prototype for
evaluating Head Start inter-

ventions where the investigators are
concerned with behavioral changes in the children.
The results of this study add support
to the growing research which shows how the
treatment of children from

low-income families as "culturally deprived"
or "culturally
disadvantaged" is a self-serving effort on the part
of

upper and middle class citizens and educators.

Such treat-

ment has continued to put the poor in the position of
being
told that they are less able, the cause of their own
condition, and unable to change that condition.

Thus, the rich

who stand to lose in money and power breed on the fears,
ignorance, and racism of the middle class who, in turn,

stigmatize and exploit the poor, absolving both the middle
and upper class of any responsibility.

In the arguments

about what is the most appropriate teaching model for Head
Start children can be seen one example of how this process
has worked.

Robert Rosenthal's and Lenore Jacobson's (1968)

research on the effects of teacher expectations on

a
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child's school achievement
indicate that teachers have a
great deal to do with how a child
performs.
in Pygmalion
in_ the Classroom they state
that teachers who expect
higher performance from certain
students are usually warmer to those students; make more
comments on the
,

students'

correct and incorrect responses; teach
them more; and give
these students more of an opportunity
to succeed through
calling on them more often, waiting longer
for a response,

and modifying an incorrect response.

classroom.

This happens in the

One is lead to ask how much do our society's

expectations affect the performance of low-income people?
Israel

s

development of policy and intervention

programs for the inclusion of its Oriental Jewish population in the Israeli society provides a relevant contrast
to the American approach to the poor.

Sarah Smilansky

describes the evolution of educational policy since 1948
as occuring in three steps:
1957)

in the first phase

(1948-

pressure was put on the immigrants to disregard

their cultural background and adjust to the dominant

European-oriented pattern.
1966)

In the second phase

(1957—

short term remedial measures were employed.

third phase (1967-

)

In the

there was a:

realization that the status of the groups considered is influenced by the perception, value
orientation, structure and way of functioning
of the whole social system.
If deep and meaningful change is expected, only a long-range,
comprehensive and systematic attack on the

«
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e
r
nta i0nS ° f the community;
a refoim o? i^ S ^ UCtU
content and mode of
^'
opera? o?nf
operation
of the entire school systemactive
participation of the entire society
in
a
process of transformation towards
a differ1 * organized life
pattern,
IZl
the demands and possibilities adjusted to "
of the "7 0' s
can bring it about
Only if a feelinq can
be promoted that the whole
society (with
its tempo and mode of feeling,
thinking
and organization) is "culturally
disadvane
9
tlVe
surroundin g potentialities,
i
thor-o iS
is
there
the real opportunity to create a
feeiingiQf equality to be part of the "advan-

^

If social and educational equality
can only come about

through a total effort of a society, then
a program such
as Head Start can only have a limited
impact
on the

families involved.

What is really needed goes well beyond

the scope of any single program; the ultimate
solution

may require nothing less than a total transformation of

contemporary society.

S. Smilansky, "Deprivation and Disadvantage Is
Real," in Passow, A. (ed.), Deprivation and Disadvantage
~~
(Hamburg, 1970), 190-191.
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BEHAVIORAL RATING SHEET AND INFERENCE SCORE SHEET
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BEHAVIORAL RATING SHEET FOR SCORING OBSERVATION
Ch ld en ex P erien ce self-fulfillment
This goal
^
f
refers to the children's
ability to use a free classroom enS a P
Ce Where they Can ex P ress themselves make
?f
choir!rV
choices, direct
5.. their own activities, and satisfy their own
.

,

.

(1)

—

1..

Involved Uninvolved
This refers to the child's ability to iniate,
stay involved with, and complete activities.
Child moves purposely into activities and
stays with each activity until completion,
5..
even amidst distractions.
.. Child wanders aimlessly around room beginning some things but not staying with one
1..
activity for more than a short time.
..

(3)
(2)

Individuality

— Conformity

-This refers to the child's choice of unique
activities manifested creativity in his play.
5..

1..
(4)

Child's activities show originality in
their form, initiation of new ways of working with materials and creativity in other
classroom activities.
.. Child is unable to make choices for himself, follows the lead of others.
..

—

Satisfaction Dissatisfaction
This refers to the enjoyment the child experiences as he engages in activities.
Child is happy with the experiences he
generates for himself in school.
.. Child seems to get minimal enjoyment out
of the things he does at school.
..

—

Unhappy Happy
This refers to the child's feelings about the
school environment and his place in it.
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rriV S smilin 9 and continues
in this
! out
mood through
the day.
e
taUy Unhappy
Derifn« n? K° 119 3t S ° h °° 1; with his
n0thin ^ affects

hi^positively^

(5)

Goal II:

°a

*2?

.in

hemsely as as a gronn
M qU l ? te
5
S abi1
to design? moSii

^

h

.

Powerful-Vulnerable
This refers to the child’s ability
to
his own, interpersonal and situational solve, on
problems
ms
F
which are confronted.
(6)

Child solves on his own the interpersonal
and situational problems which are
confronted.
1.... Child is unable to solve on his own the
5..
interpersonal and situational problems
which are confronted.
1..
5

—

Community Anarchy
This refers to the child's ability to consult
others when they will be affected by somethinq
the child does.
5.. .. Child shows an understanding of how some

actions affects others and confers with
them.

1..

(7)

..

Child seems solely motivated by what he
wants, tends to ignore other's needs.

—

Democratic Undemocratic
This refers to the child's ability to analyze
the implications of various norms, rules and
procedures and to chose appropriate alternatives,
modifying the system if needed.
Child shows ability to follow norms, rules
and procedures in the classroom when appropriate and to chose better alternative
actions, if they are needed.
.. Child seems unable to follow norms, rules,
procedures; yet he is unable to select
more appropriate alternatives.
..

(8)

—

Responsibility Irresponsible
This refers to the child's ability to maintain
her/his own self of direction and yet observe

.
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classroom rules without coercion from
others.
5
Child functions effectively in environment
and observes classroom rules without
direction from others.
1 .... Child's actions consistently
break classroom rules.
Goal 111(9) Tj).e. children deve lop clear,
positive self-co ncepts.
This goal refers to
_
each
-child's
ability
uu see
to
s ee aimseir
himself as a
,,
,
7
unique worthwhile
individual who is both similar to and different from others.
..
•

,

—

,

5..

(10)

—

Identity Lack of identity
This refers to the child's ability to see himrelation to others such as the family,
the class, and the ethnic, social and cultural
units
around him.
..
5..
1

(11)

*

Child shows an awareness of self in relation to others.
.. Child seems totally unaware of self in
relation to others.
..

—

Like
Unlike
..
This refers to the child's ability to recognize
5.. needs
the
of others as like his own.

Child recognizes and acknowledges needs of
others
.. Child is unaware of or unmoved by the feelings and needs expressed by others.
..

1

—

(12)

Aware Unaware
This refers to the child's ability to see himself realistically and positively.
Child shows an awareness of self, his own
accomplishments and abilities and participates in activities which maintain
this sense of self.
.. Child attempts inappropriate activities for
his interests, abilities, and for the
classroom environment.

..

1

—

Able Unable
This refers to the child's feelings about the
things he does and his willingness to try out
new behaviors.

.
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5..

1

1 .. ''

(13)

^?sLr^r“
“
I

l

fb ^vio“

in9 to try

ok8 confidence and seems
fearful
aCtivities a»d experimenting with^self

Openminded— Closed to Others
Tins

refers to the child'
akiiif,,
accept
people who are different from
himself
5
Child accepts people and the
things thev do
U9h
may bS diff erent from
himself?
1..
CtS Pe ° Ple
actions that are
<?

^

""different?

*.

^

(14)

children develop personal and interoersnn,!
5..
understanding
This goal refers to t he children’s
abilitu
U
1.. h
behavior and how they effect and
a?e aflecteS by o^he?s?
.

—

(15)

Open Closed
This refers to the child's ability
to receive
and to give others support and
friendship.
1..

(16)

Child gives and receives friendship and
sharing.
.. Child unable to go to or give
friendship
or support.
..

—

Altrustic Egocentric
This refers to the child's ability to analyze
5..
interpersonal problems, see alternatives and
chose mutually beneficial solutions.
1..
5

Child selects alternatives to problems which
benefit the entire group, not just himself.
.. Child selects solutions to problems which
benefit only himself.
..

—

Group Individual
This refers to the child's ability to see himself as a part of a community which must integrate the needs and identity of each individual.
Child supports other children and their
rights in the group.
.. Child does not support others when they express needs or are affected negatively by
the group.
..

:

:

BEHAVIORAL INFERENCE SCORE SHEET
Child
Date

Observation:

Description:

1

2

:
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Goal

Se lf “fulfillment

I

Involved

(1)

Uninvolved

Individuality

(2)

Satisfaction

(3)

Happy

(4)

Goal II

—

(6)
(7)
(8)

— Vulnerable
Community — Anarchy
Democratic — Undemocratic
Responsible — Irresponsible
Powerful

Goal III:
(9)

(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)

Goal IV:

Unhappy

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

Self-regulation

:

(5)

—

— Conformity
— Dissatisfaction

5

Self-concept

Identity

—

Lack of indentity

— Unlike
Aware — Unaware
Able — Unable
Openminded — Closed
Like

to Others

Personal and Interpersonal Understanding

—

(14)

Open

(15)

Altrustic

(16)

Group

—

Closed

5

4

3

2

1

0

—

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

Ego-centric

Individual
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LESSON PLANS AND RESULTS

October 18 1972
Plans
Introduce school: rules, procedures, schedules,
materials, children. One-half of group Monday
and the other one-half Tuesday.
Basic materials
are out in each area.
Small group activity:
making cookies for snack. Small group time:
^®ur of the school and story.
Large group:
leaf collage and songs.
,

October 19 1972
Plans
Same as Monday except for Freeplay project: cleaning gerbil cage, building wooden house for gerbil,
talking about gerbils.
,

October 20 1972
Plans
All children at school. Small groups: story
and using scissors, identifying right and left
handed children. Large group: songs and game
illustrating the returning of materials to their
places on the shelves.
,

October 24 1972
Plans
Reinforce rules because of five day holiday. A
few new materials added: dolls, beads, trucks.
Large group: paper mache for party. Small
group:
self-image project using glue.
Results
Children seemed to need reinforcement of rules.
Five days seemed to block memories. Misty day and
outdoor time seemed less enthusiastic. More materials needed. No freeplay project. Large group
project: made paper mache pumpkin for party.
,

October 25 1972
Plans
Reinforce rules
lunchtime and the putting away
Large group: discussion on seasons
of materials.
and seasonal change. Continue discussion through
Friday doing art project with leaves, bringing
weed plants inside and learning Halloween fingercollage and the use of glue.
Small group:
play.
Stress names on pictures. Freeplay project:
name game and paper mache continued.
Results
Children were calmer today. I am amazed by the
,

:

:

.

.

.
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number of things the children need
successful at school. Again sensed to know to be
door toys and play needs something thaHhe outextra.
Freepr eCt:
se med too complex for the chilmu
f
dren.
They seemed to think it was a letter
to
e cut up and sealed
not a game.
Large
talked about changes in seasons, in
children s clothes and made individual
leaf
collages

—

October 26, 1972
Plans
Freeplay project: cutting up pumpkin and discussion of party.
Results
Introduced concept of "caring" for trucks, clothes
pins and demonstrated the use of a sponge.
Small
group:
I felt that a story would be best
rather
than a lesson because the children were unsettled.
Large group: we dug up various weeds
from outdoors. We are going to try to raise them
inside.
This reinforced the effect of cold on
plants.
Children were quite interested. Made
collage.
Day was calmer though I had some conflict with Dennis over appropriate behavior in
class
:

October 27, 1972
Results
Only eight children came today and it seemed too
few.
Not enough happening in the room. Freeplay
project was the making of the jack-o-lantern
Three children participated. Small group: story.
Large group:
looking at jack-o-lantern, discussing the cleaning of it, what to do with
seeds.
Made pumpkin pictures.
:

October 30, 1972
Plans
New materials: water colors and nuts and bolts.
Freeplay project: using the full length mirror
to help develop the self-concept.
Project well
done by Jodi who will point to parts of one
child's body as she asks the child to describe
what he/she sees. Teacher then writes what child
says.
In small group time, the teachers will introduce Tuesday's field trip to the orchard, harvest time and apples. Large group experience led
by Norma would reinforce plans for trip.
The day was hectic as a change in Jodi's and
Results
Norma's responsibilities from the previous week
occurred and Norma had great difficulty supervising the hour long freeplay time while Jodi
worked with children in the freeplay self-concept
:

:

.
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project.
Project, itself, went well, a lot of
language involved in talking about what they
saw
m: rror
Good involvement of four or five
children.
Brad was totally unable to describe
himself.
Large group lesson did not go smoothly.
Norma had some difficulty keeping attention of
group.
More planning needed on her part. Also,
better focusing of attention as the group starts
to stray.
'-

*

October 31, 1972
Plans:
New schedule introduced: reinforce rules and
opportunities. Talk about what happens at each
point.
Lead by Jodi.
11:00 - Children arrive: play outside
11:15 - Singing and then cleaning up for
lunch
11:30 - Lunch
12:00 - Outdoors or Noisy Room
12:30 - Small groups
1:00 - Freeplay in Quiet Room
2:00 - Large group and snack
2:25 - Outdoors and ready to go home
Small group lesson:
talk about trip and what
apples are used for. Large group lesson: the
writing of a story about the trip.
Results
Children seemed to adjust to the new schedule and
it proved easier for staff because the children
went outside right after lunch and the tables
could be cleared. Children seemed to eat more
today with the procedure for lunch needing less
reinforcement. Field trip to the orchard was fun
but since we didn't leave until 1:30, the children went right home afterwards. Will write
Barbara Mann substituted for
story tomorrow.
Norma
November 1, 1972
Plans
Cooking of apples on hot plate for freeplay proPlanting of seeds and related story for
ject.
story of trip on
Large group:
small group.
newsprint.
Changes in schedule affected lunch. Children were
Results
asked to remain quietly at the table until one of
the teachers is finished and can go with them.
Norma's supervision during free play needed improvement. More direction and more initiation
especially with new children and new materials.
Lulu's mother, Mrs. Cooke, came in to visit and
She came in the middle to the
see Lulu's school.
applesauce making process which was going slowly
:

:

:

::

::

.
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S
Wer ° f the hot P late
Wrote sstory
tor v^n
in th»
the ?°
large group.
Children not
9r ° UP
M ° re work needs to b ®
spent
splnt in planning for and
establishing procedures
-
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in th

V-9 e

group.
must
must'brsimple
be simple and
, involving.
After
hq
director and educational co-ordinator class
gave'
teachers feedback about their
observations.
Everyone discussed various aspects
riculum and looked at the design of of the curthe
orma and Jodi realized that more time room.
needed
to be spent in planning.
.

November
Plans

2

1972

,

Freeplay project:
fruit printing, talking about
rruits etc.
Small group: names of fruits,
tastes, blindfolded game of what the children
are eating.
Snack:
fruit salad.
,

November
Plans

3

1972
Lee, Head Start nurse to demonstrate toothbrushlng to children.
Freeplay project: name game
with each child having his own card. Small group:
outside to find and plant seeds: apple seeds
and pumpkin seeds
,

November 14 1972
Plans
Freeplay project: cleaning the gerbil cage and
making jello. Small group: cutting strips and
fringes.
Large group:
introduction of the
Helpers' Chart.
Rearranged the room on the suggestion of educational co-ordinator. New book
shelf, nut and bolt box, sweeping compound.
Results
Children were not adequately dressed for the snow
so we stayed inside all day.
Day seemed a little
long as we moved into a four hour class day.
Project was jello and many children helped.
A lot of jello was spilled carrying it to the refrigerator. Better planning needed. Cutting
game went exceptionally well. Used strips 1"
thick with lines, without lines and squares for
fringing.
Terry and Saul Peterson could use more
scissor skill. Terry, especially. New song:
"There were ten in the bed
,

..."

November 16 1972
Plans
Finger painting. Small group: counting things.
New materials: clay set, lotto and cleanser.
Results
Nine children were in attendance. Three children
helped set up room for lunch while others played
,

;

:
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re

la

p y seemed calm.
Sam Morrison spent
^ time stapling
a lot of
papers together.
(One

Ti
of the longest focused times I've
observed.)
Barry and Dennis matched all of the
wildlife lotto
pictures and later helped clean tables.
I have
been asking the children to figure out
solutions
to their own problems more and more.
Unfortunately, I need to be very conscious of my
approach
because I have an inclination to tell them the
answers.
Read Katy and the Big Snow in small
group and began some counting. cETTdren listened
intently to the problems and solutions of Katy.
Also, reread, with the children telling the story,
T he Sn °wy Day which they enjoyed.
Lulu seems to
remember and know cognitive things. Wonder if
her mother does much cognitive stuff with her.
,

November 17 1972
Plans
Freeplay project:
fruit salad for snack.
Small
group:
color game.
Song:
"One little, two
little
Results
Mrs. Mooney, Brad's mother, substituted for Norma
who left for Goddard College. Small group: books
on birds, nests, etc.
Large group: counting
people's noses, fingers. Snack: Pineapple, cutting it and eating it. New material: barrels
and glue.
,

:

..."

:

November 21 1972
Plans
Freeplay project: water table. Small group:
shapes, introduction of new shape:
rectangle.
Large group:
sponge toss. Lee, Head Start nurse,
introduces toothbrushing
New materials: fantasy dress up clothes and drainrack.
Results
Gerbil had died during night and so we all buried
him outside. Each child put a stone on the grave
to mark it.
Barry was cold again, no socks or
shoes in his rubber boots.
I gave him a sweater,
mittens and a hat for him to wear. Lee asked to
keep children inside so that she could give them
Results of tests show that
the blood tests.
several children have a low count. Small group:
lesson did not go well, the children do not know
any of the shapes. Freeplay project: did not do
project because children seemed quite involved in
Fantasy corner got real use by Robin
freeplay.
and Tiffany. Tiffany was wearing red high heels,
which Norma brought in today. Large group: game
did not go well because it took too long for the
whole group to participate.
,

:

.
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November 22 1972
Plans
ay Pr eCt:
cleaning table clothes.
°j
Small
aronn^
S
t hi g sha P es
reinforce
the
use
of a ;mall1 amo nt of
5 9?
lue
°?
Large group:
Thanksaiv4r.fr a
]
discussion
Putting the shapes on the
shapes
Results
Scheduie was changed somewhat by everyone
eating
in the lunch room.
Children accepted change
calmly and seemed unconfused by the
switch.
Freedid not attract much attention. Next
time the teacher may need to participate
more
activity as an initiator. Small group: all in
dren enjoyed the pasting project and matched chilthe
shapes correctly. Twelve children present today
and the classroom still seemed unused.
I feel
that less children than 14 to 16 means a lack of
real interchange between the children. Robin,
Dennis and Barry: Dennis prefers to play with
Barry but will play with Robin if Barry is unavailable.
Robin was refused an invitation to
Brian's clay activities.
"If he says I can, I
can play with him; if he says no, I have to
wa ^*" Upon saying this, Robin got out another
toy and played with it. Large group:
I told the
story of the Pilgrims and Thanksgiving. Children
seemed interested but I feel that the various concepts (Indians, winter, planting, friends, etc.)
were above "their heads." Maybe acting it out
might have helped.
,

l

mr

'

*

*

November 28 1972
Plans
Introduce new schedule: 11:00 - Arrival and play
outdoors, 11:15 - Singing, 11:30 - Lunch, 12:00 Freeplay, 1:15 - Small group, 1:35 - Outside (or
Noisy Room in bad weather), 2:10 - Snack, 2:30 Large Group, 2:40 - Getting ready to go home.
Freeplay project: gluing of shapes and cleaning
the gerbil cage.
Small group:
testing the perceptual and small motor skills for diagnostic
forms.
Large group:
story around new schedule.
New material: plastic forms.
Results
Attempted a beginning movement lesson but children
were not interested. They had just returned from
five days away from school and they want to talk
Interesting
and share. Gluing activity went well.
shapes and much glue.
,

November 29 1972
Freeplay project: cooking project. Small group:
Plans
testing for diagnostic forms: colors, numbers,
,

:
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same and different.
Large group:
using body to present the concept. over, under onMade date bars. Many children
involved.
I find
6tt r lf Z am somewhat directive in
such
situation^
^ assign specific
ltuations and
tasks.
I wonder
about the implications, positive and
negative of
tnis.
Sam helped clean the gerbil cage. Della,
in small group, read Drummer Hoff
to me.
I continued the testing for the diagnostic forms.
Large group:
It was choatic and I'm not sure
if the concepts were taught.
I suggest to Norma
tnat she should establish control of the group,
get their interest and then attempt lesson. General impressions of the day are good, children
happy and they are beginning to know the routines.
Johnny more comfortable and the children are beginning to form friendships.
'

Results

-

November 30, 1972
Plans
Sewing project lead by Tiffany's mother, Mrs.
Holmes.
Small group:
continue testing for diagnostic forms, story and language usage. Large
group:
continuation of lesson on "over," "under,"
and "on." Lee, Head Start nurse, to test vision.
Results
Testing of vision made it impossible to do freeplay project. Large group lesson went well with
most children knowing concepts.
:

:

December 12, 1972
Plans
Freeplay project: popcorn and cranberry stringing.
Large group: paper chain for room. Small group:
Christmas tree discussion.
Results
Took children into Noisy Room to see the tree,
smell it, touch it, etc. before lunch. Freeplay
project: much interest in the cranberry-popcorn
stringing.
Robin stayed with it for at least 20
minutes. We saved some popcorn for snack. Small
group:
read The Big Snow and continued discussion
of the tree.
I gave the children sprigs of pine
for touching and smelling.
Large group: making
chains which required the children to share paste
and put their chains on the tree.
;

.

December 13, 1972
Plans
Tree decorations. Large group: movement exploradramatization of putting up
Small group:
tion.
Calendar.
Introduce
Christmas tree.
Freeplay project: decorations for the tree Results
paper moons and teardrops and ovals for handing on
Small
String through hole in top.
the tree.
:

::

.
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dra atize d.the Christmas saga of
^
cutting a
bringing
it inside, decorating it and
puttinq
presents under it. Large group:
cancelled
because of time. Went from Noisy
Room to snack which
a c
on ut. We drank its milk and chewed
its
meat. °<r
Singing time: Neil brought in his
guitar
and sang with the children (who enjoyed
the expericilC
e

,

0

)

•

December 14, 1972
Plans
Painting lids and butterflies: freeflow project.
Small group: Animal homes and bird homes.
Large
group: make some bird feeders.
Results
Cancelled freeplay project because of large number
of adults in the room doing things with children.
I felt the children were exceptionally
creative in
their activities during the freeplay period.
Introduction of the toy telephone may have accounted
for some of this, for it stimulated alot of dramatic activity.
Outside, the children played in twos
and threes, in a true social fashion, with tires.
Small group:
showed Christmas in other lands.
Acted out some of the pictures based on previous
day's drama. Large group: Movement exploration
session. Almost everybody participated. Tempera
(kind of paint) introduced

December 15, 1972
Plans
Freeplay project: making Christmas paper with
printing on it. Large group: mixing salt, perfume
and food coloring.
Results
Opened the watertable, four children played for
a while and then switched.
Three additional adults
in room for most of hour.
Two mothers who had come
in for cookie day.
High interest was the telephone
which ran from one side of the room to the other.
Johnny and Brad played together for a long time.
At one point, I asked Johnny to sit on a chair for
he
a couple of minutes to quiet himself down
was scampering from one side of the room to the
other. Making of cookies lasted about 45 minutes
with children pounding flat the dough and cutting
cookies and eating scraps. Outdoors at 2:00 for
40 minutes and then in for snacks of cookies and
milk and Christmas songs. Sam's mother and
Barry's mother assisting. Educational coordinator observing.

—

December 19, 1972
Freeplay project:
Plans

painting of butterfly tree

::::

.

:
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other familiar
U

%1’^i

Christmas presents? 9

December 20, 1972
Plans
r
tin9
Smal? i^
print

RAn

bath

°L ChriStmaS

S * ltS

f° r

P a P er
Watertable out.
2 5H2». taking cookies. Hand
Large 9 rou P
movement
exolorftLn
° r t ^'? n
ocusln
on
the movement of body to
g
^
f
ltatlon of gettin g dressed and decorating
nJ
of tlJf
the tree.
Singing with Neil and the guitar.
.

-

;

.

December 21, 1972
Plans
ay ecause of Christmas party:
regular
^
lunch.
y ntil ?
Meet in Noisy Room to open presan Sat christmas candy.
Freeplay at 1:00 to
o
t
2:00.
Home

™

January
Plans

,

January
Plans

,

Results

1973
Small group: discussion of Christmas vacation.
Large group: name cards.
Singing:
toothbrushing
and hand washing.
1973

New schedule developed in an attempt to let children have an active time earlier in day. 10:30 Outdoors or Noisy Room, 11:00 — Large Group,
11:30 - Lunch, 12:00 - Freeplay, 1:15 - Outdoors,
1:45 - Large group, 2:10 - Snack, 2:30 - Go home.
Large group:
talk about new schedule and introduce new game, "Simon Says." Freeplay: making
jello.
New toys: mynat styroform toys, watertable.
Small group:
Story about birth and growth.
"Simon Says" got hectic fairly quickly but the
children enjoyed it, nevertheless. All twelve
children present. Nice feeling but busy. So much
activity that we didn't make jello. Baby washing
was a hit with Lulu and Susan staying with it for
a long time.
Brad and Johnny are teaming up
which is good for both. Creative work by Dennis
and Barry on Leggo. Workbench was new and children
seemed to enjoy it. Everyone wanted to ice skate only four got to do it. We had oranges for snack,
the fingers got a lot of exercise.

January 10, 1973
Plans
Large group:
:

Neil to lead singing time with his

:
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guitar
Freeplay: body tracing.
ploration in the Noisy Room. Small Movement exgroup:
tlZatlon of doctor 's examination.
nf^?5
lldren are beginning to be familiar
with the
guitar and ban^o.
I wish they could experience
other instruments too. Maybe I can bring
my
guitar in and let the children try the
strings,
en let them make their own. No movement
exPloratron today.
I felt it was better to let
children be "noisy." Some fairly creative ac^• lv
-J-ty during freeplay.
Dennis at leggoes
again.
Terry and doll, Lulu at easel. Della
held back from body tracing until another child
tried it first.
She shows a lot of fears like
this.
Dramatization of the doctor's visit seemed
to create fears in Della and Susan in my group
and Johnny and Tiffany in Norma's group rather
than quell them.
;

Results

January 11, 1973
Plans
Examination of children by Dr. Faris.
counting of different body parts.
;

Small group:

January 12, 1973
Plans
Large group: body puzzle and uses of parts of the
body.
Freeplay:
fingerplay.
Small group:
children of other colors.
Critical incidents
Today a unique thing happened. For
about 20 minutes, without interruption, five children were at the watertable and five playing with
clay and toothpicks with Grace Mooney, a substitute. At the watertable, people were doing a
variety of things. Bubbles, measuring, pouring,
beating soap suds, filling bottles. I let the
interaction go entirely by itself, feeling no need
to add to their play.
It was the first time that
I was unneeded and unmissed.
Robin and Dennis were fighting over a cap to
a pen.
Both have histories of taking things.
Since it was at the beginning of our singing time,
in a group setting, I asked for the cap and then
questioned each child about the source. It became
apparent that it really belonged to Brad. I
called Brad over from setting the table and asked
him if the pen cap was his. He said, "Yes," and
I let the issue drop, not knowing what
took it.
On reflection, I think I might
to say further.
have taken it a step further by talking about how
people feel when someone takes something of their' s.
Robin and I were the last ones in the hallway
:

:

:

:
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and he had yet to get his boots
on.
Slowly we went
9
ts puttin 9 them on over
’?°°
nis
his tennis
tlnnis^hoii"
shoes, stomping on the floor,
and ren
e
oots#
1 think it was the first
time
^ put on
Robin had truly
his boots himself.
He
had
always needed other people.
Wat rtable situation in which
m ®. 4 gStf green food coloring. The one child asked
??
other
children agreed that they would like food three
coloring
in the water and I asked what each
of the others
wanted.
Two said blue, one said green.
I got the
food coloring and put it in. What I
feel I should
have done is asked the four children how
we could
satisfy everyone and let them solve the problem.
What I did was solve it for them.

R^\ V*

^

'

-

January 16 1973
Plans
Large group: body pictures and discussion. Small
group:
review of story about birth. Freeplay
project: cleaning of the gerbil cage. New
materials:
toothpicks in clay.
Results
Calm, enjoyable day.
Children deeply involved in
the waterplay and clay during freeplay. Body pictures allowed discussion of functions of different
parts of the body. Also, dramatization of functions.
Norma was sick. Brad's mother, Gladys
Mooney, substituted.
Critical incidents
Dennis was working with the tractor
puzzle -- something he doesn't often do. I happened
to be near by when he was having a little difficulty finishing it. We talked about puzzle pieces
and where they might go and I said, "Yes, that
goes there, but you may have to turn it around."
He did so and put the piece in.
Robin suggested
a place for another piece and Dennis finished the
puzzle. We talked a little about the farmer and
tractor and then said, "Do you want to see me do
it again?"
This time he finished it with a minimum
of difficulty and needing no help
and with
,

:

.

.

.

a smile.

Brian had gotten out the glue and the collage
Lulu joined him with a piece of paper. She
began to glue when Brian noticed that she was glu"Hey,
ing the shells that he was coveting.
Lulu took my collage box." he said to me. I went
over and asked who had the collage box first and
then asked Brian whether Lulu could join him. Obviously he didn't. Lulu had to wait.
Terry, after missing lots of school in the
fall, has been in school consistently since Christmas.
In the Noisy Room, Terry tended to be
box.

:

:

,
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i
thlS CaB6 ° f slidin down the
9
slide
fnd^nniT
v someone
and
wouid ask
to hold her hand.
Feelina
Wa Ca
le
to mana ^ e it herself
Taints
5^but enOUgh
ref? ^sed
9
said
that
I would
Jh
the
bottom of the slide and watch her. stay at
Then I
1 Wil1 give your foot a
ul1
and
slowly
P
nniTI**her over the edge.
pulled
She came sliding down,
umbling at the end and stood up saying,
"I did
a-tl
and she repeated it again and again,
without the tug at her foot. For Terry to soon
be
physically active is a definite change from the
norm. At home she is the youngest of several
children and catered to, in that role.
'

,

January 17 1973
Plans
Large group:
introduction of the record player.
Small group:
story.
New materials: crayons.
Results
Some smoothness reduced by Norma's absence.
Parent from other class, Shirley Thompson, served
as the substitute.
Children were interested in
record player
I could have elongated discussion
more.
I felt a need to reinforce rules quite
clearly about running and noise with Sam, Tiffany,
Della, Terry and Dennis.
Children seemed to
truly enjoy the noisy freedom of the Noisy Room.
I noticed that about 2" needs to be cut off legs
:

.

of easel.

January 18 1973
Plans
Introduction of family via pictures. Freeplay:
muffin making. Small group: Animal babies and
dramatization of family.
Results
Only eight children were present and the pace of
the day was slow.
Children seem to be developing
an interest in the Noisy Room beyond noise.
Terry
spent fifteen minutes simply going up and down the
slide.
The muffin making was quite involved and
the children enjoyed it, especially cracking the
,

eggs.

January 19 1973
Plans
Large group: discussion of the different kinds of
homes the children live in.
Small
Results
Freeplay: making families from pictures.
parts of a home.
group:
,

;

January 31 1973
Plans
Large group: listening to different sounds. Freeplay Project: making butter. Small group: pantomine doing things in different parts of the house.
,

:

:
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Results

Norma and I picked up children
because bus window
was broken.
Speech therapists were here. Observed and talked with Johnny, Terry,
and Brian
W< had nine children and
again I feel that
T
this limits what can happen in the
setting we have
designed.
oth^wise, the day was calm and producBu ^fr making took a long time (45
minutes)
he h ldr n reall Y enjoyed eating it.
It was
?
i and
?
made salted
unsalted.
Small group: we did
not do pantomine.
I felt the need to reestablish
quiet learning environment and I felt that a
pantomine was too ambitious.
n

February
Plans

1

February
Plans

2

,

1973

introduction of trip and singing new song, "This is
the way we ... " Freeplay project: model of
the school.
Small group: homes of different animals, introduction of game. Tape speech of
Johnny, Brian, Terry and Barry, if possible.

1973
Large groupt discussion of trip to children's
homes and listening to sounds. Field trip to children's homes.
Results
Cancelled field trip because of rain.
Critical incidents
Dennis takes a book saying to me, "I am
learning to read.
I can read by myself."
He shows
me the book and then proceeds to sit down and tell
himself the story pointing to the pictures as he
does so.
Sam joins Dennis and they "read" the
story together. We have been sending books home
with the children on Fridays, in addition, a story
is read at least once a day at school.
In story time with the small group, children
seemed unable to settle down. Finally, I said
"I'm not going to read a story." As the children
stared at me, I added, "Nobody's listening."
"We
will be quiet," they say.
"All right," I respond.
"I'll read then."
Susan and Della are playing together with the
water colors. As they paint, they converse about
things like who they like best in the class and who
Susan finishes with painting
they don't like.
first, puts away materials, and washes her hands
carefully in the sink. Neither children have
friends as such and this is perhaps the beginning.
Sam and Tiffany are fighting over the boards
I step in bethat are a part of the jungle jim.
each other
hitting
start
will
they
that
cause I fear
where
place
a
in
are
they
and with the boards and
,

:
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that wGuid be dangerous.
I ask them to come over
a
air
1 ask each one
°
they
:
r
were
fighting.
The cause seems to be different
visions of use for the boards. I
explain that the
1
1S s ° methln 9 that must be shared
and
?tha?
thS boards could hurt others
if they should fall on someone.
I asked them to
igure out a way to share the boards.
Otherwise,
if they continued to fight, I would
ask them both
® aid th€
rY c °uld Play together and
n
ran back to the jungle
31 m to resume play.
Disputes did not occur from that point on.

S

*

February 9, 1973
Critical incident s: Barry had just recently started
coming
to school again after being out for about two
months.
Today he found the basin of cornmeal and
played in it for over forty minutes. A couple
times I came over to observe the process of filling etc.
If freeplay had not ended, he might
have gone on even longer.
Johnny and Robin came over to tell me that a
piece was missing from the car puzzle that they
had been playing with. Robin said, "We had it and
now it's gone." I say that I hope we can find it
and ask them where they had been playing. The
two children return to their play area and in a
few minutes, they return with a complete puzzle
announcing that they had found the piece.
Slides were shown of the children in school.
As each slide was shown the other children say
the names of the children involved.
Sam had taken two other children's toys and
a chase was ensuing.
I stopped the children to
ask what the fight was about.
It was verified
that Sam was wrong because the other children had
the toys first. For a second, I watched Sam to
see if peaceably he would return the toy. One
of the children reached out to grab the toy and
Sam started fighting again.
I reinforced the
rule and asked Sam to give back the toy.
"All
right. All right, but I wanted to give it to
her." Which is what he did when given the opportunity.
,

February 14, 1973
Introduction of new puppy
Plans
Singing with Neil.
him.
story
Small group:
ing.
Results: First day back after four
:

and rules for caring for
Freeplay project: sewof puppy.
It took a little
days.
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wenrior tL ^rst
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n-l

t^?

d

S

g

:ith LSS
we extendi

v
freepi ay ? 0
b
0|
; n
k
LU
S mo her
br ought Valentine cookies
and
l
6 *K
r6St ° f the afternoon. Becaucfnf
f
° f the -Lack of time
after snack we ygot
ready to go home.
Critical i ncidents
At some point each day Susan
comes to
"
d S Y
What are we 9°ing to do today?"
f
ParM
a tly Xt 1S a social thing
she likes to be
f ^
around
grownups.
Partly, it is because she enjoys the special things" we do.
Today I asked
her to chose an activity that we
would do. She
chose the dots and numbers and we did
four different exercises with them in about 10
minutes.
Susan
e ??° yed thls because she was
successful, amonq
other reasons.
™ as bbe first day for my puppy at school.
Though the children were restless generally, we
talked about the needs of a baby animal and what
we should and should not do to the puppy.
During
the rest of the day, the children were careful
and when the puppy did something wrong, they corrected him or came to me.
Today, as I was dressing Brad, I tickled him
a little on the shoulder.
He smiled and hunched
his shoulder.
I smiled with him saying that I
was teasing him.
On purpose but without a reason, seemingly,
Dennis and Robin had knocked down Johnny's trucks
twice.
Johnny came to me to complain.
I nodded
and sympathized but I did not at that point take
any affirmative action. A few minutes later I
saw Dennis and Robin at the other end of the
room.
I said that Johnny had told me that they
had knocked over his trucks.
I asked them if they
would like it if Johnny had knocked over their
trucks.
How would they feel, etc. Robin led
in the discussion while Dennis seemed more noncommittal.
In the end, they both said that they
wouldn't bother Johnny.

^

^?f ^f^^

^
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February 15, 1973
Plans:
Measuring things and growth in large group. Freeplay:
Kalah and names.
Small group: measuring
and weight of each child.

:
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Critical .incidents
Terry and Bert played together
in the
housekeeping corner for the majority
of
freep^v
6
a
n
e rrang ng the house
^ting,
etc.
etc ' Jor
For over
ove?'30
?
i
30 minutes,
they
played happily.
f the free P la
y time ^ * asked the
°
children^ tit
clean-up.
Some children did one thing
?S
Terry, who had not used the water
tabl,
1PSd C ar
° f lnstrum ents
etc. and
drain'll
drain
it, even i?
though I had not asked her to help.
ame t0 me Sayin 9' "T can climb the
rope
ladrW"
5
ladder.
I was amazed because he
had been afraid
of heights all fall.
Up until now, he would not
do any of this kind of thing.
I watched him
climb carefully up, stopping at the top,
and beamWe talked a little bit about the climb
=
and
then he slowly came down.
:
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February 16, 1973
Plans
Large group: Eskimo homes and clothing. Freeplay
project: making of igloo from ice cubes. Small
group:
Eskimo story.
Results
Children seemed interested in the Eskimos and
slides.
Not sure how much the children understood
about the Eskimos.
:

February 27, 1973
Plans
Large group: animals and their homes. Freeplay:
fruit salad.
Small group:
listening walk.
Results
Lessons and day went smoothly. I did matching of
animals and homes, then classified them by those
living in houses, water, etc. Many children involved in the salad, to the point where we talked
very little about the fruits as we concentrated on
the process of "making it." At snack time, I
put the fruits on the table which we had made.
It
was eaten totally. Listening walk was enjoyed
totally.
Listening was enjoyed by the children.
I noticed that Terry cannot match animals to homes.
Critical incidents
Outdoor time has become increasingly a
time when alot of social play goes on. Today,
Dennis, Tiffany, Brian, and Robin head for the
far hill and spend fifteen minutes running up and
down it. As they ran down, they screamed happily.
Without supervision or intervention, they seemed
quite capable of entertaining themselves. I left
them to it, maintaining a good distance.
I began today to ask various children to
assume more responsibility for their actions in
maintaining the environment. Terry and Dennis for
cleaning the table after water coloring, Susan and
:

:

:

:

:
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S

their aprons, Della for cleaning
talkln 9 with the children,
: tW
t ° sldes:
they have responsibility
n
th y haVe done aad
P
raakea
?
it orderli
erb Ld
and open for the
next person. Clean
Y
up is a time when everybody
helps.
The balanc beam had been put out
and several
r-Vi-i
1^
rS f.
in one direc tion when Sam
and two other children came sliding
toward them.
Terry, who was leading the first
group, yelled,
Move away.
Sam said something and continued forward. When these two met, Sam made a
couple of
threatening hopping gestures but Theresa held
her
ground.
Eventually a brief fight ensued between
the two with Terry winning.
I watched the scene
feeling that Terry's sense of right (in this situation) will make her the victor and soon it does.
The scene recalls a scene earlier in the school
year when I observed another fight between Terry
and Sam.
In that situation, Terry had acquiesced.
At the point I observed them, Sam had Terry on the
ground and was making growling sounds as he sat on
her chest.
Terry's growth in self-image and selfresponsibility seems clear and positive.
In the fantasy corner, Terry had ironing.
Sam
and Lulu had come to the table while Terry was away
from it and had sat down to play with some toys
that they had. Terry returned and saw them at
the table.
At the point I noticed them, Terry and
Sam were scuffling with each other. I came over
and asked what was wrong. The four of us sorted
out the story. The key factor seemed to be that
Sam thought Terry was not using the table, that was
why he came. I said that since Terry was there
first, perhaps Sam and Lulu could find another
place which they proceeded to do. On reflection,
I think I could have gotten even more out of the
situation by asking the children to problem solve
at a couple points.
Do they want to fight or can
they figure out how to make both people happy?
What does one party need, what does the other party
need? What are some solutions, what is the best
solution?
up
a
P her Place

ea
i

T

U

^" ^

February 28, 1973
Plans
Large group: Neil singing with guitar. Freeplay
Sam.
Small group:
project: clothes printing.
Regrouped children by ability.
During singing, the children continued to be restResults
I wanted to organize the room, so while the
less.

,
:

:
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children were setting the table,
I did this
F rPP
W
1 nge
th
Scheduled
with
?
t^Head
It«t
Start nurse
nur a doing blood
K1
and vision tests
Snack
a
a d tke sma11 group time
seemed
very
short Wlth
with°?h
fi
h
the
hus
driver having to pull us away.
b°° k f ° r jading was Sam with a
P!
dn?i“ as a prop,
black doll
Gilberto with~doll with
medium skin, and a white doll with a
white story

^

r
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March
Plans

March
Plans

:

March
Plans

;

1,

1973
Large group:
Eskimos. Freeplay project: making
ice houses.
Small group: continue discussion of
Sam.

2,

1973
Freeplay:

6,

three dimensional pastings.

1973
Large group:
listening games and names. Freeplay:
three dimensional paper work.
Norma was sick this week. Ellen and Rob substituted.
Ellen played with the puzzles as a freeplay project.
An Indian tent had been gotten out. Children
showed interest in making Indian head bands and
other materials.
.

Results

March
Plans

7
;

Results

March
Plans

8
:

Results

1973
Neil leading singing with his guitar. Freeplay
project:
cooking.
We looked through an Indian book as the focus of
the large group discussion.
Later, during freeplay,
the children made tents from paper and sticks.

1973
Large group: listening games and music. Freeplay:
making popcorn.
The day turned sunny and beautiful so we played
outside for about fifteen minutes longer and skipped story time. Everybody helped in the making and
eating of popcorn.
I used the tape recorder with
the children.

March 9 1973
Plans
Large group:
listening book and music.
Critical incidents
Sam and Robin were at the sink. As far
as I can remember it was the first time I had seen
them play together for an extended period of time
and it was the first time I had seen either of
them clean the sink. Robin is rather distractable
;

:

:

"

:
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With
oleanin 9 through one renSer bottle an interruption
that
took three to ii ve minutes by
the time they found
aS able to refill the bottle.
In the
end
rh
h
Wa q
e ol< an and the b °y s had
T
Itaved witWv, ? ^e
The activity was initiate^totall^by
Sa^Robin
ntlnUed t0 COm P letion witb °ut adult
£

U

y

t

“5^“ ^?®

'

.

,

interven^on?

Denn is and Brad were wrestling behind
the
divider. They wrestled quietly and
seemed to enjoy themselves.
What was so positive about the above mentioned wrestling was that Brad was
(1) involved in
a true social interaction and that
(2) the interaction was physical
a very new experience for
Brad who had tended to be fearful and awkward
about
both.
Bananas were for snack along with cookies and
juice.
There was a half of a banana for
everyone but one child did not want his. Brian
initially grabbed the extra one and I asked him
if he had already had one and he said yes.
I said
that we should see if other people would like more
banana.
Three other children at the table said
yes.
I said, "Would it be fair to Brian, Sam and
Susan if I give all the banana to Dennis?" I
asked how we could make it fair
the response
was to give everybody some.
I asked how many
"everybody" was and helped in the counting. As
I broke the banana into four pieces I said, "Now
everybody who wants more can have more
that s
good.

—

—

—

March 13, 1973
Plans
Large group:
:

Results

1

dramatize a trip to the dentist. Freeplay:
sewing.
The morning was sunny and warm so we played outside
until 11:10, came in washed hands, looked at the
Helpers List, selected two helpers, and the rest of
the children enacted the trip to the dentist. At
12:30 some of the children left with Norma for the
dentist. A substitute and myself remained with the
rest at school. The substitute sewed with the
children. Johnny built an enormous building out
At 1:45,
of blocks.
He was quite excited by it.
I left for a Career Developemnt meeting.

March 14, 1973
Plans
Large group.

Neil singing with children.

:
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Results

Introduce Willow Park trip
which will be taken
after lunch.
d

:

a

g

t

UeSday bUt the child ~"
were
of e^rav
1
as good that we went
right after lunnh^
n°
K \l!
unch.
Rob,
the
n nr
Neighborhood Youth
g00d f ° r the kids ^cause^e
had the samr^„r^
klnd of ener gy as they do.
When we
C
1:3 °' ** W6re in freepla
til our snack ar2:lS.
* «n-

^u

sf^

,

March 15
Plans
;

1973

US

U

g

the things that happened on
^
Collage
of park materials
c ma n
reCOrd n trip and drawin< of
pictures.
?
Children seemed
^ ^
Chiidren
interested in recounting thinqs
S
ad Se ® n on the field trip and
draS pictures
of L^
the e-vent.
They seemed surprised that they
de P lct an event.
The dentist trip was frusor me be ° a se three of the five
children
Y
f
refused to
have their
teeth examined.
I will try
y
again with Johnny and Della.
the IiIfd
t4^
ield trip.

Results

:

.

March 16
Plans

1973
Large group:
follow up on the Eskimos. Do a
whispering game. Freeplay project: fruit salad.
Results
Did, listening game for recognition of
the sound
s.
Used concrete objects. Children were quite
interested in the game though they made several
mistakes on it. Much interest in the summary of
Eskimo life today via pictures from National Geo graphic
Only five children were present during
freeplay so I just added straws to the watertable and four of the five children played a good
long time (20 minutes) without interruption. Two
of the children went with Norma to the dentist.
We played outdoors until about 2:00 waiting for
Norma and the children to return. We had our
snack and chose books for taking home.
Critical incidents
Della stopped, clapped her hands in delight, and then trotted to the box containing the
color cards. Nine matching pairs of colors.
"I'm
going to do this I" She turned all the cards over
that so the game took the form of "concentration."
As she played the game with herself
she would
exclaim, "Purple," or whatever color it was when
she did produce a match. When she was finished
she saw me and said, "I did them all
seel"
Would you like to see me do it again?" I said
yes.
When she had finished I said I knew another
game with cards that I would show her if she would
:

|

.

:

—

—
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1 showed her the game
which she repeated on
her own before she put the cards
away.
The whole
xpenence must have lasted over 20 minutes
had purchased a rake and hoe on the way
to
school. At the outdoor time, I took
them out to let
them be used. Immediately, I realized the
danger of
na f'rfhricted their use to the sand box,
talking to „H
the children about how carefully they had
to be when they were using them.
I want to introduce
the tools, what they are used for and how
to care for
them in a problem solving approach on Tuesday.
Today I merely informed.
Dennis, Brad and Robin were the boys in the
classroom. Brad and Robin shared fantasy play with
guns for a while and then Dennis joined them. The
straws in the water table and Susan's bubbles caught
their fancy and they joined Susan. The significant
thing was that Brad was an equal in their play
sometimes leading, sometimes following. Finally, after
all these months, he has nearly achieved a child to
child relationship with other children.
Brad, Dennis and Robin were playing with the
shovels and wheel barrel. At one point, they left
it temporarily and Della ran over to grab it. When
the boys saw she had it, they confronted her.
She
held tightly onto the barrel and as I approached the
scene I guessed that Della knew she was in the wrong.
Ordinarily, I would have let the situation evolve a
little further but I was hesitant to do so in this
case because the boys had the shovels in their hands.
So I did intervene, asking what was the problem and
reinforcing the fact that the boys were still using
the shovel.
Della refused to give in so I took her
hands away myself.
if

—

March 20, 1973
Large group: name game. Freeplay project: tissue paPlans
per project.
Small group:
compliment to the name
game
Results
Day was hectic with conferences with educational coordinator, planning for new child, etc. Large group
was confused but the children were interested in
their names. Freeplay project held interest with
some children doing several pictures. We talked
about transparency, thinness, color, but the amount
of conversation was limited by the large number of
children at the talbe. The new child arrived at
12:30 and seemed to fit easily in.
March 21, 1973
Large group:
Plans

magnetic letters and sounds, magnets.

: ::

::
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String collage.

March 22
Plans

,

;

March 23
Plans

,

March 27
Plans

,

1973
Large group:
1973
Large group:

Freeplay project!

vegefcable

shapes.

Freeplay project:

shape collage.

1973
9

a*d

Results

shape3 .

L£n‘p
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s^? nS Fien id P t^ p
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tre6S '
h° US6

take pLtures?
Played outside initially.
Weather wsq n c
T
U
SS
n
Spring father, growth* and^ees
°2
was a littl
little h°
beyond the children (a lot beyond? hut
hey seemed interested anyway.
Trip to the farm went
f
PP
at my house for bathroom detail,
thpn went .to !u
then
the sugar house, watched the
people worka
0d s rup and then walked back
through the
filld^
^ trees which
fields of maple
had buckets for collectSnaCk dt
house bathroom, and then
going^home
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March 28
Plans

1973
Large group:
shapes and discussion of fieldtrip. FreeP ay project:
making of pancakes in different shapes.
Results
Reviewed the field trip, introduced shapes,
riangles and circles and did matching games rectangles,
including
the matching of shapes in toys and other
classroom materials.
Terry was the only one who seemed to
lculty matching. Most have difficulty saying have difnames
(except Lulu)
Freeplay situation went nicely, with
project seeming to hold the interest of children though
Norma did not make pancake shapes. Read book on seasons
to the small group.
it did not seem to hold their interest.
Critical incidents
Dennis was playing with the wooden letters
and had put the letters in his name aside on the table.
He showed me the name and I asked him if there were any
obher names he would like to make. He made the name of
his father which I had written on a piece of paper, and
then the words from a book which he had read. Dennis'
perception of letter shapes was finely developed. He
worked with the letters for 15 minutes, at least, and
seemed to really enjoy himself.
:

.

:

March 29, 1973
Plans
Obstacle course in the Noisy Room. Large group:
and magnets.
Freeplay project: vegetable soup.

shapes

:
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March 30
Plans
Results
:

1973
Large group:
shapes.
Freeplay project: shape collage.
I arrived at school about 11:45
with Robin who I had
accompanied on his visit to the opthalmologist
had just finished lunch. No project. Easel had Class
new
colors:
green, brown, purple, orange and several children tested them out. Dennis helped another child
finish a puzzle.
.

April 4, 1973
Plans
Fish game. Freeplay project: shape collage.
Results
Began a new schedule which seems like an improvement.
Noisy Room or Outside - 10:30, Small group - 11:00,
Lunch - 11:20, 11:45 - Freeplay, Outside - 1:00, Large
group - 1:45, Snack - 2:10, 2:25 - Getting ready to go
home.
Difference is the teaching of concepts to the
small group at 11:00 and reading of story with everyone
at 1:45.
Children enjoyed the fish game and all but
Terry were able to match shapes pasted on the back of the
paper to a similar shape on the floor. Shape collage
went well with children showing an ability to pick certain shapes out of a pile of many shapes. Other new
things included a clothes washing area. Outdoor play
involved ropes and the children became horses, etc.
Critical incidents
Today I introduced a game to teach recognition of basic shapes. The gimmick is a fishing pole
and a tub with paper fish. On the end of the fishing
pole is a magnet which attracts a metal disc glued to
the paper fish.
Brad came up to me with a broad smile
on his face.
In his hand was a stick, a string tied to
the end and a metal horse shoe shaped object on the end,
all of which looked remarkably like the fishing pole.
Brad fantasized with it throughout the play period.
Della has continued to serve herself too much
food despite requests, appeals, and warnings. Today, she did it again and I asked her to sit until
It took until a half
she had finished her food.
to do so.
period
hour into the freeplay
pictures of the chiltaken
During the year, I have
some at Christmas
spring,
dren, some at Willow Park this
and then
pictures
time.
Today I showed the children the
at
look
might
they
pinned them up on the board so that
detail.
themselves and their friends in greater
Definitely I see a difference between the new
child, Lea, who started two weeks ago and the other
children. The new child operates on her own motivation
with little sense of others or the rules. Mainly, my
response had been to ask her to slow down, accept the
rules, and begin to try to be aware of others and their
Today, she wanted very much to wash clothes
feelings.
:

:

,:

:
:
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" ait

until Tiffany finished the
,
Xt was .difficult
for her to do and she would
on ® P° int and then be back at
Tiffany with the
Cloth
a ain
It seems that I am at "step
?
I" with her
«+:??? ?
1 9
establish her sense of herself within
a defined social
,
environment, called a class.

dishes

‘
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April
Plans

5,
:

Results

1973
Small group:
finding circles in the magazines.
Freeplay project: fingerpainting.
Sam s mother, Carol, was a substitute.
We played
outside initially. Small group circle finding
exercise seemed difficult for Brad and easy
for
Robin.
Robin's mother points out things in pictures, so rm not surprised, totally by
his skill.
Fingerpainting with Rob also seemed to go well.
The children enjoy it and a lot of pictures
were
produced.
It was raining outside so freeplay
went long and then we did songs and circle games.
I feel that I should know more
game-like things
with the children.
.

April
Plans

6,

April
Plans

7

1973
Small group: dominoes.
vegetable soup.

Freeplay project:

1973
Small group:
finding rectangles in objects.
play:
planting vegetables.

making

Free-

April 10, 1973
Plans
Noisy Room: obstacle course. Small group: body
directions using P. Mooney. Freeplay project:
Collage of spices. Large group: story of eggs
and visit of a woman who is pregnant.
April 11, 1973
Plans
Small group:
animal and insect babies' feeding
and care.
P. Mooney bean bag toss.
Large group:
pictures of the children when they were babies.
Critical incidents
Tiffany enjoyed the little puppet
theater, making it into a house of her own and inviting people in for tea, etc. She must have spent
over 30 minutes of self-directed activity in the
house.
As we were coming in from outdoor play, I
asked the children to help bring in the toys. We
had brought them to the door but when the children
got inside, they dropped their toys and took off
I
their coats and went inside the classroom.
:
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?® ntanote h °me asking that the children brino
P^tures of the children when
7
were babies.
babiL
A few of the children brought they
in
pictures and we talked about them
and then
dramatized being a baby.

April 24, 1973
Plans:
Introduction to the pond. Number
activity:
smali group. Freeplay project:
making of fruit
juices.
Large group: pond story.

April 25, 1973
Plans
Small group:
frogs and a counting game. Freeay project:
carpentry. Large group: introly
duction to the field trip. Movement of animals.
.

April 26, 1973
Plans
Small group:
fishing game and counting game.
Field trip to pond.
:

April 27, 1973
P_l_an s
Small group: discuss trip and draw pictures.
Freeplay project: making pond in school.
:

May 1, 1973
Plans:
Wild flowers and colors in small group. Freeplay
project:
splash painting. Outdoors: collect
branches. Large group: Wizard of Oz
New material: wild flower lotto.
Results
Sun was out so we stayed out until lunch. Robin
was wearing his glasses for the first time. We
stayed out until lunch.
I left for the dentist
at 12:15 and returned about 2:15.
.

:

May 2, 1973
Plans
Small group:
talk about trip to the pond and what
we wanted to collect.
12:00 to 1:30 is scheduled
for the trip.
Snack and draw pictures of the
:

Results

:

trip.
Small group talked about wildf lowers, colors,
names, leaves.
Only two children recognized the
violets. We talked about why it is important not
to pick wildf lowers.
Color game was one where
the child goes over and sits on the color. Field
trip lasted entire day.
It was a beautiful, total
experience: pond life, lessons on farm life,

:

:
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plemt; growth, baby
animals,

sorts of specimens.

etc.

Collected all

May 3, 1973
Plan 8
Large group: making of a
terrarium.
12:00 to
2.00 show Wizard.
Results
We played outdoors.
P
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C
rs and pu * in box°°take 9
out'of
°i°
box etc
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g
he
P
rS
by Aa /burKi 0 In °L^h
^o
co^"s?
„o^°
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SeSmed advanced for the kids, but
en-'
:
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Joyed^

May 4
Plans
May

,

1973
lay P r °ject:
f^®P
Large group:

collage of school and nature.
story around colors and spring.

1973
Small group:
colors and lotto game. Freeplay
Project: beauty week and shampoos.
critical incidents
Lee expressed the fact that her
mother s birthday was today.
I asked her if she
was going to give her a present. Lee said
no.
saying that she did not have any money.
I said
that we could make one here at school which she
could take home.
She enthusiastically agreed.
I asked her what she might like
to make.
She
didn t know.
I suggested taking one of the flower
seedlings and putting it in a pot. We got out a
small pot and Lee filled it with soil, I watered
it and we put it aside to grow.
Lee took it home
at the end of the day.
Sam had taken a bite out of the last watermelon piece by the time Brian had gotten my attention.
He had not had any watermelon and Sam was
starting on a second
Brian's.
I joined the two
and we discussed the fact that if Sam ate the
piece, Brian would not have any.
I said that they
should go to the kitchen to see if there were
extra pieces. We talked about what should happen
if there was not any more.
They both scampered
to the kitchen and came back a few minutes later
with a bowl full of watermelon.
Lee again asked me if she had the right
toothbrush and I said yes, again. I told her that
she could recognize her name now and that she
didn't need to ask me. That she should brush her
teeth first and then ask me.
Robin and Susan rode to the dentist together
with me and talked all the way, parallel style,
8,

Plans:

:

—

.
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ladlea
° n the way home, I aa id to
them "Should
ld t gi e ° bln an ice cream
cone since
he
* aVS
7 d ° ne
rk
on his teeth?" Susan
^°
whr^hfS l ^ WOrk d ° ne Said
"What one gets,
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the ett
9et -" ° f oourse Robin
agreed Is Tit l
-
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May 9, 1973
Plans:
Color game. Discussion of trip
to fire station in
Gr UP
Fleld tri P to Fire Station after
c
1
lunch.
Small
group:
discussion of what we saw.
,'

May 10, 1973
Plans:

C1 ni

a yChildren stop at clinic on the way to
j
J ?
school
for shots.
Freeplay project: Rob and
battery.

May 15, 1973
Plans
Colors and other cultures, Freeplay: collage of
shapes
Large Group:
story about Ping
:

.

May 16, 1973
Plans
Small group:
colors and cultures. Freeplay:
fruit salad. Large group:
film strip and discussion of cultures.
:

May 17, 1973
Plans
Small group: cultures and colors.
discussion about Russian children.

Large group:

May 18, 1973
Plans
Small group:
cookies

Freeplay:

:

:

colors and cultures.

May 22, 1973
Results
We played outdoors because the teacher aide,
Roberta Holmes, was late. Roberta replaced Norma
who resigned in mid-April. Two new tricycles were
there.
They were high interest items for the children.
The weather was nice and we stayed till
lunchtime. After lunch, freeplay period started
hectically but slowed down. Terry's mother, who
was visiting for the day, did hand prints with
:

the children.
I did not like the roving of Robin
and Brad so I clearly asked them to work in one
area.
Would like to handle a situation like this
better because I feel I am only limiting their options but not really providing new ones. Outdoor
play lasted till 2:00. Large group discussion
about end of school. Game Farm, and last-day

::

'
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party.

May 23, 1973
Plans
Visit to Catskill Game
Farm.
May 24, 1973
Plans
eS
Freeplay°pro j ectT cookies?
p anning tomorrow and sounds.
May 25, 1973
Plans
Freeplay project: make playdoo.
dren with parents and staff.

^
Party for chil-

APPENDIX C:
PERIODIC DETAILED LOG
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PERIODIC DETAILED LOG

Detailed Account of December
18. 1972.
11:00
1
Children outside. Greetings exchanaed
S
u ® an and Terry to come
inside
to help me set'thp f ui

T-V?

3

the knives forks, spoons,
pitchers of milk, and napkins on
two separate
seiaret! trays.
I ask the children first
to
put the plates "in front of
the chairs." These will
serve as a guide for the other
utensil,
er ry Pr eed to set U
P' 1 straighten up
k k
°J
recently vacated by the
morning das?
Susan and Terry Cal1 the other
Children to come
In
in.
Ten children altogether plus Norma.
Everyone
undresses the layers of boots, mittens,
coats
caps.
Norma and I encourage the children to and
do as
much as they can for themselves.
tl e children come into the
room, they wash
}
their hands and then sit on the floor for
group sinqmg time We talk about events that have been
happening to them. Johnny rarely talks in this
kind of
setting so I encourage him by asking about his
shirt.
No, it is not new.
It belongs to his brother.
We
sing one song which a child has requested.
Since
we are having roast beef for lunch, I show
the children some ways they can cut their own meat using
a
knife and fork.
It is the second time this year that
we have had meat which necessitates cutting with a
knife.
Demonstration of the cutting on my part might
have been done more effectively and needs to be reinforced on the next appropriate occasion. I
realized that if we really want the children to build
up strength in their fingers and co-ordination, then
we should start with foods that are easy to cut, not
roast beef.
The meal is family style with serving dishes.
Some encouragement is still needed for the children
to
-w pass food uu
on oj-tci
after ocxviiiy
serving themselves,
uiieuistj-L ves
Each child
Leicn
attempted to cut their meat and a few succeeded, but
all experienced difficulty.
Discussion occurred
throughout the meal between the children and myself.

platir aLssZa

-

mat

i

11:20

11:30

.

.

.

.

11:40

.
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When one child called the gravy
»
^
about what gravy is. One 2hild "grease
out of five at mv
S
erVed hlmsel spinach. Others
avoided i/as
thei
rio many
£
ey do
vegetables.
As each child finished the
food on his plate she/he could
Dessert was special today because have dessert
the children had made
it themselves on the previous
Friday:
Christmas
finishing the meal, Lch
his piate to the clearing tray,
scraping away any
Y
leftover food, separating the silver,
glasses and
S
t
thS
hen W6nt to the sink found
their toothbrush,
toothh °h and
!? u
brushed
their teeth. After
Tv
this, the child was free to move about
the room.
Norma and I cleaned the tablecloths and
took the
left-over food and dirty dishes into the
kitchen.
Haying finished lunch, the children began
the
period.
They played fairly independently
with little need for adult intervention. At
one
point about 2 0 minutes into the free play situation, I recorded the activities.
Two children were
painting with the water colors. A third child joined
them.
One child was pasting different cuttings on
a piece of construction paper.
Terry and Susan were
at the phones talking to each other.
They had been
there for about 20 minutes. Brad was watching them
just waiting for a chance to use the phone.
(The
phones were placed on either side of the room and
connected electrically so that the children really
did talk to each other.)
One child had just sprinkled
sweeping compound on the floor and was beginning to
sweep it up with a broom. Another child was working with the lego making various wheeled vehicles.
At a table, alone, sat one child working a rubber
foam puzzle, a very difficult puzzle even for adults.
The last child was out of the room, toileting.
Initially, I moved from child to child complying
with a request, redirecting activities, watching,
sharing a discovery, suggesting a question to be explored
moving pretty much as I felt the flow.
Johnny came with pencil in hand to have me write his
name on a picture he had just completed.
I watched
Brian manipulate the clay. He seemed to have difficulty getting it pushed down.
I encouraged him to
really push down on the clay, taking a little smaller
amounts at one time. Dennis and Sam were roaring
I asked
their small cars along one side of the wall.
them if they wanted to make a road for the cars. We
spent some time building the road with overpasses and
underpasses, bridges and garages. After a while I
left them in the process of building and demolishing
From then until the end of the free
the structures.
,

^

ch“ook
'

12:00

,

.

.

.
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paint ing^oode^but ter f lie

SSSdSE

^

^

sT^The Gutter flies^h

0116

°f

T™

paint ino^th
eS decorat i°nsWe talked as we paintld^ coin
k
lai s
chan 9 es
etc.
As I worked with four
r
children^t^
continued to work with the
ln
their free play activities. remaining children^
Sam asked to ring the bell
to show that free
a
V
1
9" =leaned Up and then found
a book ana
Ind went to
to^ef
their respective
frrtm
from «
one of the puzzles was missing groups. A niece
so everybody
aearch - Finan V the piece was found
and
we returned
returLd to our groups. After letting
the children
in my group look at their books
for a few minutes
I requested that they
finish up because I had a story
r
d
Call6d " What s Bi 9> What's Little.”
hL|
C 1 d
n make the ^selves as big as they
could.
f?
!? i
T
I then asked
them to make themselves as little as
C °U d
We t0 ° k a chair and made the smallest
^h?Trq into
i
.in
u
child
the
biggest
child.
Then we read the book,
discussing it as was appropriate.
Children got on their coats to go outside.
Snowpants, hats, boots, mittens. About seven
separate
articles of clothes per child, 77 all totalled.
Norma and I again encouraged the children to dress
themselves as much as possible. There was snow on
the hill so the children take out the plastic
tobaggans and shovels. At about 2:00, I ask
Robin
and LuLu to come in with me and help get snack set
np
After setting up, the children are called in by
Robin and LuLu. They take off their clothes, wash
their hands and sit down for snack. When finished,
the procedure was similar to lunchtime:
cleaning
up and brushing teeth. As they finish, I encourage
the children to join me in a circle on the floor.
As the children join me, we sing songs which
they requested. When everyone has joined me, I take
out the cards which have the children's names printed
on individual cards.
We play various games with the
cards, sometimes having the children find their name
amidst others and sometimes having them match their
name to another card with their name on it.
Children get ready to go home. I ask each child
to go by holding up card with a name on it. When it
is recognized, the child gets to leave.
Again the
77 pieces of clothing, pictures done during the day
are handed out and goodbyes are said.

^
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1:15

^

^

^
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1:35

•

2:10

2:50

.

Detailed Account of January 18, 1973
Children arrive. Greetings and things to share.
11:10

'
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Jodi, look at my hair " from
"**? h° W “ y giovas

”?Wa
"whole

mj rr

TT^

A child ^l» gs
we
count them,
? ?
Itl k
1
3 belt bu =kle
Ls *

a
bunch"
Someone notices thatis made
circles
=ept "circle" which'^ had
leaded earlier^n th"'
r
S
Undre
snd have puf ttefr^a^s'in^h

^

^Z*

'

^

“^

ild ~
ren with their oLthes!*
^The =?o?hes\r?™in^e
n
Pr
t
1 1 diffic ^ty.
If shoes
are
re too small,
?
small then a teacher
is needed to get them
6
lPP6r iS PinnSd ShUt then a teacher
5LiS it° If m° rt
bbel 13 glven a gacket which
is warmer
L
IL
h can't choose
one that is easiest
fnr
?
chlld to manage alone. One child
wants
lp figuring out which foot
her tennis shoes go on
to.
I ask to see if she can
figure it out herself.
She does and I ask how she knew
... i don't know
**•? Sa
There s the ar °h and there's your arch
l'
° n t iS f00t n
1 ^courage Susan
tiahf^f^f
to tighten
the laces !?
herself and I begin the first
part of tying her shoes by crossing the
laces.
While Norma is working with the large group,
I ask Susan and Terry to help
set the table.
Each
day different children help to set tables.
The procedure is much the same as in December.
I put down
the plates, glasses, napkins, forks, etc., on the
two trays.
Servings for 6 to 8 respectively for the
small and large table.
The children then truly set
their own table. Meanwhile Norma is talking with
the children about their families, who's in their
family ... mother^ father, sisters and brothers.
She has some pictures and as each child has his turn
to share his/her family structure, she creates the
family with pictures. Our purpose is to develop an
accurate sense of family identity and yet to explore
the variety of family types. And we do have all
kinds.
In Brian's case their aren't enough pictures.
With Brad it is only himself and his mother. Norma
says, "How about you, Robin?"
Brian says Robin's
only got one. Norma continues, "Robin's got a
Daddy, a Mommy at home, and there's Robin. And
who's this Robin?"
"My baby sister," he answers.
"And his sister, right." "But her name is Christan."
"Christan." Norma repeats. The lesson continues
with each child talking about who is in his family.
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11:30

h

Ca ds ° ne b ons
with eaoh°ohuS's na; e
*
f
Xt
As
bhe
children see
their name they »e
f
Sometimes help is needed
fo?°Te?ry
Ti?fany
Hrfany,
y
°B
Brad,
and a couple others
t
^

on^

'

'

-

'

ass-^-

“Sii-”-'

ear up their own spills.
y
^
ask ”Tif?»n„ ,would
?i you like
more meat loaf, or
!,
would
"
you like de« «K=»r--i-t?3
buLu announce s that she has
to g
ao to th«
„
the bathroom and
leaves.
Robin has taken
too much and he says that he
can't eat it all
I
ide ° f the P lab * tha? ^st be
ea?en
ai ly it 18 what he has served
himself without th« P ^
2° 1 -°£ ketchu P contaminating it. As the
chiidren finish, each one takes his
dishes to the
111
table scrapes the plate clean, throws
away
?l
the^napkin
the
and separates the glasses, plates and Y
thSy 90 tC> thS Sink find the to °thbrilwitWh
name ° n lb
Aftf. that, they go on into and brush their teeth.
After
the Noisy Room for a half
b ° ur
arge ™ obor play
1 stay behind as one of
?^i
the children
finished, wipe clean the table
and take the dirty dishes into the kitchen. cloth
Then I
join the children and Norma in the Noisy Room.
The Noisy Room is a large space ideal for large
motor expression. There is a five foot high platform
with a slide down one side and mattresses on the other.
The children may either jump or slide. There is a
multitude of trucks and cars. There is a wagon,
balance beam, black board, little house under the
slide, and the cardboard blocks.
The room is light
and has windows on three of its four sides. Along
one side is a row of cubbies where children from
the
daycare keep their coats and possessions. The Noisy
Room is used by the morning class at 11:00 so it is
not until 12:00 that the children have a chance to
expend some of the energy that has been contained
since 10:30 or so. The timing is not ideal, but
seemed the only possibility at this point. Even in
the Noisy Room there are chances for quiet conversation.
Robin and Dennis sit on the top of the cubbies,
watching the other class playing in the mud outdoors.
One of the teachers only has a jacket on, the three
of us talk about that and whether we'd be cold outside with just our cotton shirts.
Robin finds a
,
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12:00
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1
we^o^do
:^^ MU' vS
h d
by herself for the fdr«3-

^

»hat
down the slid e
lme °n Tuesda yFor most
£
as 9 0ing up and down
Y

*{*
lid

of the half hour tJ^f,
the slide with a verv A,™®

12:30

sn2-3s*’
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s^ltyss s%sl-

;s;%s fc JsSoKi,r.s s°;»"
CO rS
Red and

s-

Green
1 let Susln
ou? ?n S!
a° a ;
Br an sc* ueeze in the green,
one, two ... » n
"One
Dennis foundi one of the other teacher's
r pic
He wanted to give it to Neil, the
^f*
tM^h
Since Neil is outside, I suggest we
write
!?f‘and put it on the school's door.
a note
Then
Neil
will see it when he comes in. Dennis
agrees and
a
S
e n fc ®
co P ies bis name at the bottom
?* e
?
frn^ the Hn
from
Dennis I have written. He can copy the
letters fairly well, though he has no sense
of left
to right.
Since freeplay time means that each child
flows into the activities of his own choosing,
I am
able to do that with my interactions. The
first two
exchanges were at the children's initiation but I
have time to look about the floor and choose where
I will go and how I interact with
the children.
Sometimes it will mean just watching and sometimes it
means quietly sitting down and joining a child at
his work.
Sometimes it means reminding children of
groundrules or refocusing what the children are doing,
without saying anything. For about ten minutes
Robin and Tiffany and I play around the phone. Robin
had told me that there was a call from Dennis for me.
As I try to talk, Tiffany keeps cutting the connection
by dialing.
I explain that when she does that I
lose my connection, but this doesn't seem to sink
in or she doesn't care.
That's a pattern of Tiffany's.
I think of the song "Everybody is talking at me, I
don't hear a word they're saying." and wonder about
what her home is like and whether her mother makes
Tiffany stay put ever.
I would guess not often.
I
am responsible for the project today and have decided
to make muffins for snack.
I have set up the tray
with ingredients and utensils which I put down on the
table and I ask the children who seem to be interested,
Brian, Susan and Lulu, to wash their hands so they
will be clean for cooking. Other children join us,
-
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LuLu 's family
LuLu has a
The drama tization^doesn^t

L^older

sister^ Dennif

7

'

6 Play a horae scene 'of LuSi
waiting
aiting for
fl the school
v,”
bus, a situat-inn t v.-.j
-a.
1
SS ” hen 1 had made the
visit
to
LuLu's
Dec h
th nk the di «iculty may have home in
KaS to do
with the' 5 a t
thS children with the sitSationn
Th?s Ts
Thls
1S something I would like to
try
SOmething like breakfast or gettingagain
dressed?
n
c biidren wash their hands
while I
set uo the
h tah?'
r snack
The muffins are still
hot and everybody
V a
eats at least one. The tinfoil

^
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U
iS Sti11 hot and 1 show the children at S*
h " table h w to turn the muffin
over quickly
?
enS
1 aWay
SnaCk time is a time for
i" other
ti
talking to each
just like lunchtime. As the
children finish, they clear their place brush
their
teeth and get on their coats to go outside.
Getting on coats and boots is a time for conversation about finding mittens, about the mud
outside,
and about the changing of the ice rink to water.
When I go outside, most of the children are at the
far end on a hillside which has dried fairly well.
Some children are on the side very close to the road
i ask them to come closer to the school
because
I am afraid when they sit so close.
They move over
to the hillside and I watch the children running and
snd sliding down the hill.
Robin comes up
1 notice he has a new jacket.
I'm glad because
the last one was much too light for winter wear.
I
ask him and he says his daddy got it for him. As
the children roll down the hill, I sing the "RollOver" song.
Dennis asks me to go and look at our
fast-melting ice rink. Mud abounds. Susan is sitting
in the water playing and I ask her to stand up and
explain that her snow pants are not waterproof, I walk
over to the jungle-jim, crawl to the top, and lie
down quietly. Only LuLu and Terry come with me and
they crawl up too. Terry wants me to watch her climb
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Detailed Account o f February
28, 1973
10:30
They greet^e
to have me tie her shoe
cV®“:
no
.

COatS
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lld comes °ver
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sassr
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^rram doin
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show
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the Nois y Room "here we will
be for the n l k°,
bal i"?°
h ° Ur '
ennis cal1 ^ for help with
f
a ofank
He
t0 m ° Ve ?
11 t0 another place on the
jungle gim.
iim
Maybe you can figure out a way
wav ro
to nave
have
Robin help you," I sav t-rvi™
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d
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jim and is in an ideal Place t° Y
helo
wft^h out below, because
p.
Watch
its a hard thina to
do, I say.
"Jodi, Jodi," Terry says.
"Oh, voS ? re
m 1
I re ® pond '
L y nn ' the substitute, comes in
aid i* intrnd
introduce her to the children. In the
room is
, ?
ge Jun(3le J lm with a rope ladder
on
one
side, a
fil P ,
n another side, and a knotted rope
°^
on
a
a side)?
third
a sand table with various digging
and
measuring utensils, trucks, big cardboard
blocks,
platform from which a child
jump or slide down. A push cart is present can either
and is
used a lot. A new puppy periodically storms
across
the room.
The children move fairly freely from activlt7 to activity. At one point, I leave the
room to
get information on the children because the public
health nurse has just arrived and she will be doing
hearing tests on two of the children who were absent
the day the hearing tests were first given. A balance
beam lies to the side of the room. I start to put it
together.
Della comes over to tell me that she doesn't
want to have her ears tested. I say that she has
P
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need to have
then^testsd *11“™
hospital." Della 'has-been
at the
the pre "
limmary screening at Head llTerl^troT^
l
star l
battery of health tests
??. have a complete
"t^
1 h £ t ls many
sh °tsl"
"How many are those let- «
t them
!?
and see
two, three,
0ne
Are h v
Vln y ,° U shots to SQ e if
you're alright?"
"Yah t
?
checking
me.
cry." We talk more
I don't
C
S
7
baCk
fr ° m her ear
tests,
i ask her if it
hurt
she
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The puppy joins us.
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do a finger play which is
n "* diffiou1
Siting the
I
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froggy said, "I don't want to
come to sing."
"This little froggy said "I don't
want to
come to sing."
"This little froggy said "I ..."
etc., a variation on a fingerplay the
children know.
I say I want to sing one song
and then tell the
children about Eskimos
I ask if everyone had met
Lynn and explained that Norma was sick and
couldn't
come to school.
Susan wanted the "clothes song"
where each child chooses a part of their clothing.
I try to ask the children to
describe what they are
wearing.
LuLu and Brad join Lynn to set the table.
I take the picture book and tell a
story from the
pictures which I have selected. The story is about
an Eskimo family waking up in the morning and moving
to a new camp site.
We have talked about Eskimos
twice before so the children know a little bit about
Eskimo life already. As I tell the story I try to
relate the story to things that happen to them at
home.
At the end of the story I look at the pictures
again and retell the story.
I ask the children who
haven't washed their hands for lunch to do so and the
other children join me in making the calendar up to
date.
We talked about the next day and how we will
have to take all the numbers out and start again
.
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with number
11:30

1.

t0 thS tables
°T encourage the APPlesauoe, hot dogs,
children as is appropri*:f;
J amS
eS
then
pass the dis h on ?o
ate
tne next person.
Dlr H on
n
“u
During
the meal, I trv to t-aiw
-u
0<?d
e entS ° f th ® day “onsters,
etc.
~
®
Terrv
B
B
Bri
n Sam
Dennis Della and Robin are
IZ'
^
at the table.
After lunch, the children clear
their
plates and brush their teeth before
they begin freeplay
tabl Cl0th When the ch i ld ^en have
finished
ld Xt/ an ? pUt Lt away
0ne ch ild comes
?
ovei
over to show me a racing
car another child has given
him.
Terry interferes with another child,
perhaps
unintentionally, so I say, reinforcing the rule,
"if
s e had it first, Terry, then
she should be able to
play with it." I take the food tray to the
and return to the classroom. When I return, kitchen
Dennis
shows me a picture of a gun in one of the books
he
has been looking at. We talk about it.
I move around
the classroom, Brian asks if he can use the
watertable.
Together we take off the cover and discover
water has been left in the table by children earlier.
Brian and I add more water and soap to the table.
Meanwhile the children move freely in the room, from
activity to activity. One child sits on the mattress
and looks at the Eskimo book.
Two children are in the
housekeeping corner having a fantasy lunch. One
child is playing with the plastelene, while another
sits beside the teacher talking with her as the child
plays a game of matching colors. Three of the boys
are in and out of the block area with their cars. The
children change their activities periodically, usually
returning things to the shelf where they found them.
One child calls to me to put her name on the picture
she has just made.
She shows me where to put the
name.
Then says, do you want to see me make another
one? She proceeds telling me what she is doing.
Susan is sitting beside Della so the three of us
converse.
I leave and Susan and Della continue.
The
painting project changes into a cutting project with
one showing the other a special technique. Conversation between Susan and Della continues.
Play is again
We clean up and all go outside.
self-directed, but the outdoor area allows for more
The school yard area is about
active, noisy play.
Outside everybody runs, the puppy
a 1/5 of an acre.
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I prepare the food
I go in to set up for snack.
and set the table. Then I call in the children. They
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Tiffany or Dennis won't have one
S*
One
000l ie
1 sa y- "Why don't we
5
break
ak 11 up 11 to llttle pieces and
then everyone will
?
Pff
C
k
S
T° day We are havin grape
juice
whTrWv!
which the °P
children seem to really like.9 Wetalk
h P dleS that dre made outside
^om the
meltina
tlng of
snow.
We talk about many things for
of. th
™?i
the snacktime is a time for much
more than eating.
h ch ld ei finish, they clear
their places Ld
?
K
i their
J
then brush
teeth.
After brushing their teeth,
they go into two small groups for a story
and some110
lej son
Just two days before Norma
?
S
t
and It had
changed the small group composition. We
tried to make the groups more homogeneous
in abilities
e speci all y verbal abilities.
I took out the cards
which we had played with before. Each card had
the
3
ai
on it.
I said that these were the names
P ?f
of the children
in our group.
We went through the
cards and then played a game with them.
We finished the story of Sam who no one wanted
to play with.
Sam is a Black child and we had gotten
baby Sasha out because she has skin like Sam. The day
before I had gotten Sasha and two other dolls out to
show three different skin colors. When we finished
the story we looked through the book again. Then I
held up a card at a time and as the children saw
their names, they got up and went to put on their
coats for going home.
Some last minute help with tying bows, buttons
and boots and then handing the bus driver the pictures
the children had done for him to give them as they
leave the bus.
'
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Detailed Account of March 23, 1973
10:30

.

I met the children just outside the door.
I'm
sitting on the steps waiting for them. Della runs
up to give me a big hug.
Lately she has been very
affectionate with Norma and myself. LuLu shows me
her cut on the head and offers that her babysitter
hit her and knocked her into the couch.
She said
the baby sitter had lied to her mother and said that
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^

head on some
talked about the stitches and broken glass. We
Lee (a new child) cam running the whole experience
over saying
y
t you
play
y
th me?"
P Y with
t protested
nmf QO f Q ^ *hit "Why
T
1
I would
Ind
ana we
^e run to the jungle jim and
Della
P it
Terry and Dennis see us and come climb up
running 0 ver
We
ab Ut thS Ungle 3im and "up
on
it,"
»
?
"heiaht^
h
?
S,
coming into the conversation, After
® tc
a whiie, IT decided
to run up the hill and sit, waiting to see how long it would be
before someone
discovered me.
it wasn't long before two or
three
children were sitting beside me watching
the others
playing below us.
I needed to make a
get a substitute for the next day, so phone call to
I went inside.
as tlme to come in so I went out to
r. ^
call
ldren all of whom were at the back of the
-iSu
buiidrng. The children came in, hung up
their jacke s and washed their hands before
sitting down.
I
was about to start the lesson when Brad said
that
he had on new socks.
Since Brad is still shy in many
situations, I wanted to encourage him and we talked
about socks and the colors of the stripes. Rob (an
N.Y.C. volunteer) came to count the children.
Together we counted ourselves. Next we checked the
chart and found that Terry and Sam were the helpers
for setting the table.
They joined Norma while the
rest of the group continued with me. We talked about
the trip to the maple sugar house the day before and
recounted the various events. I asked if someone
could suggest a song.
Someone said they wanted to
sing the "Coffee" pot song.
They really meant
"teapot."
I did not correct the child and thought
to myself that the children would be more familiar
with coffee pots than teapots. I wrote the title
and drew a coffee pot beside the picture. Then we
all stood up and sang the song with accompanying
gestures.
Then we did a lesson on shapes: circle,
rectangle and triangle.
I started with the wooden
shapes > had the children feel them and match paper
shapes to them and finally pick out certain shapes
in various three dimensional shapes in the classroom which I had chosen for this purpose. All the
children were able to match the shapes but only a
few knew the names of the shapes.
Lunch was soup made by the children in the
morning class.
It was a vegetable soup and quite
delicious. We identified the various kinds of vegetables as we made the soup and talked about making
I asked each child to at least try
soup ourselves.
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on© bite of each dish anH +-u Q
0 e * ce P tion
Dessert consisted of apple
cris^L^t,"
sp
and
whl
and I said each chi]^ cL, -,5 J
PP ed cream
haVe
onl
a
spoonful
so that everyone „oi?dK
y
SOme
As eaoh child
finished? he beared
?
cleared his place
and brushed his
teeth.
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tiltl
hild finished lunch and
began°f reeplay
T asked Norma
S
P
to check Della's
eves aofln
P
with iSiSia yi ^°?
1 ind cated thi s
and I would be able to^gain^our^te
^
tell Dell
get
from her a medic^^e^eale
for
ennis had gotten out the wooden
letters and It
119
S n mQ hy pickin<
? out the letters from the
Dile
wvi e
t
u d fl
Shed his name 1 asked him if
he ?anted
d 2o Lk? another name
He mentioned his
father s name which I wrote on
a piece of naner
ennis copied. Then he went to
get
words as part of the script and he a book that had
copied tho?e £?th
a great amount of skill.
As I moved from D.'s table
mS t0 hel P him set up the watertable?
0
r ° ff the t0p and Put some toys
in
the tatle and
a !?
then I added some blue water color
h
n ad
Sked for
Lee was in her second
?
week
eek of school
=ih ? and
I asked her if she might be
interested in making a picture. I showed
her where to
find the paper and markers and how to
replace the
lids when she finished.
Freeplay continued much in
this way.
Brian told me about a trip with his family
to Dunkm Donuts.
I introduced the clay to Lee and
later
the afternoon tried to focus her on one
activity by helping her build a pasture and barn for
a horse she was playing with.
Terry and I found a
sunny spot and played with the crystal climbers.
I
built towers and Terry matched colors in true parallel
play fashion. Norma had begun to make pancakes with
the children in the freeplay project.
On the pancakes,
we would put the syrup which had been given to us at
the sugar house where we had visited the day before.
Sam and Susan were having a disagreement at the watertable and I intervened to the extent that we traced
the origins of the disagreement to decide who was
"right." Lee had taken the most difficult puzzle
and was unable to complete it. When she saw me
watching her to see what she was going to do, she
said, "I can't finish it, will you do it for me?"
I said that I would do it with her.
Dennis joined
us and the three of us put the puzzle back together.
As we did it, we talked about the ways you can tell
how to put a puzzle together: by color, by the edge
'
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T ^n€
en we Piayed
pF
r”
a game
hi Ho Zul
?

qu!; e

where I asked Sam
tn
,,
d ° tS
Th6n 1 would show him the number
tel?
tell h?
him the name and then he would
go and find the'
b
d
He did
W?th ° ut -ror and
9
f en 3°yJ»ent.
It
was time to go
mt.fl
2 the
outside, so I asked
children to clean up and
then we all went out.
Tools and toys were taken out by the
Susan and I played ball and then I talked children.
for about
10 minutes with the consulting
psychologist from the
local mental health center
At one point, I observed
m
r0 in 9 t *le P a ^- nt brush on the ground as
a form
V
* ii\}
showing off'^ so I explained that the paint
were only for painting, that they could easily brushes
be
lost if not taken care of and asked him not to
play
anymore with the paintbrush that day.
I hoped that
this would help encourage him to remember rules he
should remember. Later Brad, Dennis and LuLu and
myself became involved in raking the "garden," the
sand in the sandbox.
The children came inside and there was a story
read to each group.
I read the story "Seasons"
which reiterates the theme of spring and the changes
of spring.
The children were interested but only
mildly so, and I realize that this was too abstract
a presentation.
After I finish the story, the children in my group go to the sink to wash their hands
for a snack.
Snack is pancakes which were made during
the freeplay period and syrup which we had gotten
from the farm the day before. Everyone at my table
takes a pancake and syrup. We talk about the trip
the day before. As people finish up, they brush
their teeth and then get ready to go home.
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Detailed Account of April 28, 1973
10:30
I

.

Children arrive and, since the weather is nice,
meet them outside saying that we will play outside
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until small group time.
i sit
can respond to the treasures, on the stens q 0 t
questions, hugs etc
m
r m the
hi: dren
Tiffany has a can and
?
asks if shf
she r
can go inside to get water to
paint with
I say yes and she
scampers in.
I think about Tiffanv
who more than other children,
Y
seems
other people, child and adult alike. unaffected by
One can think
only momentariiy because other
children come to me
6
rla has brou 9 ht b a=k a number
block he h
"J'
?
? 001
the day before
He wants
to add something to it.
He tells me about his
th
1 agree and when he finishes
19 ?'
u®® about
SD6aki*nn
? him
speaking, °?
I ask
his eye.
He explains that
he was stung by a bug.
I see Brad sort of walking
back and forth in front of me about six feet
away.
He is still unsure of himself socially so
he is
hesitant to initiate a conversation. I say "Hi,
Brad,
it is good to see you again.
How are you feeling?"
I examine his neck where the swelling
occurred and we
talk about his absence from school for a week.
Children
come and go.
I try to greet everyone even if its
Dennis, hello 1" with perhaps no acknowledgment on
the child's part other than an extra spurt of energy
with the truck they are pushing. Having greeted
everybody, I walk around to the side of the building
to the jungle jim where Terry is climbing onto the
higher bars, something which she is still fearful of
doing.
She calls to me to see that she can do it.
I
come over and we talk about how high she is. My
purpose is two-fold:
language and reinforcement. She
laughs as I try to reach above her and can't. LuLu,
Susan and Tiffany see our fun and join in.
Indeed,
they are all taller than I am. We talk about this
and I try to use different ways of describing the
difference. A man arrives whose family's farm we
had visited the day before. He brings food for the
frogs (a leopard frog and a peeper) which we had
captured the week before when we visited the farm.
Tina, another staff member, comes toward us as we
are finishing our exchange and she joins us.
Bill
is Tina's tutor.
She is hoping to get her high
diploma and Bill is a tutor who works with the local
antipoverty agency (Head Start's sponsor) under a
Vista contact. He leaves and Tina shares with me
the results of the visit to the dentist with Dennis
Tina finishes and
and Susan on the previous day.
The whole exchange with Tina and Bill has
leaves.
taken perhaps ten minutes, but somehow I feel the
loss of time with the children. What happens during
!-
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the first 30 minutes and
the 40 minutes
unique: the children are
alloweS tota!
S POnd
tham more than any other freedom and
5°,
time durina9
tho d
the
day.
Only once-in-a-while do I
initiate
e
nd
° nly teaoher interventions
are safetv one
r
n 3 ohUd seems at a loss.
A
April
thn children
S :a
P rii with the
is so different from the
fall when the children didn't
relate to each other
that much when they played outside.
Now there are
e
P
Qre and
° nly Crltical though? is
?hat ft
it usually
u:uLf is 'Kby sex: the boys with boys and
y
the girls with the girls.
** a ^° Ut 1 :0 ° we go inside for the
small group
,
i thS
chlldren wa sh their hands, more
out of habit than anything else.
I have six children
in my group.
The children are the "slow" group, so
to speak.
Those children which seem to know less
cognitively" than the others. We start with the
name flash cards with the only child not able
to
recognize her name is Terry. (Terry comes from a
family which has below average performance in the
schools, and Terry also seems retarded in her development generally.) On the other hand, Robin, whose
mother attended the school where I am teaching when
it was a school for retarded children, not only
recognizes his own but also says other people's names.
The sequence I use is this. First, I say the names
as I put them down.
Then I tell the children that
I am going to mix them up.
I make it a game.
I mix
the cards and then ask the children, one by one, to
select the card that is their name.
I ask the children
who will probably be able to do it, first.
I take
up the names.
Then I announce that I want to play a
game with the children.
I announce that I am going
to draw something and I want the children to guess
what it is. After a couple guesses, I say that I
have drawn an eye with an iris and pupil. We count
the number of eyes in the group; then we make a chart
with the various colored eyes which we identify.
Next we do hair, then shoes, then windows in the room.
My purpose in this is to do various numerical operations
with this: one to one correspondence, addition, rote
counting as well as some self-awareness. Also language:
blonde-haired, brown-haired, curly, more, less,
etc.
Then we begin to count windows. First we see
three, then four, then more till we move to the
center of the room to count all seven. Then we go
back and I make the seven windows on the chart. As
I'm finishing the window chart, Della says, let me
-i
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and s^ g est ; hat e:
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make^ur^
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and count the
“
letters in our names
?
because it reinforces th^chilrf^” choosln 9 to do this
name is importan^enlug^tfbe^lun^f
EaCh
c °unted. °x
h
I do each
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fla S h cards holding up the
children
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Lun = h time. Children who have
not done so ao
*„ h
t0 Wa h their hands
The
other children
seat thems«l
3t? °ne ° f the two tables.
I go to a
1 . 8et
Slx
Wo wait until most of the
.
a
tkre bef ote we start serving ourselves. children
In
ff
W V alt f°r Johnny before serving
ourselves.
One %h??3 '\ CeS
tkere iS n ° spoon
the applesauce dish.
dith
r suggest
^ that she
I
could go and get one
lf hS W ° U1
like ‘
1 remind tbe children to
nut thl na P kl
v n °n their
^
lap, take something in front
th
aad tben P ass it on to the next person.
The
^„.
food for the day is a multiple dish
assortment, which
is always a challenge.
The tendency is to take something and eat it, rather than wait until
all the food
has been served.
We are having hot dogs, buns, corn,
applesauce, mustard and milk for lunch.
in a meal
with as many dishes as this, I find that I am being
more directive than usual.
"Brad, take only one
hot dog.
Johnny, would you like some applesauce."
At my table sit Robin, Terry, Johnny, Della, Brad and
myself.
Robin is getting glasses today so I mention
this to the children at the table. We talk about why
people wear glasses and how one has to be careful
with them.
I talk about Della and how she may also be
getting glasses.
In both cases, it has been Head
Start who has initiated getting the glasses. There
is also a discussion around the number of hot dogs
the children are eating.
Robin seemed to gobble down
two hot dogs and was ready for his third before any
of the other children had finished their first. We
we discussed the situation, who wanted more and sent
Robin to the kitchen with the plate to see if there
would be enough for both seconds and a third.
I finish my meal.
And begin to clear the table.
Most the children are finished and have cleared their
plates and gone to the sink to brush their teeth.
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3
d R bin haVin9 finished
lunch, have put
on fire
fi^ hats
>,
^
J are
and
bounding around the classroom
spraying people with their imaginary
hose
?he
fantasy play is stimulated by the
red plastic hats
t0 he f lre Station ° n the
previous
dav
I IsWh
i
as ^ them to
stay in one area for their olav
e
t0 the fantasy area and begin
9
to make it
into
to a f-lr °h
h
Se
The four red firehats are lined
?
,^
+-^
?
f
able the bel1 battery is hooked
P °n t^e
,
up and a
?
1
°U
° Ver *
The boys set
the
bell and
oretend its
?^ a ?fire. Other children are
pretend
engaged
in
other play.
I help two children take the
cover off
the watertable and fill it with toys and
water.
Then
go to the kitchen to set up the vegetable
printinq
project which I am scheduled to do during free
play!
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Detailed Account of May 25, 1973

.

The last three weeks have been busy for me
personally
and at school. Unfortunately, this affects me negatively and how relaxed I am able to be in the classroom.
I want, therefore, to include the whole
work
day in this last set of notes.

Up at
7:15

Call my friend Diane who has been visiting the
last couple of days and who is leaving this morning
for New Jersey.
Call Head Start to get a hold of the
bus driver, Abe, to tell him about Betty Anderson,
Terry's mother, coming to the party we are having
today.
He's not there but Paula, one of the teachers,
said that she will have him call back.
I confer with
two teachers about the work schedule I am drawing up
for next week.
Diane and I have breakfast and then
she leaves for N.J.
I finish the staffing pattern
for next week when we are cleaning and preparing for
for day care this summer.
I begin the certificate
making for the children. About 9:00, Paula calls to
say that Roberta, the woman I work with, will not be
in today.
Roberta has not arranged for an aide, a
responsibility that is hers, so I switch gears and
try to get a hold of Ellen, who has worked with me
before. Ellen is an ex-head start parent and I like
her.
In addition, Ellen doesn't have younger children
who come with her as many of the parents do, so she
can focus all her attention on teaching when she is
with us. The phone is busy. After a couple attempts
I do reach her but she is still not feeling well and
can't come in. Then I remember that a parent was
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to

°^ ser ^ e her <=hild and then stay for
decide that I will
would mind working today.
i would
her but
she doesn't have a phone
t Wl11
So
1
wait until
I Sep h
hpr
k
The P robl em with my teacher
a-i rio?o U
f
e
d
bllitY
S gotten Progressively
worse
Se
y
In
ln tbe
tha two
?
months she has worked
?j
a_
W1
mS She has sh °wed up only
half the
time
?t 13 Particularly
frustrating for me be“I thrngs
that should have
done, weren't
-and the children, parentsbeen
and even the kind
teaching I do suffers because I
can't do it all
S
laSt daY ° f sch ° o1 and 1 wanted
to feel
ltl
d
en 2° y the daY/ the childre n
the
parents
and ?h
bUt alread y I,m frustrated in
this
this.
I continue on with the
certificates.
i make
one stop on the way to school at
the CAP office
to Xerox_ something for the certificates
and get
to school about 10:15.
At least it is sunny so we
can have the party outside
assuming that
it win be sunny at 1:30.
In the next half hour
before the children arrive (they are 15
minutes late)
the certificates are finished, Bonnie
is pressed
into duty as a teacher aide, the schedule
is posted
and questions are asked.
(I decide that I can be
relaxed and enjoy the day
that the frustrations
and worrying are my own, if I want, I can let
go of
it all
it is hard because I wanted the children to plan the party themselves
I wanted them
to understand that it was the last day of school
tne party.
thfnLtv
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The bus arrives with the children. The morning
class is already outside and there are several
nurses scattered about talking to the staff and
children. Many of the children in the class go
right into activities: swinging, watertable, tricycles, etc. A few walk up to me. Della says,
"What are they doing?" referring to the children
who are painting a wall mural on a piece of paper
stuck to the side of the building.
"Painting a wall
picture, Della. Do you want to do it?" She nods and
I help her on with a smock.
Della still needs reassurances in new situations. Susan sits down on
the step beside me and says, "Look!" holding out the
dress she is wearing. We talk about it. Usually
Susan wears pants but today is special and she has
on a dress.
Brad comes up with a fist full of
freshly picked dandelions.
I say "Thank you" and
we talk about where he got them.
Johnny, shy at
times, comes to ask why the nurses are here.
I explain that they are just visiting the school to
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ace to the top of the hill.
We run up pickina nn
9 P
r
we go
the tQ P of ShS
with o“°bac\r
k gainst: the fence we look
down on
thA
* dults be ^ow
We
talk
a
little
bit
hl and that
0ther children see us
and come running up.
Finally, someone says to run
d n and ever y bod
Starts
off.
y
Rob, the 17 year
?^ M
old
NYC enroilee who works at the
school, comes up
h
lme sl eet and magazine.
We
talk briefly
?
an^
^
and Ir share
with him some ideas about the party.
11 15 and the other class begins
to go
in to wash up for lunch and we
do so to. After the
1
6
Ve W S ed their hands they sit down
m
at
? b
K? e
T ° !?
day 1S a baked beans cottage cheese
and sa 1i^ Jday Wlth bread and butter
and ketchup.
?
Milk Sto drink.
A lot of different things to be
passed around.
Most of the children don't like at least one
of the dishes but I ask them to take a biteful
anyway.
Even at that, I have to watch that they eat
the biteful.
I can remember not liking things
when
I was little and my intention is not
to force them.
But there are new foods at school and so I ask
them
all to at least taste everything.
in spite of the
number of things to eat, the dishes get passed
around and nothing is spilled, not even milk. We
talk as we eat. Where cottage cheese comes from,
whose coming to the party, etc. As they finish,
they clear their plates and go to brush their teeth.
Brad and Dennis finish first. They go over to the
fantasy area and start in some rather active noisy
play that involves throwing things from one area to
another.
I leave the table and ask them to find
something to do that will keep them in one place.
I
ask Dennis what he wants to do. He looks toward the
books and says that he wants to look at them. I
turn toward Brad and ask him to find something he
wants to do.
I can see on his face that he doesn't
really want to do anything else at that point. I
decide to test this and return to the table, my
lunch and the other children.
I look over toward
the boys in a few minutes and Brad is teasing Dennis,
trying to get him to follow him.
I walk over to
Brad and say that I would like him to sit down unThis
til he can figure out what he wants to do.
clearly annoys Brad and I wish that I had handled
Again the
it in a more supportive way for Brad.
tension of several weeks, if not months, floods in
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1 h * Ve inter vened in a sit^tlSn wh«e
establishas rdid, disrupted
some play Brad
trying to
initiate.
So there he satlea
ly
an
^oyed
at me.
The day qoes on
5
Toh™ ^ ?intrigued
Johnny
by the baby
puppy th It
corner
n^n i eep ° n the matt ress in the book

La

i

ri
?he

-d

tbjn

a*
to child

12-00

ir£:;i

5 23^2:

*

r d r th

° ne ° f

—w
,

-g *£

rbr

various points to talk briefly with
Bonnie the
parent who is the substitute that
day, about what
h 1 d ° ln
nd dlfferent things she might
try.
? se
? ulu
?
sort of sliding toward the table
f.
with
sn™
some l
counting sticks.
She sees me watching her and
me to s ow
r how she can play With the
!?
sticks.
.fj?
We do a couple
things with them before I leave to
c ear the lunch dishes to the
kitchen.
First she
counts them, then matches them to numbers.
Finally
I suggest that she can make
pictures which represent
the numbers.
When I come back LuLu and I do a few
more games with the sticks. Rob comes in
and asks
Brad if he wants to make some fire trucks with
the
l eg o.
Brad, who has been sitting in the chair where
I placed him about fifteen
minutes ago, brightens
up and eagerly joins Rob, as does Dennis and
Robin.
Later Brian joins them on the rug. Sam asks me to
read him a story and we sit down on the mattress.
He
has chosen a book that is too difficult for him so
his interest lasts only a little while.
He is distracted by Terry and LuLu who are petting the puppy
on the mattress beside us.
Bonnie, the parent, comes
over and sighs a question, "Is it busy like this
every day?" We talk a little and I explain that we
do have lessons too.
Other days are even busier.
Another child comes to read and I ask Bonnie if she
would mind reading to her. She does so, gathering
a group around her in chairs.
They read for about
15-20 minutes until the children's interest wanes.
Johnny comes over to ask about the watertable.
I
say that other children are using it outside and ask
if he would like to paint instead.
He says yes and
we go over to set up.
He puts his paper up and
begins to paint. Terry is busy with the nestling
barrels. When I observe her she has taken them all
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*

to LuLu and Susan,
They have created t-htHr
° W beauty sho
after one we set un
P- modelled
?

n

lay m

^e

t
n
b
C
r6n
be l°-e at school very
™=h

Sam is sit?
116
wild animal^Ittrgame? "^ 13

^

^^^^^®

ith a
h

dajs'agl l^T*
parents^had
h d ®P° nsored a school
trip
to the Catskill
Came
r
Game Farm and Sam had indeed
seen the giraffe
° Ver W th MS le
wh^“
at i nave ... a hot rod." 9° structure?^" "Look
We talk- a
u
a
r6tUrnS
cou P le mor ® t^es with the
hot
od aettL
£od
getting more and more "jazzed up "
At nn«
a
bin
thS b °°^ -rner^nd find"
t^t thev°
lnte es ted in.
I call to them to remind Ihll
J
come back
to put away the lotto game
which they do and return to the book.
LuLu picks
up a puzzle from the shelf which
someone has left
unfini ® hed and finishes it. At this
point
Pan
c on\es in to do blood tests
on the children
u
who have been receiving supplements in
their juice.
F°r
remaining 20 minutes, I help her as I can.
1:00
At about one o'clock I ring the bell
and the
children are asked to clean up. As the
cleaning nears
its completion, I call the children to
the rug when
hey finish.
I want to talk about the party.
First
the children share who is coming. A lot
of parents
are coming and for the ones who are not, I say
that
I will be their special person
for the day.
For two
of the children, this is the first time their
parents
would be in the school. The children are excited.
We talk about what the children would like to do at
the party
I direct the conversation somewhat.
We
decided that we will play outside and that we will
have games and the cookies we baked the day before.
LuLu's mother comes in and joins us. We all go outside.
I ask Bonnie to set up the watertable and
supervise it.
I expect some younger brothers and
sisters to come to the party and I want to be prepared.
I ask Rob to set up the paper and paints.
The guests start arriving.
1:45
I say hello to each of the parents and talk
with them. Abe, the bus driver, arrives with
Dennis' mother and two brothers, Robin's mother and
sister, and Terry's mother and cousin. Norma, the
woman who worked with me earlier in the year, and
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her daughter arrive.
Susan's mother,
grandmother come as does Brad's mother brother and
and qrandt
ohiidren piay and the p«e"?s 9 t:?k.
srsss; 2 15 WQ grOUp to g et ^er for a game and
:
i-h- graduation
5
the
ceremony. The children are each
* nd their sch ° o1 toothbrush,
Barrv
k
he can have one for his brother.
We
?
f the
f
eat
cookies and the day is over.

^

L

2:45

'

i

,

I clean up:
wash the glasses from the party,
clear the lawn and bring in the tables.
Since it
is going to be a three day weekend, I give
the two
ls extra food.
9
I invite two of the day care
?^i
children from the other class to help me take the
pond animals back to the pond to be set free. Two
fishes, four salamanders, one snail and one leopard
frog.
The little peeper (an inch-long frog) is so
well hidden that we can't find him to set him free.
I gather myself together as best I
can and leave
feeling a little sad and lonely.
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MONTHLY OBSERVATIONS OF CHILDREN
Terry Anderson
Obse rvation No.

1

December 19

/

/

1972

ph ne tal king to another child,
on
?
the other^hone
Phone.
i m going to call you
at your house "
lit
S re
V " r d al nUmbers
"Huh what - lean
i
heL you - she
f
senta nce, hangs up, then picks
up the receiver
1 Can
hear y° u
she dials, drops the
?£'
ohone ni
v
up ^oes over to another child, says
P cks
somet Mnn
t0
Ph ° ne
Then runs back an * forth a
few
®®*
Another child follows her. He wants to use
the
Dh
Sbe rabs ifc from him, slaps his face a
few
?
times, hard.
He leaves, and she runs after him, but
then
runs around the room.
She goes to the child on the other
phone, and runs around again.
Then she walks around talking
She presses the receiver up and down, runs to
5° he ^® elf
the other child, then, back to phone again.
She presses
receiver button up and down, staring out the window. She the
runs to child on the other phone. That child leaves and
goes
to something else.
Terry goes back to her phone.
"Hey, you
coming up?" She runs back to the other phone, making noises.
Then she runs around the room. The teacher reminds Terry to
walk.
She then walks around the room making noises. Terry
goes over to the fantasy corner, grabs a pocketbook, and
walks around looking at it. She goes back to the phone,
dials, while watching the teacher aide talk to another child.
She goes over to a child who is painting, glances at her.
Then she goes over to the book rack, looks over a few books
but doesn't pick any up.
She continues to walk around the
room, carrying the pocketbook.
She watches the teacher prepare some paint.
Terry leaves the bag, follows the teacher.
Terry puts on a smock
can't hook It
walks over to
observer and turns her back to have it hooked. She then
grabs a brush, but is asked by the teacher to wait until
everyone is ready to begin.
She sits quietly waiting to
begin.
'

'

‘

,

'

*

/
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^
^
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^
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*
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Observation No.

2,

February

—

2,

1973

Terry holds a plastic bottle and discusses what the
bottle is really used for. She takes a brush, pretends to
She
put something on the brush (from the plastic bottle)
.
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picks up the mouth model,
brushes

c

part of the model which refi° +-°°k at ^ erse lf in the bottom
ms ’ e
Then 3 he tells
a child standing Aearbv t^f h^ 8
t

Sl€~H S-~ ?
'

ass 2S sd
screLs

P

b

°No;

tris^tL^cLr
Chl
m es

°If

t

l6
nd
"Pive^" taa birthday cake for Terry.
Terry puts her
on ivbe f l° or "Hey, I wanted a cookie.
You didn't
00 1 ®;"
She takes a box that someone put on
the
table^nnlcs
^ it, puts it down.
table
looks at
She picks up the brush and
S
e
f0 tStops list ens to the conversation between the £
£
teacher
aide and another child.
She gets up from
her seat, peeks over the bookcase at the
teacher aide and the
other children. The teacher aide lies on the
tells the teacher aide to take off her shirt. floor, Terry
She repeats
the command about five times.
She sits and watches another
USe he st thosc ope.
The teacher aide leaves the area,
f
ir?u e otber
?
children leave. Terry remains, then three
children return. Terry tells one child that he is to
go to
Sbe chases him, and gently slaps him, swinging her
arms
at him.

^

.

,

'

Observation No.

3,

March

1973

8,

Terry sits at the table cutting clay with scissors. She
puts the pieces in the clay pan. Then she takes out the
stapler and paper, goes to another table, and bangs the
stapler.
The teacher goes over to Terry and explains (apparently for the second time) that banging the stapler jams it.
She shows how to do it without banging.
Terry puts the paper
back on the shelf.
She takes a magic marker and goes back
to the table where two children are using magic markers on a
large piece of paper (each)
The children tell Terry
to get paper from the teacher.
Terry makes a mark on one of
the child's paper.
After some discussion, Terry is allowed
to make marks on the paper.
Then Terry goes to the sink
to wash her hands.
She keeps watch on the others in the
room.
She puts on a smock, then takes it off.
Then she
puts on another one.
She looks at herself in the mirror.
Then Terry puts a plastic basin in the sink. She lines up
the dolls on the counter.
She removes the smock, goes to
the bathroom, returns, puts the smock on again.
She then
She
leans over the basin, washing one of the dolls.
.
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periodically watches others
in the room
Observation No. 4, April
6,

an

a

1973

e

S

S
9
round the room
t
h
° ls .P aintin g
on the other side of the
easel
?£ about
w
She talks
his picture,
then he comes to look at h^r6
1
3 fSW
strokes, then asks Se boy
''^:
to'c^rLok
H
here!", beckoning with her finger
?errv t e?T=
Wh
W ntS
ainti
P
"she continues*^
pa?nt g"n!ina a
"
roo “J am done -"
she hangs
her picture on the°c?
e .° lo thes rack using clothes
pins.
She
turns her back
116 te ® ctler aide, who
unbuttons
the
smock.
Terrv takes ,
, Sr
S
and starts to P^y in the water
table
The ?each
h r a “a
de reminds Terr y that it is time
to
clean
clean’.m
Tec
k
t
up.
Terry
kneels
on the floor and watches the teacher
aide empty the water table.

periodicau5?

sL

Lnverses with the child
ld

%

*

.
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^

^
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Observation No.

5,

May 10, 197 3

Terry sits at the table, doing the two piece
animal
puzzles.
She leaves the puzzle, walks around the
walks up to another child, takes away the lipstick room. She
and gives
it back when the teacher aide tells her to.
She gets a piece
of paper, takes a pencil away from another
child and begins
to draw.
She rolls up her paper and leaves it with the
volunteer.
She takes out the vehicle puzzle, takes out the
puzzle pieces and puts them upright on the table. She tells
the volunteer what some of the vehicles are.
She glances
occasionally at other people in the room. She asks the
volunteer for help when she can't find the place for a puzzle
piece.
She gets the rolled paper and shows it to the volunteer.
She starts to climb on the radiator, then gets down.
She rolls and unrolls her paper and shows it to the volunteer again.

Observation No.

6,

May 17, 1973

Terry puts her foot on a piece of paper and her mother
who is volunteering traces her foot. Terry uses a magic
marker to color her foot tracing, and occasionally glances at
others around her.
She stops coloring and watches another
child.
She tells her mother she wants to do another one.
Her mother lifts her up on the table. Her mother traces
both feet and talks to her. Terry asks another child if she
wants to do a foot tracing. She places the child on a piece
of paper and pretends to trace around the child's feet.
She
walks away, talking to a friend. She goes to the mattress
and "reads" a story to the friend. Terry runs to her
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teacher gives her a hug, then
runs back to her friend,
Terry asks her friend if she
wants
to run, and they both
run.
She skips and runs, laughing
with
,

her friend.

Barry Barnes

Observation No.

1,

December 19, 1972

Barry tan ds watching a volunteer and
a child.
He
alks over Jto the shelf, takes out the
"leggo" -- he builds
fl00r
He picks up «»»thing he has
made
made,
flies it over to me, laughing.
He lands it on observer s forehead. Barry turns, watches other
children
build with spools. Then he takes the object
he built over
to the cardboard box.
He climbs in, then climbs out.
He
takes his leggo thing and puts it back in with
the other
leggos
then he goes back to the box and pulls the sides
to close it.
He yells
and another child helps him close
the sides.
He calls "help"
then "help, I can't get out."
He opens the doors with arms outstretched, making
"monster"
sounds.
He goes over to teacher, hugs her, then goes over
to spool, slides over it, then picks it up and places it
next to another spool, still making monster sounds. Another
child takes the spool away from him, and he (Barry) walks
away.
He goes over to the fantasy corner and takes things
out of the stove.
He puts them on the shelf.
Then he asks
teacher if he can take things out. She tells him he can take
the things out if he wants to.
He pretends to spoon stuff
into the "teeth." He then puts all the things that were in
the stove
the cooking things on the top shelf, all the
containers on the second shelf, and all the stuffed animals
on the bottom shelf.
Barry closes the over door, turns the
knobs, then he pretends to drink something that another
child squirts into his mouth. He goes back to stove, talks
to himself, puts a pan on the stove, stirs with a spoon.
He
puts spoon away, calls "breakfast's ready!" He puts the
spoon in a bowl, goes to the teacher aide who goes with him
to eat.
He gives her a plate and spoon.
She asks what
they are eating.
"Oatmeal." He gives her a cup.
"Who
took the sugar?" He looks around, asks where the sugar is.
He goes over to book corner
teacher and children are reading there.
He takes a container away from one of the children.
He goes back to stove. Another child wants to open
he pours
the stove door.
The teacher aide asks for milk
-another
it from a pitcher
then grabs things away from
child who wants to use some of the dishes. Barry sits down
He makes eatand pretends to eat.
He used a huge spoon.
chews.
He gets up, goes to stove, pours
ing motions
gets up
from a pan into each dish. Then Barry sits down
‘
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~~ he sits down
again.
and eats
He put^bow]/ and^pcT
Shelf
goes
doll
over to
hands it to Norma stove ““ watches
another child shake the nan -- tt ° Ver
then watches the child walk
^
away.

-

,

Observatio n No. 2. February 10

,

1

;;

”
^

Q7 T

a,;.;;*;;
e

e

°n ?he
picks up the dust mop and mopspion“%hen
the floor

e

i

Lng

t
ip. °Barry
I? ^

L

sj~.“.2vsaE;

l™-

ill- s

stethoscope. He gets a doll and puts
it
t in the block bed the teacher
has made.
He turns the doll
1 3 Sh °^‘
HS PUtS thS do11 on its back and
puts the^teth
stethoscope to various parts of the doll's
bodv.
He hands the doll to another child.
"All better "
hp rails
to the teacher, Nurse, nurse, got
to go to the hospital?"
anotber P at ient
a monkey.
Another child
reached for
f°
reaches
the monkey.
"No!
You're not playing." He puts
key n the bed and puts more bl ocks on
®
the side of
K°a
»i
h
the
bed.
Come on nurse. You have to stay here. Put
this
on your ears.
(The stethoscope.)
He puts the monkey on
its stomach, tells the nurse to give the
shot on the bottom.
e goes to get two puzzles for the
patient to play with, and
then agrees to let another child be the nurse, at
the
teacher's suggestion. Barry holds the needle, and says
he
doesn t know what he wants the nurse to do. Then, while
getting blocks that are nearby, he says he wants the shot to
be given in the belly.
Then Barry goes and gets the stacking shapes, for the "patient." Another child asks to
use
the needle.
Barry lets him, then he plays with the stacking
shapes.
He lines them up according to size, and then stacks
them.
He leaves, goes to the fantasy area, announces "this
is my house," straightening the table cloth.
He puts a pan
on the stove, takes a food box, "pours" into the pan, and
begins to set the table.

—

'

Lulu Cooke

Observation No.

1,

December

7,

1972

Lulu sits on a stool at the table with 5 other children,
one of which is the "turkey," The children pretend to eat
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"

^

simi ling^to herself “ihe^oe^ tUr * ey 96t Up and run
helps close
got to cook him,” and will not let
the "turkev" ou?
%tZ
and another child hold the door
closed.
The "tu?kev”
“
°U
LUlU
we've got t
'another
?
one ” She crawls
one.
into stove -- "OK, close it."
she re
maineci in the stove for about
3 minutes.
whe^ the other
d "° P
d
and asked " done? " Lulu replied
"vuD
qhp wa t( hed another child
Y
crawl in after she got out
,
90tT
then Lulu climbed in and then out,
aaain
A™fh
ga
nother ch ild commanded Lulu to hop on
table,
f
Child th n asked Lulu if she wanted to
be "chicked"
"OK"
i
h
0K "" climbs
in, then out, decides she's
done.
Runs 4to bathroom, comes back, goes over
to stove,
at ^11 3 commend.
Lulu
stays
in
for
a
few minutes.
ifj
The other
child walks away, Lulu peeks out, pulls door
closed, peeks out again, then closes door.
She remained in
stove for about four minutes
no peeking.
The teacherlde ..° pened the door at m request
asked "done?"
Y
n
No.
She accepts a cranberry, which was passed in by two
boys.
She was asked if done by teacher aide again.
After
six minutes were up, still does not get out.
She then
opens door, asks another child to tell Della that the
"turkey" is done.
Pulls door closed again. Children repeatedly open door, ask if she's done
she says "No"
each time.
She refuses to get out of stove when children
tell her it is "suppertime."
"I want Della to get me out."
(Child who originally put her in.)
She still refused to
get out.
"I'll get out when I'm done!"
''

'

the’^ ofLrther^r^r^lhe^^s

~

L
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'
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Observation No.

2,

January 12, 1973

Lulu sits at the table, gluing various substances on
There is a large glob of
glue on the paper.
She picks an object up, puts it on the
paper -- and gets glue on her fingers.
She wipes her
fingers on the paper.
She carefully covers the glue with
bits of paper.
Occasionally Lulu looks up at others and
watches what they are doing. She takes the box that the
paper was in and brushes scraps of paper into to. She also
puts the other substances she has not used in the box. The
teacher asks Lulu if she wants to put her name on the paper.
"I put sticks on it!"
She puts more glue on the paper and
sticks a wooden bead to the glue. A child walks up and asks
if he can use the paper and other things.
"It's a house
with a fire." The teacher asks where it is, "Right there,"
pointing.
"There's the supper," pointing to the wooden
bead.
"That's a light.
That's not going to stick together."
The teacher asks where paper can be put so it will be safe.
a piece of construction paper.
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Obser vation No.

3,

February 28, 1973

U 1
d
n P rintin g on fabric at a table with
other
L' °itells
rhilH^
?
children.
She
another child how to use the stapler.
ress hard.
Very hard." She watches the teacher aide
stapie, then watches a child staple.
She leans
elbow and watches others at the table. A stapleron her
is being
passed.
Now give me one, you give me one." She grabs for
the stapler and is allowed to take it.
She tries to staple
her fabric to the paper "frame." She has some trouble
pressing down, but does it.
When she finishes, she hands the
stapler back to the child who had it.
"You had a lot",
to the child, and then she waits to use another one.
She
leans over to watch a child who has opened the stapler.
She looks at the place where the staples are put.
Then
Lulu puts her "frame" on the shelf of the bookcase. She
takes paper, string, scissors, the paper punch and puts
them on the table.
She punches holes in the paper.
Then
she punches holes in each corner of the paper.
She threads
the string through the holes.
She cuts the string and ties
a bow.
Then she puts the paper on the shelf. She takes
another piece of paper and cuts a large piece of string.

Observation No.

4,

March 22, 1973

Lulu stands by a table playing with the leggos. Three
children use the leggo pieces, and Lulu leaves and takes
out the numbers/circles set.
She takes half of the pieces
and gives the other half to another child. Lulu tells the
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e
X
Then Lulu tells her to find
P eces
the piece W1
wi£h three circles,
t
to match the piece with the
0ri 11
L lu then kneels on the floor and
plays
Ihl P iece S/ along
^
with two other children. One child
UtS the CardS With the circles on the
'
floor
Luln
i
1
h pi ces Wlth the corresponding numbers
unde^Vh^
^ puts
t
?
under them. ?
Lulu
the
pieces away and goes back to the
table where the teacher aide sits with other
children.
They are using magnets and various metal
objects.
suggests things for one child to pick up with the Lulu
magnets.
Pick that up.
She leans on her elbows, watching the child
use the magnet.
The child leaves the magnet and Lulu picks
it up.
She tells the boy next to her to leave her alone,
after he pushes the tray with the objects.

^ thrL^

'

*

i

Observation No.

5,

May

'

1,

1973

Lulu sits reciting the alphabet for the teacher aide.
The aide prints the letters for Lulu and Lulu says the
letters as the aide is doing it. Then Lulu prints letters
under the ones that the aide has printed. The aide then
shows Lulu a spider web that is on a plant. A bug flys on
the table and Lulu squashes it with her pencil.
"You
dummy.
You cut it out, bug!" She prints her name and asks
observer if she knows what Lulu's printing says. She leaves
the table, lies on the floor, and continues printing.
She
puts her paper away, and then watches a volunteer who works
with another child.

Observation No.

6,

May 15, 1973

Lulu is the card caller in the Lotto game. When she
doesn't know the name of an object, the teacher aide tells
her, and she repeats the name.
She names an object, then
tells a child who is talking that she (Lulu) can't hear.
When her turn is up, she takes the animal lotto card, and
She talks to herself softly.
says it is her favorite card.
When the cards change, Lulu takes another animal lotto
Then Lulu asks the teacher aide what the other chilcard.
dren in the room are doing. She tells the teacher aide she
doesn't want to play anymore and goes over to the other
They are gluing wood together. She stands,
children.
She sits down and begins to glue
fingering the wood.
pieces of wood together.
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Brian Carter
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Observation No.

2,

January

9,

—

1973

Brian plays with a plastic workbench. Other children
gather around him. One asks to use it, also. Brian refuses him. Whenever one of the children picked up one
of
the pieces of the workbench, he called to the teacher.
Brian talks to the children, but won't let them use any part
of the toy.
Another child walks over to Brian grabs a part
of the toy
from Brian
"Hey, gimme 'em!
Teacher
tell him gimme 'em!" The child walks away. Brian takes
the pieces away from anyone who picks them up.
He continues
to play with the pieces, and even accepts the help from one
of the children, when the bench slips from his grip.
He
asks the child if she wants to play with it, and then gives
her the toy.
Brian asks the teacher-aide if he can play
at the water table.
He accepts help with the hook of the
smock.
He pours water from one container to another.
Then
he blows water through the pipe.
He then goes over to the
teacher, asks her to roll up his sleeves, and goes back to
the water.
The teacher brings food coloring to the table,
and Brian asks to put some in the water. He is told to
wait his turn. He takes the water color, adds two drops
(is told to add one) and then continues to pour water from

—

—

9

.
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6 YellB " No no1 " when another
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t!p
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water then
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S
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tbe f?®
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him
! iu'
tb ® smock '
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Observation No.

3,

February 27, 1973

Brian stands at the water-table blowing bubbles with
a
pipe.
He goes to the sink, takes the soap, dips the
pipe
into the water, and rubs the soap on the rim of the
pipe.
He blows bubbles, and then converses with the other
child
at the table.
He uses a cup to pour water into a sieve
that sits in the water. When the sieve is full of water,
he dips the pipe into the water and blows bubbles again.
The other child drops a plastic bottle.
Brian grabs it,
then hands it back. Then he and the other child talk about
a movie.
Brian sings to himself, and fills various containers with water. He fills a squeeze bottle, puts the
cap on it, and shakes it, holding it horizontally. Then
he squirts the water out.
He takes the cap off, and
squeezes the rest of the water out. He blows bubbles again
with the pipe. After a few moments, he fills a large
plastic bottle with water. Then he empties the bottle,
pouring the water into the sieve. He fills the bottle again,
and then empties it.
He continues this process a number of
times

Observation No.

4,

March 20, 1973

Brian stands on a chair, looking at the things on the
counter.
He holds a stick in one hand.
He gets down, goes
to a table,
leaves the stick, and then looks around the
He looks in basins, under papers, then Brian asks
room.
the teacher aide "What is that?" He climbs on a table to
look again on the shelf.
The teacher aide asks him to get
Brian
She lifts him, then puts him on the floor.
down.
walks over to the table. Looking around, he asks the
teacher at the table if he can do another paper. She reminds Brian that he has had a turn. Then Brian runs to the
bathroom, returns goes to the sink and takes a jar with
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Observation No.

April 24, 1973

5,

626 ° ranges over a pitcher. He
asks the
cut an orange for him. He squeezes the
S
r m0r
Then he WipeS his hands on his
shirfanS ask = ^°
S-® r lf he
thS nb a h
can P ain t.
She helps him
not hi,
? S
his smock on, and
p
Brian goes to another room to get the
r
S
the easel
He begins to paint and
than
then ca?i
calls 1to the E
teacher to see what he has painted.
Brian leaves to show another child where the
volunteer is,
and returns, continuing the painting. The easel
begins to
fall.
Brian calls the teacher's name repeatedly.
She tells
Brian how to fix it, and he does. When his painting is
finished, he takes it to the teacher. He gives her the
paper to be hung, and joins two other children. They talk
about the paint on his hands.

teacher^d^
acher aide to

InS

Observation No.

!:

U

6,

•

May

8,

1973

Brian sits in the chair, waiting to be "shaved" for
the seventh time (according to the volunteer!). The volunteer tells Brian he has had enough turns. He asks if he
can have his hair washed. He asks if the volunteer is
going to use shampoo. Brian lies on the counter, talks
about the warm water. After the volunteer puts the shampoo
on his hair, Brian washes his own hair. After, he sits
under the hair dryer, and says he likes the feeling of
the hair dryer.
He sits and reads a book while his hair
dries. He laughs as another child sits to have her hair
put in rollers.
Brian looks at the book and talks to himself about the pictures.

s
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Johnny Gibbs

Observation No.

1

.

December 12, 1972

Ch ld
Then he a sks me
to open a wate^color^et
he
ahelf takes a
Piece of paper and begins
„! Sln 9s
to p Tint ° He
to himself
paints a larcre licrht- ki„ q P
then 3dds black in
long scrawls. Johnny
leaves th^tahl
get a s P on 9 e
and asks where Jodi went
?
He
up a splU
asks f °r
Jodi again
and looks
£
Wbere She is
He 9° es
back tl the water colors
m ? kas sounds to himself
sings, also.
He puts
bni
ox
P
paints
away, holds paper
flat rarr j ot!
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^Too^o

m

enter s°the°room
J ° hnny leaves table
runs °ver to
the Matir ^ab?e
Ver t0 Norma who is making
°
popcoln
popcorn.
Nnr^',
v
Norma asks
another child if he wants to strina
the popcorn.
9
Johnny says "I do." He watches the
child
rn
tellS the children the popcorn is
stlinain!
they
Can
eat some later
9,
Johnny says
I~„
He s eating it.
Norma asks Johnny to sit on the floor
S
lth three other children and puts his
hand out
t! thp po
nn corn b°wl twice, and withdraws
it.
?
Johnny
turns
arnnn^
around sings boat in the river," then
changes words to
nonsensical words. He keeps singing to one child
who is
stringing popcorn. Johnny crawls over to a
table, makinq
engine noises as he rolls a "leggo" car on the
table.
Then
he walks around the bookcase, crawls back
to the popcorn
group, then goes off again, making arm movements.
He sings
while doing this
nonsensical words again. Again he returns to the popcorn group, takes a needle, thread, and a
cranberry from Norma, then puts the needle through the
cranberry, then pulls it out, drops it, picks it up, and
tries again.
"Hey, know what?" My mommie's at the doctor's."
He strings the cranberry, then takes a popcorn, drops it,
picks it up. One child says he can't do it
then Johnny
says
I can't do this."
He then takes 3 cranberries,
strings them with no problem. He takes another popcorn
Know what I'm making? I'm making it this way. Hey, mine
broke." He takes another popcorn, strings it.
"Here it
comes.
That one breaks. This stupid popcorn (twice)."
Another child repeats Johnny's last sentence. Johnny
laughs
"That one breaks."
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O bservation No

.

January 12.

2,

1

Q

71

Pl

chl dren using the styrofoam shapes.
?he children dis^
whether or not they are
friends.
To one Johnny asks
Y °!! r friend huh?"
attempts to put two pieces
He
ge
er
but
continuously
glances at other chi?dr^n
?
you stepped on minet" lro m T^ ther ° hild joins
"Hey,
P tS pieces together,
then piles them up.
He
e goes"
P
K
e
overdo
to help him.
She a sk s h?m to°t:y to do
another child
Y
“** Sa ” e
shape, adds it to the end?
He°picks th^wtele^
U
following another child. He
drops a piece bends ?? ?hcn
gets more pieces to add to the
whole piece
He pushes out
Pieces, gets more pieces. The?e are
niL
=
one, so
he takes a piece from another
child.
The child
yells at him, he puts it back. He
then takes a piecp that
no one is using.
He picks up the piece, and a piece
from
h
e st ucture falls of fHe takes the structure
5
an*r? °H
1 19 the
into the box. He hands a piece
?^ ces
from th^h^
the box !to a child
who wants it. He takes a piece
ooks for another that will fit into it.
He piles the
pieces, picks them up, then spreads them
on the floor,
thSm aC lnt ° the box
He wat ches another child
who walks
v« around
5 the
|!
area, making noises.
He pulls the
box over to himself. A few children feel
the pieces, and
play with them for a moment. Then Johnny puts
the box on
the shelf.
Johnny tells another child "come here." He
picks up a piece from the box, puts it down. He
takes
out the play plax, yells "Robin," picks up a play plax
piece, looks at it, then through it, watching the teacher
aide.
Then he walks around looking at people through the
plastic piece. He bends down, takes apart a stryofoam
structure that another child left on the floor, puts his
play plax piece in the box, and puts the box away.
'
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Observation No.

3,

February 28, 1973

Johnny walks through the door, walks over to observer
and asks me to hook his pants.
I remind him to flush, and
he runs back to the bathroom.
He enters the room, picks
up a piece of chalk, and "writes" on the board. Then he
skips over to another part of the chalk board. Then he
looks at a clock puzzle. He touches it, leaves. He
picks up a car he played with prior to trip to bathroom.
He watches other children who are stapling.
He says, "I
want to do it." The teacher aide explains that they are
making prints and stapling the prints to "frames." She
gives Johnny a choice of cloth or paper to use. He
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his paper] but the staple^won
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Observation No.

4,

April 10

,

'

6
^ workt^H^pick^up^he
P

the paper

1973

dohnn Y sits with a puzzle, which he
puts to the side
ho
e 4takes small wooden blocks from
a box next to him.
He
sings a song to himself about a duck and
a chicken.
The
puppy rubbles at Johnny's ear.
"Hey, get out of here!"
He takes pieces out of the puzzle and
puts them back.
He
PU S t 6 puzzle awa Y- After looking around the
room, he
^
u
asks where another child is, and then wanders
around,
climbing and crawling. He takes out the magnetic
fishing
wa lks to the doorway and looks at the people
p ° le
in
the hallway.
He returns to the table and then stands on
it.
The teacher aide asks Johnny if he wants the fish
that go with the pole. He doesn't. He shows the pole
to
other children and walks around with the pole, asking if
people want to go fish. He pretends to catch a fish and
bring it to the teacher. He stands on the table again.
The teacher shows him the magnetic fish. He takes them
to the 'pond."
Johnny talks to the teacher about the
things he is catching. He picks up a fish. The teacher
helps him take it off, and Johnny continues to fish.
.

*

Observation No.

5,

April 24, 1973

Johnny paints, putting the brush in the paint, then
rubbing the brush with his hands, he shows the gobs of
paint on his hands to the teacher. He wipes the paint on
the picture.
The teacher tells him to use the paint, so
he finger paints, covering the paper with paint.
Johnny
asks the teacher to paint. He calls to another child, and
asks the child if he wants some popcorn. He pretends that
popcorn is in the paint container.
"Johnny, it’s purple
now!" He tells her that a cookie is inside the container.
Then he says it is milk with peanuts.
"Now stir the peanuts around.
It's a long time stirring this.
Hey!
Look
at this one!" He asks her if she wants to do it.
She
says she wants to watch. He tells her it will be done in
He
a while.
He asks me to look at what he has made.
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shows observer all the paints
and asks observer if she
ny f th thin 9 s
J°hnny spits Into Int of
?.
the con?afners t£
S
tbe aint
teacher
to eal wilh
qL y ® She P15 buSY He Heasks estheback
9°
to
the paint
I m going to make something
and
it's
k
an
inn
+-r»
q
going to be purple, and you can eat
it."
He paints aoa
9 in
and asks the teacher if she will
come kth him
Ihe
teacher suggests that Johnny ask a child,
which he does.
-
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Observation No.

6,

May 16, 197 3

Johnny shows observer some cardboard caps
colored, then he joins two other children who that he
are using
the pencil sharpener.
He watches for a moment, then he
watches a number of children doing a project at
another
table.
He goes back to the pencil sharpener, then
walks
around the water table. He goes to the easel, paints
on
one of the caps.
He shows the caps to the teacher.
He asks
where he can put the cap with paint on it so it will be
safe.
He carries the caps around, blowing on the cap with
the paint on it.
He puts the two caps together, looks at
me, and says "hamburger 1"
Then Johnny sits at a table
where the children are going to prepare a snack. Johnny
sits and listens to the volunteer who speaks to the group.

Tiffany Holmes

Observation No.

1,

December 19, 1972

Tiffany is in the fantasy corner wearing high heels
and a hat.
She removes the hat, goes over to the phone,
sits down, and dials.
She hangs up the phone, takes the
iron to the table, pushes it back and forth a few times.
Then she goes to the stove, puts something in it, turns
knobs.
Tiffany then walks over to children who are painting.
A child on the other phone calls her, then goes up
to her.
She removes her shoes, runs half way across the
room, comes back again.
She picks up the phone, "Robin?"
(three times), then " Robin "
She hands up, puts on her
boots, goes over to the children who are painting, grabs a
wooden butterfly, runs around with it. Then she goes
back to the table, and takes another butterfly. She puts
them down and gets water and water colors. Teacher calls
to her, but Tiffany keeps on going.
Teacher then explains that other paints are to be used on the butterTiffany puts on a smock, asks teacher to hook it
flies.
She rolls up her sleeves, and paints in short,
for her.
She watches other people while doing that.
light strokes.
She
is told she doesn't need it.
She reaches for water
!

—

l
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painting the^utterf v
another one
She f

m

^ ln 9 it^ around,
on the

she finishes
tra y- and takes

s^E-ssr

se.-s:^ ^n ano ^r r

washes her hand^

Observation No.

2

,

January 17

,

1973

Tl ^ fa ny sits playing with a
puzzle.
She is
V
beer to pick up the puzzle pieces when reminded
°V£
she drops
t
Tl fan Y tells a child near her,
"Get
that
for me."
^
The volunteer
reminds her again, and Tiffany says she
"
t0 P Ck Xt UP
N ° W R° bin Can P la V With it."
t
uts
P uzzle on the shelf.
She walks to the phone,
,
picks
up the receiver and talks to the child
at the other
end.
She laughs at what the child says, hands
up, dials.
She asks the volunteer to talk on the phone.
She takes the
receiver
then goes to the fantasy corner, then back to
the phone.
She talks to the child at the other end of the
phone again.
She sits in a chair with the phone in hand,
then puts the phone on a spool next to the chair. Tiffany
joins another child in the fantasy corner.
She sits at a
table, takes a toothbrush, dips it into a "bowl," brushes
the tooth and mouth model.
She goes back to the phone,
talks for a moment, then returns to the table. She sees
another child approach the phone, runs to the phone and
says "No "
She sits in the chair, brushing the teeth,
with her other hand on the phone. Another child asks to
use the brush.
She refuses.
She leaves the phone, goes to
the stove, puts a pan on it.
Then she runs to the phone
as another child picks up the receiver, "It's minel" There
is a slight scuffle.
Tiffany wins and sits with the phone.
She then goes to the phone control and presses the buzzer
that rings the bell. The teacher reminds her not to do it
and explains that the sound is disturbing. Tiffany goes to
the phone, then to the fantasy corner.
Robin asks Tiffany
if Jodi can use the phone.
Tiffany, after using the phone
briefly, lets Jodi hold the receiver, and Tiffany dials.
Jodi asks her not to do that and explains why. Tiffany
asks why and Jodi explains it again. Tiffany takes the
receiver, dials, then holds the receiver to Jodi's ear.
Jodi puts the phone down. Tiffany picks it up, dials. Another child wants to use the phone. Tiffany refuses, pushes
his hand away from the dial.
She dials, then gives the
phone to the child.
,
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Observation No.

3,

March

6,

1973

si'SBs

'

r

b

t0
and PUtS
P
them away 'sirruns back'to°the
sin.c
11Sd
W ter t0yS int °
^e'sinkfLI^^nrthe^a^rof
h
toys from the basin She puts aA egg
beater into
intrtheV^
the water, and. asks me to "please
show."
She
th egg beater and then puts the
sieve
into
the
^,
waCr
She pours water into the sieve.
®F*
She puts a pitcher
he
and flllS lfc t0 the Very to with water,
Q^'
»
P
thprp
h
e
the be ter in the pitcher, then takes
^
it out.
out*
qh^ picks up a pipe, and blows
She
bubbles. Then
any takes the sieve out of the basin. She
tries to
empty the basin.
"Oh!"
She cannot life it.
She takes
wabe from th( ba sin, fills the pitcher after
emptying it,
f
u
and f
then
empties it, again
but in the water table.
She
pulls the pitcher back and forth in the water. She
takes
the pitcher back to the shelf, fills it half way,
and
empties it into the water table. She fills it again and
empties it again.
She fills the pitcher again, using a
measuring cup. Another child asks to use the sieve and
Tiffany says yes.
She adds more water to the table. When
she returns to the sink, the teacher tells her there is
enough water in the water table.
"All right."
She feels
her leotards and dress, realizes she is wet, and puts on
a smock.

T'
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Observation No.

4,

April

6,

1973

Tiffany pulls the ribbon on the ribbon holder, then
she takes out a face puzzle.
She puts it back.
She goes
to the table where the teacher is working with dirt and
seeds.
The teacher tells Tiffany to get a chair and sit,
which Tiffany does. Tiffany watches the teacher put a
sweet potato in water, and says she wants to do it.
Tiffany watches the teacher, looking over her shoulder,
Tiffany picks up a package of seeds and shakes it back and
forth.
She begins to open the package and the teacher
asks her to wait. Tiffany watches as each child chooses
a seed, puts it in a jar and looks at it.
She opens her
package, tells the teacher it is opened. She picks one
seed, "I got mine!" Tiffany walks to the other side of
the table, looks around and leaves the table.
Then she
beings to play with the magnets.
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Observation No.

“£ »

5

y

May

1

,

197 3
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63
She pu?s the'smock away
.^Sh^gols'and Ttl atYtab !*
V U teSr W ° r* S With tW° ° ther chi
-ldren.
Tiffany
joinl
s th
them
ii a ^ ame using color matching
Y
cards.
When
Tiffany has two cards that match, she
laughs excitedly.

L«

Observation No.

6

,

May 17, 1973

Tiffany has an apron on and stands looking
out the
window.
She removes the apron and walks around the
room.
s he goes to the book area and takes
out a book.
She sits
next to her mother who reads a story to two
children.
Tiffany asks her mother to read a book she has
picked out.
Her mother begins to read the book, and Tiffany
goes to
the book shelf and gets another book. While her
mother
reads, Tiffany talks to another child.
She starts to
leave the book area and her mother reminds her to put
away her book.
She goes to a table where a volunteer does
hand prints. Tiffany sits to do a print, and the volunteer
traces around her hand.
Dennis Lyons

Observation No.

1,

December

5,

1972

Dennis fingers puzzle, watching another child, he does
house puzzle readily, then goes over to group at table doing "leggo." Dennis leaves puzzle with Barry, has to be
reminded to put puzzle away before rejoining group. Three
children and teacher at table -- Dennis engrossed with
"leggo" blocks.
He has trouble putting blocks together
"Hey, how do you snap these?" to teacher.
Asks teacher how
she made an object.
He tries it
"Hey, I made it!"
Looks
at teacher's again
"Yeah, yours is a house." Dennis
takes what he built with leggos over to another table to
show two boys.
He then runs back to table and announces
"I'm trying to make something." He is very interested in
what he is doing with the leggos. While he is building, he
directs all his comments and observations to the teacher.
"Hey, I can't get this," then pulls pieces apart with
Someone hums
teeth.
"Hey, look at what I made" (twice)
part of "Old MacDonald"
Dennis makes horse sound
neighing.
Looks at teacher's car, wants to make one like
some"Hey, guys
hers.
He turns to child next to him
thing on floor" (a leggo piece). He turns back, does not

—

—

—
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—
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k t
0r d0es otfler child) .
“Hey, know what this
"
is?
fa?
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r
A
far
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with teacher about what she is
..
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makmg and laughs at what he is doing with
leggos.
Veran9 W " th °" e ° hila who suesles
what
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H
n
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"IM1
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e
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rS h
Teacher answers him
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t
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for teacher to see
"Guess what it is!
A swimming pool!" Sees a piece that he wants,
asks teacher
1,1
hose -"
can’t find one,” but does not
attfmnt to
to"?look
°v ^
attempt
for one.
Accepts statement from teacher
that there may only be one of that particular
piece.
(
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Observation No.

2,

-

—

January 16, 1973

Dennis takes the magic markers and paper to a table.
Another child asks if Dennis wants to play 'hot rod cars.'
"In a minute."
He uses two markers, alternately.
"Jodi,
Norma, this is my picture." Teacher aide asks Dennis to
tell her about the picture.
"It's a snake making footsteps." He asks if something he has "written" on the
paper spells "Dennis." The teacher aide writes his name,
and hangs up the picture.
Dennis puts the markers back in
the container, leaves the container on the table. Dennis
runs across the room to crouch under a table in the fantasy
corner, where two children are playing.
"Did I scare ya?"
He pulls off the table cloth, then climbs on the stove.
He bends his knees under his body.
"I'm a turkey l" He
makes noises to himself, walks over to the cars, takes one
pushes car along the floor, making noises. Then he crashes
the car into a child.
To the child -- "push the mop and
get me." He pushes the car around the room. The teacher
aide reminds Dennis to use the car on the rug. He pushes
the car on the floor again.
He then climbs on the stove,
car in hand.
He pulls the table cloth off the table again.
(It had just been replaced.)
The child at the table yells
at Dennis.
He says he won't do it again.
She says
"You're my hon."
"Uh huh I" from Dennis.
He leaves the car
on the floor, takes the leggos out. He puts the leggo container on the floor, rummages through the pieces, leaves
the leggo, and joins the teacher aide with a child, who
are counting dots on rubber squares. He wanders away, goes
to a volunteer and says "I'm looking for one of these
things.
Someone stole it. A big one, like these two."
He leaves, goes to the fantasy corner, takes a pocket book
off the hook.
He looks inside it, then leaves it on a
spool.
He plays with the box with latches, then walks
over to the book corner. He kneels down, makes growling
noises, with hands raised in the air. Another child yells

.
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monster!" Dennis walks over to the
hp
child
P h°ne off the hook, leaves the phonl In
It
He
e
r,?1
in S the bells P resses buzzers,
^
?
yells "You?
hnne 1S rin 9 ln<3< Bradl" He
ph
* D
keeps pressing
11 ri 9
He ® tands pressing buzzers, turning
knohe
«
?
u
laughs
when a child at one phone makes funny
no?=»4
u
noises.
He attempts to speak with the control.
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Observation No.

L

'

3,

March

2,

1973

<neels on the bench, bending over the container
that holds the "Dr." materials. He takes the
stethoscope,
runs to the fantasy area and asks the children
there who
wants a shot. He climbs on top of the stove, asks the
teacher, who is in the block area, to remove something
from the needle, which he has already attempted to do. He
asks for help again. A child tells Dennis that he wants a
shot.
Dennis gives it to him, then goes to the phone in
the fantasy area.
"There's a Dr. here. Will you come over
here, please?"
Dennis walks around with the phone in his
hand.
He then takes the phone back to the fantasy area.
He wanders around the room, the stethoscope still around
his neck, also carrying the needle and the phone. Dennis
runs back to the container with the Dr. materials, and
takes another needle. Dennis follows another child who
goes to the bubbler for water. Dennis attempts to get
water from the bubbler
and then succeeds. He tells
the teacher aide what he has done.
Dennis shows the needle
to me.
He tips the needle, watching the water go back and
forth.
I tell him about the air bubble.
He shows it to
the teacher aide and the teacher.
He goes to the bubbler
to get more water.
He runs across the room, jumps over the
spool, singing "Batman
Dennis briefly looks at a
book, then goes back to the bubbler to fill the needle
again
J

—
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Observation No.

4,

March 28, 1973

Dennis shows observer a puzzle he and another child
have done.
Dennis takes out the car puzzle, and "drives"
the cars around, making engine noises, and he talks to himHe says this as
"He gets stuck in his car place."
self.
He
puzzle.
the
place
in
in
its
he puts each car upright
car
is
each
pow,"
as
asks observer to look, then, "pow,
returned to its place. Dennis gets the pegs and board,
and says he is going to make roads. He asks observer what
the name is of one car, then he puts two parallel lines of
pegs, drives the cars on the "road." He takes out another
car and asks what the name is. He asks observer the names
of all the cars he removes from the puzzle. He lines the
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vehicles

He ™ akes a road next to the
first one
pegs awa y ln a container and
puts the board
° enniS aSkS ° bserver the namel
of the other

Observation No.
??f

5,

April 26

,

‘

1973

n 1S pl ys
Y ith the car puzzle. He asks the teacher
=
puzzlf piece
would go in a particular place. He
f her
eS
aSk

about ® ach Puzzle piece, and then
£
her the cars are parking in the driveway.
He leaves
the puzzle, makes faces at another child,
and runs around
the room, laughing at the antics of another
child.
Dennis
gets a piece of clay and throws it at the other
child.
He
returns to the puzzle, calls to the teacher to help
him
find a puzzle piece.
He grabs the wheelbarrow and runs
around the room with it. Then he puts a jacket on, and
wheels the barrow again. Dennis tells the teacher that
a
puzzle piece is missing. He wheels the barrow with a book
over to the book case, and puts the book away. He
changes the jacket for a shirt, wheels the barrow around
some more.
He sings occasionally to himself, then removes
the shirt, then pushes the barrow.
He stops, looks at the
Spring Peeper. He goes back to the wheelbarrow. He wheels
it to the bathroom and back, lifts a rake and puts it near
observer's face, and wheels the barrow around.

m

Observation No.

6,

May 15, 1973

Dennis holds a card to the lotto game. The teacher
aide reminds Dennis to listen so he will hear the name of
the objects as they are called out.
Dennis holds all the
cards, rather than putting them on the lotto card. When
another child has a turn calling the cards, Dennis tells
the boy that it is D.'s turn.
The teacher aide tells Dennis
he needs to listen and play if he wants to have a turn
calling cards. Dennis then puts his cards on the lotto
card.
Then he hides the cards under his hands. Dennis
yells because he is handed another lotto card and he wants
the one he had.
Sam Morrison

Observation No.

1,

December 14, 1972

—

Sam attempts to get cap off magic marker -- cannot
and hands it wordlessly to a nearby volunteer. He presses
He glances
the marker down, seems intent on the stenciling.
at another child who is also stenciling, then goes back to
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paper " Th
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ules
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taking
turns are
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h» goes back
explained.
He
to his stencil, but glances at
various volunteers with the children they
walk with
then puts away magic markers, paper in
box.
He goes
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over
to th e puzzles, removes the car puzzle
and takes it to a
Teache r aide then reminds Sam to put away clay,
u- u
which
he used prior to the stencil.
He does so
puzzle with him. He takes puzzle back to table, takinq
leaves
it there and goes over to a table which
has spools stacked
on it.
Sam climbs on spools, then goes over to a phone
on the bookcase.
He picks up the receiver -- listens
another child talk. Sam says hello to a child, waves, toand
tells her he's talking to the doctor. He smiles, then
hangs up phone, and goes back to spools. Sam stacks up
three spools, then goes back to phone, grabs the receiver
from another child, and refuses to give it back. The other
child asks for the phone.
"This is the fireman's phone,"
but does not talk into receiver. He begins to climb back
on spool, still holding receiver to his ear. The child
puts his hand on the wire.
Sam removes it, saying "leave
go of the wire.
The doctor ain't going to come and help
us."
He holds the receiver, goes over to puzzle left on
table, touches it, goes back to the phone.
He then
leaves the phone, climbs on top of two spools, bends over
to pick up a third, then drops it.
He steps down, makes
clucking sounds. Sam picks up the receiver and says
"Cops, you ain't going to get us."

Observation No.

2,

January 30, 1973

Sam sits at a table with a car, making engine sounds.
He fantasizes about the car, the emergency brake, the
"cops." He runs the car up and down the table. The
teacher sits at the table with another child. Sam leans
over to listen to them. He plays with his car again, and
says the car is going over a bump.
He lifts car into the
air, then runs the car up the back and over the head of
another child. He and the child take the pieces from the
car and truck puzzle, and run them over the table top, then
"Over the
the boys pushed them over the edge of the table.
bank." Sam then plays with the car by himself. The teacher
Sam
is reading a story to the other child at the table.
occasionally pauses to listen. Then he is interested in

'
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Obser vation No.

3

March

f

8,

1974

Slts at a ta ^le with the teacher
and other
Wel1 " oard " for the teacher SdS. chilwaters
me3sa 9 e then he scribbles with
the magic
marxer.
marker ^San^te-n
y
Sam tells another child what he
„ T
Hn^nr,
a Plcture for Notma "
The children are givln
niece
W1
P e
draWn bOUndaries for each 9 c h!?d?
Sam
scr?bbles on h
his ' th
announces he is all done. He puts
awav the magic markers and
away
takes out a puzzle. He takes
P
blS a
he other end ?f th^ room. He
doLs no?
not linLh
flnish the puzzle, but puts it back
mu
on the shelf
The teacher reminds him to finish
the puzzle.
He savshf’
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0t er
and then takes two Puzzles to
°
the table.
taMe
m£ teacher
t
The
follows with the unfinished nuzzle
t
tab e
She talks to Sam about
body
nuzz ?fhV S °a 0an9
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She
aSkS him to try to f t nis h the first
puzzle.
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by removing the pieces that are piled
on the puzzle board.
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Observation No.

4,

‘

^

March 28, 1973

Sam removes his smock. He dries his hands, glances
around the room. He goes to a group at one table and
asks
the teacher aide to roll down his shirt sleeves.
He goes
to a group on the floor and knocks down some playplax.
He
begins the letter block puzzles. He watches the other children look though the playplax. He picks up two pieces
and
looks around the room.
"I'm gonna take a picture of you."
A child that he says that to chases him around the room.
Sam falls and the playplax falls to the floor. He gets
more playplax and begins to build with them. He reaches
for more pieces and knocks down another child's structure.
The teacher talks to him about how his behavior is affecting other children.
She shows him other wood building
shapes.
He tells her he has already done those.
Sam
takes out the rubber squares with numbers and circles.
He tells the teacher he wants to play with them.
He picks
up a stick, pushes it along the floor, calling "Fox,
Fox," Then the teacher tells Sam she is ready to do the
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rubber squares and numbers
with him.
do with them.

Obser vation No.

5

t

April 26

S’

,

He tells her what to

1973

S
the Spring Peeper for a moment.
Then he
takes an b3 t PUZZle out
He
stan
<3s some of the pieces
MO
Sh
u
lcyole P iece around the other
ieces.
pieces
^He
He
trie^t^h
^
p
tries to balance
one puzzle piece on ton of
another
He pushes the bicycle around the
table and tells
ea
r a
ut " someone falling off the bike and
^®
^°
!r
cryina
I*
Sam ta ls the teacher about some puzzle
,
pieces
and
?;
l?
zle
He goes over to a child who is
p
painting and Sam then paints on the easel. The
child at
the easel tells him to only paint on
paper.
Then Sam
pamts on her paper. She tells him to stop. Sam tells
the teacher aide he wants to play in the
water table. Then
he asks the teacher.
He is told that there is no water
play that day. Then the home school coordinator
tells Sam
it is time to go to the dentist.
He washes his hands and
brushes his teeth.
-

^

Observation No.

6

,

*

.

May 16, 1973

Sam staples a piece of paper, which has a drawing on it.
He hits the stapler hard and laughs.
The teacher reminds
Sam to use it carefully, with two hands. He pushes down
with two hands. The staple falls on its side. He tries
again, succeeds.
He staples for a few moments, and puts
his paper away.
He goes to a table, looks at the lotto
cards on it, then goes over to the battery /bell hook up.
He looks around, finds a piece of wood with a string tied
around it. He talks to himself while swinging it around.
The string comes off the wood. He asks his mother, who is
substituting, to tie it for him. He swings it again, "See
my fish?" He walks around the room, pulling the stick on
the floor.
His mother reminds Sam to put it away, when
he leaves it lying on the floor.
He puts it away, then
goes to the water table, after his mother suggests it to
He plays with a bottle filled with water, then uses
him.
a funnel and a cup.
Brad Mooney

Observation No.

1,

December

8,

1972

Brad takes blocks out of dish rack, and methodically
one at a time
piles them into the stove. Another
child puts his foot on one of the blocks, saying "I'm the

—

—
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Si

a * few times,

then goes to get more blocks, talkinq
and
Sel
C PS handS ' after uttin blocks
P
9
into
dish rack. He
intrdish°rack
H; then
t-h®
lies on floor to watch another
bl ° Ck table
Y
Boss Y chi1 ^ yells "it’s
ready*
ready!
Brad runs over to table, helps
set it.
He reV
bl
r ° m the Stove
uts it on the table, sits
P
at hn<^
OSS Cblld s command and pretends to eat,
gnawing on
ings lsh rack over to table, begins putting
hlnti*
f
blocks in the rack,
claps two blocks together. Bossy child
t ° Pl t in StOVe
before she puts it in! Brad
tells her it won ? t fit. A few blocks fall
on the floor
he .Laughs, jumps, says "I broke my thing."
He
and watches other kids. He takes a hat, puts folds hands
it on,
takes it off
then goes over to box with doors, latches.
Bossy child says "supper's ready." Brad keeps box
in hand,
goes over to table, watches another child play with
plate
and toothbrush.
Brad begins to play with doors and latches.
He continues while four other children continue to fantasize about eating.
Brad has a verbal exchange with
child about cards. They talk about using the cards
as money.
"I can buy a car," says Brad excitedly.
He
accepts plate and fork from other child. Pours water from
Watches child boss other child. Brad
P a il into plate.
watches second child to see what he does, as bossy child
begins to push.
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Observation No.

2,

January 10, 1973

Brad talks in a falsetto voice -- "Hey, please don't
do that to me." He steps on a stool, jumps off -- "Hey,
I'm an alligator!" He and two other children exchange
growling, snarling noises. He watches the same two children build with the leggos
He makes nonsensical noises
flaps his ears with hands, and kicks legs up and down on
floor.
He repeats this.
Then he wordlessly watches the
other two.
Suddenly
"Hey will you build me a car?"
Then, when one child says "no," Brad asks why.
He talks
to the same child about the leggos, but does not pick
them up.
"I don't want a big one.
Where's my garage?"
The child tells Brad that he must say thank you before
the child will build a car for him.
He (Brad) watches
the other boy, and laughs at some of the things he does.
Then he laughs,
Something is dropped
"Oh" from Brad.
picks up the piece, and puts it on top of the structure.
The first child says "Hey, dumdum, put it over here."
Brad laughs and says "What's going on?" The child
.

—
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Brad
he shakes his hand.
Brad backs away from the
other child who rams his car again.

Observation No.

3,

February 14, 1973

Brad walks around the room making noises. He sits in
the rocking chair, makes it slide forward, make an "rrrrr"
sound.
He picks up a piece of string, "This is my whip."
He lassos a child, then lets go.
He follows the child,
the child runs.
The child tells the teacher that Brad is
chasing him. The teacher asks Brad to put away dishes he
used but did not put away. Brad does not put away dishes,
but races around, swinging the string. He plops down on
the mattress, where a puppy plays.
Then Brad gets up, goes
and picks up a plastic dog. He gives the "dog" to the
puppy, and makes dog sounds. Then Brad runs with the
string in front of the puppy. He begins to walk, and then
kneels on the floor, making soft barking sounds to the
puppy.
He plays with the plastic dog when the puppy walks
away.
Brad asks the teacher aide substitute to tie the
string around the plastic dog's neck. She shows him how
to tie, having him hold the string while she shows him
what to do with his hands. He then asks her to make a
leash which she does. He puts the dog on the floor, pulls
it along, making barking sounds.
He sits on a stool in
the fantasy corner, chatting to another child.
Then he
gets up, walks the dog again.
"This dog won't stand up.
Stand up dog " He walks dog over to another table where
a child sits doing a puzzle, "Can I play with ya?"
He
pauses, then puts a piece in the puzzle. Two children
disrupt the table, and Brad walks back to the fantasy area.
The child there pushes him.
He makes a screeching sound.
She pushes him, steps on his foot. He screams, then
walks away, with the dog, turns around goes back. Then
he says "Ding dong," child "opens door," pulls at the
1

!
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Obser vation No.

^hinds^'

’

March 21, 1973

4,

Brad stands by the table,
foldinq two naDers
hp
ray ° n and mak6S 3 mark on the
top
paper.
Then
he°folds the
e paper
The y don,t stay folded so he tries
r^iT°
ru
rolling them
They unroll. He gets glue and
applies ?t
fc
Then he sticks the second paper
to ?he firs?
He Ef**
1P S °me glue ° n the seoond piece °f
paper
he
!, paper
appl
each time.
?he pioers donV?i y ltogether. He i' in ?
puts
them
in
the
u
oaLr take-home
hS
box.
He gets another piece of paper and
^ £
™ ak ®? lln
of ^lue, horizontally, vertically,
and diagmu
onally
Then
he folds the paper over and over,
pressing firmly each time. He takes a crayon, lengthwise
makes a
few marks, and puts the paper away.
Brad takes another
piece of paper, gets the magic markers,
and makes lines
around the paper, up, down, and across. He
turns the
paper over, holds it vertically, and draws a figure.
He
turns the paper over, and draws another figure.
He glances
over to the fish tank, where most of the children
have
gathered.
Brad continues to draw, glancing occasionally
at the children.
He remains at the table and continues
to draw.
'
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Observation No.

5,

April 27, 1973

Brad wears one fire hat and carries another. He walks
around with the hat in his hand and then puts it on the
dog's head.
He laughs and calls to his friends to look
at the dog.
He points to the dog and laughs again.
He
goes over to a table where people are doing vegetable
prints.
Brad says, "This is my place." Then he leaves,
goes to another table and watches the people there. Brad
runs after the dog and then he and a friend run around
the room, then out of the room and back again. They roll
on the floor, run again. The teacher reminds them to stay
in one place and play fireman.
Brad and the other child
take out a toy iron, throw it on the floor, and then Brad
makes spraying noises. There is water on the floor in one
area.
Brad has boots on and goes and stamps around in
the water.
He gets a shovel and pushes the water around.
He gets a whistle, which he blows while walking around the
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m

e
S t0 th
Ug near the ir °n and
the ;eaoher aid£ m
“ P \£
the water
He walks around making
noises watchina n?h
,
People.
Brad helps the teacher
aidlcarrv
S
mopped-up water to the sink. Then
=ne
he waiKs
walks aro^/»
around again
making a siren noise.
'

-

Observation No.

6,

May

8,

197 3

Brad

nd another child make a teeter totter out
of
m?
They rock back and forth. Brad saying
"teeter,
totter, teoter, totter." The other child
leaves and Brad
burlds his own. He talks to himself about the
things he
is building; the teeter totter, an airplane,
a car.
He
makes sounds as he is playing. Then he builds a
structure
and calls it a boat.
"I'm on a boat, I'm on a boatl" Another child asks Brad what he is doing. He laughs, fools
around, and knocks over his structure. He watches another
child, then returns to his blocks.
ki
i,
biocks.

Della Moser

Observation No.

1,

December 12, 1972

Della sits painting with water colors. She swirls
the paint around.
The paper is 3/4 covered.
She continues
painting, making gutteral sounds, swirls on more paint,
in a circular motion.
She paints, but watches the teacher
aide.
Then Della holds up the paper to me and says
"isn't this pretty?" She asks me to put her name on the
paper
reminds me what her name is. Then she decides
to paint again, "Hey, that doggy is in herel"
She
watches me let the dogs out. After I close the door,
she says "shut it tight."
She puts away the paint set
and water.
"Here
my name again, Della. There we go
now.
I'll put it away to dry." Della goes over to the
popcorn group, asks twice if she can do some. Della takes
the needle, thread, popcorn, and cranberry from the teacher
aide, and strings the popcorn.
"That looks pretty," to the
teacher aide. Della then says she can't do it, but continues to string the popcorn.
"I got one, did you see it?"
These are decorations for the tree. You can't put these
Who put the cranberry in?"
in your mouth.
I can't do it.
"Oh"
when teacher aide replies that she did. "See, I
got one. You'd better be careful" (to another child).
She turns to
"Wow, I pricked myself up right there."
I reply that I don't.
me, and asks if I want to do some.
They don't feel like
"Well, do you want to watch.
they're hot. Hey, yours is pretty" (to teacher aide).
as
First we have to decorate that"
"I'm beatin' you.

—

—

—

—
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she points to some greens
n T
in a -iaralm st done
see?"
She hands he? strina tn lhl\
?
aide and tells
her to hang Della's strincr^un /hnf
sh
eeps it).
Another
child goes to Della asks 9 he? if
her lf she ®.
llkes
the
child's
string
Dell*
1011
Child
She
then Lids i crenblrryLn^rontLf
n fron *- °f me and declares
^
that
is "rouahv "
it
qy, Q +-u
nn Un
herS
is
almost
done!
She s?icks‘herse!f aaain ? °r
'
all done.”
1,U
she holdl the string 'up to
"ml -“"rfaii
Strin
the^teacher aide.™ ?hen
till’ s?ts
S
hands through
the popcorn/ "Do/t?"°Lom°thA !i Unn g
the teacher aide.
"That's
for snack - n „i? C ° ntlnUes
and
the
teacher
aide
removes tAe bow/

^
,

^

^

»

'

'

“

'

Obser vation No.

2,

January 16

1973

,

Della picks up the receiver when the
phone rings
She
drops the receiver on the floor, runs
to the chifd wL is
h
n
co trol ‘. she runs back to the phone,
says
!?
"I'm a
e So°
^
monster,
putting her hands to her eyes. She walks
glancing at a volunteer and a child. She
stands by the
child, watching.
The phone rings.
She runs to the ret le P kone "
She hangs up the receiver,
rnn^arr
runs across the room to the other phone.
She tells the boy
who is using the phone to go to the phone she was
Then she goes to the fantasy corner. She picks up using.
a mirror,
but watches other children. She puts the mirror
down,
picks up a knife and begins to saw the edge of the bookcase.
Another child tells Della she can't do that. "Yes, I
can!", and she continues.
She walks to the phone, picks
up the receiver, puts it down.
Then she dials.
She sits
on a spool, listening to the noises made by other children.
She yells "police, police!"
"Brad, get on this phonel"
She stares at him as he walks toward her, playing "monster."
He goes away.
The phone is ringing, but Della dials.
"The
phones are ringing!" She throws her hands up in the air,
"Someone's ringing the phones." "I'll ring the phone."
She walks to the control, which is being used by another
child.
They share the controls, switching every few minutes
from side to side. Della repeatedly presses the buzzer
that makes the phone ring. The other child leaves the controls for a minute, returns and begins to press the buzzer.
Della slaps her hand
"stoppit!" Then Della continues
to press the bell buzzer.

^

•

*

—

Observation No.

3,

March

3,

1973

Della sits water coloring. Her paper has a large
purple circle in the middle, with smaller circles of various
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ng
e clrole
sh e hums and talks
self
"Jod? T'
ma £ ng some dots -" She asks the to herteacher
to make hm
the paper.
she paints again, talking
to herself
?
S t0
atch the other children, then
she qolsS back to er Pointing.
She continues to hum to
herse?f then ^looks
£ up at the
teacher
aide, and says,
"T madf'
pretty big dot, didn't I?" The teacher
aide
ask,
tell about her picture.
Della
explains
about°the
dot
about
the dots,
and asks if teacher aide wants her to
make
he teacher aide explains to Della the
reason^
?T
h
Wat6r in thS jar WhiGh Della used to
u
llStens then "Yuckl" Another
child
the ta le Wlth letter blocks.
Della watches
th^^hfi’d
^ names
e child play and, she
random letters. Then Della
asks the teacher aide to watch her.
She picks up
block then gives it back to the child. When the a letter
child
announces he is done with the blocks, Della says she
wants
to play with them.
The teacher aide reminds Della to put
she has used.
Della watches another
child who came to the table. She shows him her picture
then says pretty, ain't it?" She hangs it up, and puts
everything away. The teacher aide reminds her to clean
the table, too, so Della gets a sponge.
"There, O.K.?"
She picks up the corn meal container, puts it on the
table and begins to spoon the corn meal. Then she picks
up two spoons. And, then, to another child, "ha, ha,
I've got three, ha, ha." She repeats this.
-

mL"

^
w"

J

'

'

^

Observation No.

'

4,

March 30, 1973

Della sits next to a child who is water painting.
"I
can have this after you. Right?" The child says no. Della
fingers the paint box.
She also watches another child who
paints.
She tells another child she is going to have the
paint after Brad. Della sticks her fingers into the
paint.
Then she dabs her fingers on Brad's paper. She
asks if she can paint again, and takes the paint box away
from Brad.
The teacher asks Della to let Brad clean up
his things.
Next there is a discussion about who uses the
paint box. Della is told that it is another child's turn.
Della says she is going to throw the paint away. She is
reminded that she can use the paint after Della. She sits
with her head in her hand, staring at the children who are
"I'm telling
She stares at the paint box.
painting.
He's painting that!" She holds her head in her
Jodi.
hands, again staring.

Observation No.

5,

May 10, 1973

Della watches another child who is having her hair

^
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*

puta
»»
another chUdVfa"e
one watches him spread
“J*
it
on
one
fhon
ch^oV
ov,
cneeK, then she spreads it on the n-t-h^rcv^
”
?
:
*

““she^c^i

'

,

t

Si

i

U

tK^ v"

L'~'

—vr

S1
& he puts shavin
9 cream on her
?
The
The'ohiia
=h
child shaves
her, puts after shave on her face
to ut nai1 Polish on the other
child, but
ld sh< cai ?
Delia goes to the cabinet, looks for
?
f.
J, n
1 f±nd
She gStS paper
aide 'tSke* aglC markers and scissors,from the teacher
and goes to the
IttiL
at !?
* person and colors it with the magic
markers

tace.
face

^

.

^

Observation No.

6

,

May 17, 1973

Della sits with a volunteer and other children,
playing a concentration game with name cards.
Della takes
her turn, and does not find two that match.
She asks
observer why she uses such a large pen, then takes her
turn again.
She does not find two that match.
She picks
U P the same cards each turn.
Della moves over, says to
the child next to her, "I'm sitting next to your mother."
Della takes another turn and finds two that match. She
tells another child to sit down.
She then says she wants
to do a paper.
She gets a piece of paper and scissors.
She cuts a small piece of paper. The teacher aide shows
her how to fold paper, then cut it. Della cuts with
guidance from the teacher aide. She smiles at what she
has cut.
She asks to do another one, and does.
Then
Della tells the teacher aide to look at her shape.

Susan Peterson

Observation No.

1,

December 15, 1972

Susan sits by phone, lifts receiver, smiles when phone
rings.
She asks observer to come hear voice
she tells
her that she is busy writing.
She looks to child at end
of room, who is using other phone.
She doesn't say anything,
puts down the receiver.
She then holds receiver with
both hands, smiling, lifts it when it rings
"Hi, that's
"I had
for me, Della." Other child reaches for phone
"Be quiet!"
it first!", and Susan dials many numbers.
She converses with other child, then dials numbers again.
"Be quiet!", hangs up, dials again, presses down receiver
"When you press this you can't hear a sound."
button.
She listens for a while,
"Hi, hi."
She dials again

—

—

—
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then dials acrain — — "h-j
PS ”7'" hands re =eiver to
Della, then takes it back
d^a? again
"
8t »PPit f Dennis,
Dennis
Dennis (five timeslb
9S UP
He won,t 9 et
off, will he?”
Other child iikp?
„
sks t0 use P hone
won't let her use it
Susan
q 11Qa
Up again ’
are you there?” She ' turns
"Dennis
3 baok to where he
is
standing.
"Dennis?”
a
? 3 ag ln
but recei «>r is
down.
"Brad?" Dennis
?
i

-

'

‘

«

.

•

'

"

D^n 1 1

£S

,

^nl^
talk

receiver ‘to

s

9

She d ials, does not talk

*

?

-s
ss
— qiacrles — K „
??

1

DelC^^hen^f^o.K?! ?^

Obser vation No.

2,

63

me ta^k.”^

January 17, 1974

Susan sits at a table with a container
of cornmeal
e
rnmea int °, a oardboard tube. Another
'child
asks Susan if he
asks^Ssan
he° can play.
^
"No more."
"When
we
are
done"
she picks up a sieve, holds it in
front of her face loSks
he 01 ® 8 at me
She
asks
me what I,m writing.
I?
The°rh?iJ
1
aSkS
USan
when
she
wil1
be done
she does^ot
?
rPQnoni ?for a minute.
respond
Then she says, "I'm done." She
6
er
the water colors picks up a set, then
puts
eS goes over to
down
it down.
She
the teacher, who is near the
rea
Susan has a dish in her hand.
She wants to
f
wash dishes
but another child has not finished with the
dishes, yet.
The teacher asks Susan to join her and the
chiid.
Susan pouts, refuses, and walks away. She goes to
the sink, stands watching the people in the
house-keeping
area.
Susan stays at the sink, and washes the sink with a
sponge and cleaning powder.
She washes and rinses the sink
twice, then dries her hands and gets a drink.
Susan walks
to the table where the teacher and other children are preparing to cook something.
"Can I make it, too?"
She
climbs on the table, picks up the bowl, puts it down. The
teacher asks the children to wash their hands. Susan runs
to sink, washes her hands, runs back, swinging her arms.
Another child asks if he can help, too.
"You have to
wash your hands, Robin," from Susan. The teacher asks
them what they are making. After some thought, Susan replies, "muffins." She reminds another child to wash hands.
She helps push the foil into the muffin pans. A child looking on asks Susan to show him how to put the foil in the
pan.
She agrees to, and does.

—
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O bservation No.

3,

March

7

,

1974

The childrerwround he? 3 mea ?V ring s P°°n in her
cookies wit h the
teacher aide (substitute)
a9 the large b °«l in
front of her. The teache?
£ Susan
„
SkS
lf she will get
a fork from the
kitchen
Susan
She and anothe r
child talk to the teacher aide =>k
differences between white and brow? s a
he
ps
measure the brown
sugar.
She pours it into the how?
i
StlrS the 3ugar
Susan watches other children take i
SU
S e
g
" 8 ° n the t3 "^' watching?
Then sSe
askri? ; he c
63
3ld
explains
that
the others ha?e not“had'a
?
turr?

hand.

'

I

^

2s

^

measuring cup, while the^ide
measurefpeanu^butter
s
e p
utter into the bow1 2S

LTuc ^hiS

do

Observation No.

4,

?"

'

a

March 30/ 1973

Susan si ts on the floor with the teacher.
,,
She tell*?
the
teacher about a card game that she wants
to
play.
The
teacher asks Susan if another child can
play.
Susan
savs
6
P ay
game ““ (sla P 3 ack?).
The teacher gets
all the cards
H
Susan
suggests
they
play
tiz
the teacher s request, Susan allows the another game. At
other child to
Susan ex Piains the rules to the other child,
p ay
and
;e
Si
ls him what to do
The game is resumed.
The other
^
v^i^
child is out of cards. The teacher suggests that
the child
be given cards and another chance to play.
Susan agrees.
Another child asks to play. Susan tells the child they
are all done and it is time to clean up.

L

.

^

*

Observation No.

5,

May 11, 1973

Susan "shaves" one of the children.
She wipes his
face with a towel, then puts after shave lotion on him.
Then another child sits for a shave. Susan puts the shaving cream on the child's face, then shaves her and wipes
her face.
Susan puts the lotion on the child's face and
also puts some on the volunteer's face. Susan lets another child shave the volunteer. She wipes her hands and
plays with the shaving lotion.
She comes over to observer,
watches her write, goes back to the lotion and puts it on
a child.
She plays with some beads that are on a shelf and
then sponges the shelf.
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Obse rvation No,

6

f

SUS

globe

S

May 17

,

h

1973
r

lLlouches thr g!obe af ifif'

Ha*:

l0 °* in9 at the

ESH,

It around for a few moments.
9
She leaves and goes to a
table where children are doing
a
She
stands watching then sits with tracing project
hands folded?
She runs to
get some wooden animals, but a
volunteer gets them first
StandS y tl e teacher aide and
watches her. Then
?
^
and
nS the teacher and another child,
who
ar^
4.^°i
are working with
batteries.
She sits and listens.
,

.

Robin Shaffer

Observation No.

1,

December

7,

1972

bl puts
ha ^ on MI found a hat." Makes funny
.^
«™,nrfe°
2 accidently
sounds.
He
breaks a macaroni piece from his
n
aCe p: cks Pieces up.
He then goes over to another
^^i who
u
child,
is standing near stove.
Robin puts hat away,
then puts hat in the oven. He takes hat out, munches
Turns knobs on stove, makes hissing sounds. He climbs it.
on
stove.
One other child says "it's time to go out." Robin
replies, "no, it ain't." He moves legs to side of stove
so the child can open the stove door.
Robin watches anchild join the first, and then watches them both put
fhi*^9S iu the stove.
Robin turns knobs, takes a box out
of the stove, puts box down, then climbs on stove. Then
he walks on the block table, and is followed by another
child.
One child tells Robin "get in there (stove)."
Robin just looks at child, does not respond. Teacher aide
tells Robin and another child to keep off stove. Robin
gets back up on stove. The other child pulls Robin's shirt
Robin says "leggo," twice, then runs around the room. He
pays no attention to teacher aide. He goes back to stove
runs around, making hissing noise. Teacher aide yells
"it's not the time or place to run." Robin runs over to
the steps in front of sink, jumps down, shuffles over to
books. Another child is by books
after he takes a book,
Robin takes one. Teacher aide tells Robin to pick up before he can read.
Robin carries book with him over to
toys, but does not pick up anything other than a scrap of
paper on the floor. He takes book over to mattress, lies
down to read. He is then reminded by teacher aide to pick
up again.
He wanders off, fingering his macaroni necklace.
He goes over to Mother-Volunteer, asks her to hang up his
necklace. He wanders over to "house puzzle," takes it out,
then puts it back. The pieces fall out when he puts it
'

.

|-
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d
Robin'goes back
y- at first.
t^tove^nnouAces^”e t fficult
He closes oven door,
goln
9 to cook.”
turns knnhc P retends
S®
to
thing out of P
eat
somepan which isS on t
f
got to get my neck5!ace,»
S
S
goes ^er tf?r!:
h
teacher
ai <*e and asks
her to get it for him
He n,n- c necklace on,
goes over to
two children looks at
*-u
OVer t0 anoth
Child, "want'to go to my
hoise?”"
9
both watch 2 children fiddle
St° Ve
with knob S ° Robing
hl
then
is°a knife ?” Another
Want a ."^<"
'

^

-

'

chiwlt"?^

*

“%>£*<££

^

^

mother.
Robin says "I 'm^he^urke^'^turns^^h^
kn ° bS °" 3t° Ve
climbs in, and says again,
"I’m the'turkey »

Observation No.

2,

January 10

'

1973

f

in

h a .P lastic workbench.
He holds out
saiK^ ”^
saying
this is my gun.
Pow (three times
»
u0
6 W encb around a screw, but
watches
other
childrefnl^
dren
Another child sits next to him and talks
p iay.
to him
a d another chil <* asks Robin
if
he
can
use
the
tov
^
1S0,
R bin tell s the boy he cannot,
and continues to
?
iqo'*S
r
hen Robin lets the child use it,
the
tne chUd
child for
fSr help
heln in removing one of the screws. and asks
He makes
noi ses while turning the screw.
Then two children
arp'an
are allowed to use the workbench
and help
know how it goesl" He makes engine noises Robin. "Now
again.
"I
know how it takes off I" "Hey
I took it off."
He places
the screws side by side on the table, as he
removes them
from the workbench.
"Now I've got to put them back together.
I think I can fix this.
I think I can do it."
He asks one other child if he (Robin) broke a piece.
"I
think I'd better put it down now." He laughs
then makes
nonsensical words and sounds
"Yukkity yuk"
Robin
uses the wrench as a gun again.
"Pow, pow, powl"
"You
have to be dead because I shot you." He repeats the sentences a number of times. Then Robin comes over to observer and says "I'm going to shoot your pencil! This is
the bullet, it goes in here, I'm going to shoot your
balls out!" Then he goes to another child, "shoots" him,
then Robin lies "dead" on the floor, arms outstretched.
He gets up, runs to other end of room, and lies on the
floor.
The teacher aide asks him what he's doing.
"I'm
the monster.
Pow, pow, pow!"
Then he crawls, using his
elbows and knees, back to this end of the room.
"Pow"
(four times)
For a moment, he sits watching two children
play.
He lies on the floor again
"Your father's going
to be dead."
He continues to crawl on the floor, then gets
a wrench,
wrench

)
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le
a
ar
° U of paper
tL^
^e ^" n t i e ?? 0
n
C
W
h
ea
of him° He Ufts one f S Pl3CeS the ^^bench^A front®'
him to put it away so someoL^Xf
r
n e
t0 Ut U 3Way
ni can,t "ix if
it
2rS£“
broke.
sh«
?
^
She h
helps
him — and he is able to screw
t

WSicfj:

or^e

0

f

r

s

-

s

°

1

"

It,S 9 ° ing down! "
"When it gets so
need the wrench."
"There's an alligatof coming
* hat wa
The teacher notices that the orange
Y
Ir'tJ-h
h
mi a 9
d aSks Robin where it is.
"Dennis
l.5on« "
a
k lld W ?v
lks
toward them with the missing wrench
*
1 A
(Not
Dennis ^
Lyons.)f "There it is!" Robin puts it into
place

tifhf
tight,

T
I

!

.

^

'

(The wrench was dropped on the floor when he
began
crawling from the table. That's where it was found.)

Observation No.

3,

February 27

,

1973

R °bi n plays with another child, using cars and blocks.
11 wreck this one up this road."
He and the other child
kick the blocks around. Robin announces that he's going to
kick this farm down." And he does. He takes blocks out of
the block container and throws them on the floor.
"We're
making fire!" He and the other child continue to throw
blocks on the floor. The teacher aide asks them to put
the blocks away.
Robin leans over the bookcase, and pushes
off the toys that other children are using. Then he and
the other child walk and roll over the blocks on the
floor.
They both giggle and make noises. Robin says,
"fire, fire!
It's. a fire!"
"Ouch, ouch."
The teacher
aide reminds them to put away the blocks. Then she says
they can build with the blocks or put them away. Robin
sits down.
"I'm making a house, a little house."
"Can I
walk up the steps?" No, someone is wrecking the steps."
He stacks three blocks on top of one another.
"Watch me
•t

I

i

—

crash into those animals," and he topples his structure
over onto the animals, which the teacher aide placed on
the floor.
Robin makes another tower.
and
"Here I go"
he pushes it down.
He builds another tower.
The other
child takes a large block, leans it over toward Robin's
tower.
Robin says, "No, don't," and the child proceeds to
knock down Robin's tower. Then Robin makes a bridge for
"the water, so I can go fishing." To the other child, "Can
you build one for me?" He claps two blocks together.
"I'll make a house like this." He asks the teacher aide
He accidently knocks over his
to help him build a bridge.
own structure when reaching for a block. He laughs, and
piles one block on top of another. He pokes another block

—
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and knocks the structure
down.

Observation No.

March 20

4,

,

1973

“*
points to the pioturl again
up acrain
Th^n

t e \l'

H-™.”

the table
He c
climbs down, then climbs

etS a pie0e of pa er ' sits at
tL tabll? and picks
Robin
uses
a brush to apply
?
the glue.
alue
w
He glances
around while he is doing this^ He
a
P
a folded staring at the
telcher
He
?h=
° *? an h S plcture U
in
the window.
P
?
She tells^tm^
i
h ^
1 needs to be hun g in another
place be11 ere 1 n ° m ° rS
r °° m in the wind °w.
He
walks over
;,no^
?T
notbe r ^ble,
picks
up
a
scrub
brush,
and
pushes
it
h ,i
h
he teacber aide suggests to Robin that
;
^
he scrubs his hands.
Robin goes to the sink, sprinkles
cleanser around, and scrubs the sink with a
sponge.
He
and another chiid clean the sinks.
Robin lets the other
child sprinkle the cleanser in his sink. He
also lets
her use the scrub brush.
The two children talk about
sink cleaner and hand soap.
Robin uses the hand soap.
e rubs it around the sink, then wipes
the sink with the
sponge.
He washes the faucet with the soap.
"Wash the
soap off. More soap on.
The water will clean it." He
turns the faucet, laughs, turns it off. Then on. Then
off.
"Put more soap on I" He hums to himself.
P
t 1SS e
P PSr again ‘

CS

^

4-

.

Observation No.

5,

April 25, 1973

Robin does a puzzle at a table. Another child disturbs him, and Robin tells the teacher. Then the child
and Robin fantasize about the puzzle pieces. Robin talks
to himself about the animal puzzle pieces.
He brings the
puzzle to me, and asks me to help build a garage for a
car puzzle piece.
He puts the puzzle down and goes to the
pictures of the children. He names the children in the
pictures. Then he talks about them. He begins to make
a garage.
Another child asks if he can play, Robin refuses the child.
Robin puts the puzzle pieces in their
places, and takes out another piece.
He builds another
garage. The other child joins Robin and they build and talk
about animals and fires. Robin builds the garage up and
up
and then it topples.
Robin laughs and begins to
build another one. Robin picks up a long block and strums
it as though it were a guitar.

—
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Observation No.
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May 15, 1973
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